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Abstract

Enabling machines to see and analyze the world is a longstanding research objective. Ad-

vances in computer vision have the potential of influencing many aspects of our lives as they can

enable machines to tackle a variety of tasks. Great progress in computer vision has been made,

catalyzed by recent progress in machine learning and especially the breakthroughs achieved by

deep artificial neural networks.

Goal of this work is to alleviate limitations of deep neural networks that hinder their large-

scale adoption for real-world applications. To this end, it investigates methodologies for con-

structing and training deep neural networks with low computational requirements. Moreover,

it explores strategies for achieving robust performance on unseen data. Of particular interest

is the application of segmenting volumetric medical scans because of the technical challenges

it imposes, as well as its clinical importance. The developed methodologies are generic and of

relevance to a broader computer vision and machine learning audience.

More specifically, this work introduces an efficient 3D convolutional neural network archi-

tecture, which achieves high performance for segmentation of volumetric medical images, an

application previously hindered by high computational requirements of 3D networks. It then

investigates sensitivity of network performance on hyper-parameter configuration, which we

interpret as overfitting the model configuration to the data available during development. It is

shown that ensembling a set of models with diverse configurations mitigates this and improves

generalization. The thesis then explores how to utilize unlabelled data for learning representa-

tions that generalize better. It investigates domain adaptation and introduces an architecture

for adversarial networks tailored for adaptation of segmentation networks. Finally, a novel

semi-supervised learning method is proposed that introduces a graph in the latent space of a

neural network to capture relations between labelled and unlabelled samples. It then regularizes

the embedding to form a compact cluster per class, which improves generalization.
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without augmentation are shown. Methods in the lower part used larger classifiers.205
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2.11 Deep networks can learn complex representations of high dimensional data with
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2.14 (a) Neocognitron is a DNN with six layers. Kernels of S-layers are learned so

that their cells (neurons) learn to detect patterns of interest. C-layers, which

do not have learnable parameters, compute the average activation around each

location, to induce shift-invariance. (b) Illustration of how the excitation of a

S-plane is computed, by applying a kernel to the planes of the previous layer. (c)

Illustration of the excitation and the inhibition signal in an S-cell, which together

determine its activation. The inhibition signal acts as self-gating. Here, aml and

zml are matrices that hold the activations and pre-activations respectively of the

m-th plane in the l-th layer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

2.15 The LeNet convolutional neural network (LeCun et al. [1998]), as originally ap-

plied for the classification of the digit in a 32×32 image. Convolutional networks

learn feature detectors, while strided pooling layers down sample the feature

maps and induce spatial invariance. The final three layers have fully connected

neurons, each combining all activations from the previous layer. Above each

convolutional and pooling layer is shown the dimension of their feature maps. . . 64

2.16 Illustration of the convolution operation (Eq. 2.67). Convolution of feature maps

of dimension δl−1 with kernel of dimension κl gives output feature maps of

dimension δl=δl−1−κl+1. This decrease can be avoided by padding the input

with artificial content, such as zeros. Bias bml is not shown for simplicity. . . . . 66

2.17 (a) Illustration of a max pooling kernel where each dimension is of size κ= 2.

The kernel is applied in each direction with a stride τ = 2 on a feature map.

Striding down-samples the feature map by a factor of τ in each dimension. Since
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2.18 (Top) Illustration of an input image of size 17×17 and a feature map in 4 following

layers. Convolution with a kernel of size 5×5 and unary stride is applied in all

layers. The receptive field with respect to the input of a neuron activation in

the 4-th layer covers the whole input, as all input pixels influence its activation.

(Bottom) The same architecture can be given input of larger size. In that case,

size of every feature map increases accordingly, up to the final layer. The size

of the receptive field of each neuron remains the same, as it is only a function

of the kernel size, stride and number of layers. Each prediction is not influenced

by the whole input, but rather only the pixels under its own receptive field. . . . 72

2.19 Illustration how the receptive field of neurons grows and shifts with respect to

the input (Eq. 2.76). Four layers are shown. Each dimension of all kernels is

of size κ = 3. (Top row) Kernel of the first layer has stride τ1 = 1 in each

dimension, hence subsequent neurons have receptive fields shifted by τ ′1 = 1

in each dimension. (Second row) Strided convolution with stride τ = 2 causes

sub-sampling by factor of 2 in each dimension. Hence subsequent neurons have

receptive fields shifted by τ ′2 = 2. (Third row) An additional layer with τ3 = 1

retains the same sub-sampling factor. Hence consecutive neurons in 3-rd layer

also have receptive fields with respect to the input shifted by τ ′3 = 2. (Bottom

row) An additional strided convolution with stride τ1 = 2 causes a further sub-

sampling, down to a factor of 4. Now consecutive neurons in 4-th layer have

receptive fields shifted by τ ′4 = 4 on the input. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
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2.20 (a) One way to perform segmentation is to approach it as patch-wise classifica-

tion. To segment a voxel in the image, a patch as large as the CNN’s receptive

field is extracted around it. The CNN can then be trained to predict the class of

the central voxel based on the content of the patch. (b) This batch-wise classifi-

cation approach has the disadvantage of being computationally inefficient. This

is because neighbouring, overlapping patches share most of the content. Hence

the same content is loaded multiple times in memory and computations on it

are duplicated. For example, here, the multiplication of a CNN’s kernel in the

shown position of the top patch is exactly the same as the multiplication of the

kernel with a position one pixel further on the neighbouring patch shown in the

bottom. (c) By avoiding the use of fully connected layers, we can construct fully

convolutional networks. Here, every layer is a convolutional or pooling layer,

including the output layers. By inputing the whole image, the CNN can make

predictions for multiple pixels in one forward pass. Each prediction is dependent

only on the receptive field of the corresponding neuron, not the whole input image. 78

2.21 (a) A fully connected (FC) layer with two neurons, connected to the three feature

maps (FM) of the preceding layer. Here, input FMs have size 2×2. (b) Any

FC layer can be implemented as an exactly equivalent convolutional layer. For

this, the convolutional layer must have as FMs as the number of neurons of the

FC layer. Additionally, the kernels of the convolution layer must have the same

dimension as the input feature maps. Kernel km,nl , which convolves the n-th

input FM for the computation of the m-th output FM, holds the weights that

used to connect the m-th output FC neuron to the n-th input FM. In this way,

each output FM aml is of size 1×1, holding only one activation, the same as aml

in the equivalent FC layer. Replacing FC layers with equivalent convolutional

layers enables any architecture of classification CNNs to be implemented as a

fully-convolutional architecture. It can then be used for segmentation (Sec. 2.3.3.2). 83
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2.22 (a) Up-sampling via bilinear interpolation can be decomposed in a resize opera-

tion with zero-filling and a convolution with kernel of appropriate fixed weights.

(b) Instead of up-sampling using a pre-defined kernel, its weights can be learned

during training, as shown on the left. Both operations are differentiable, with an

illustration of how the operation of resize with zero-fill operation can be mod-

elled via neurons shown on the right. Up-sampling via resize with zero-filling

followed by a convolution with a trainable kernel is often called deconvolution

in neural networks. (c) Variant of deconvolution, which uses resize with repe-

tition of values instead of zero-filling shown on the left, and the neural model

of the operation of resizing via repetition shown on the right. This variant of

deconvolution often leads to improved results. All shown examples up-sample

by factor of 2 (called the deconvolution’s stride in some implementations), per-

formed during the resize step. The dimensions of the kernel for the convolution,

here κ = (3, 3), define how much content is processed for inferring the values

of the high resolution output. Padding of (κ−1) pixels (here zeros) is added in

each dimension to get desired output shape. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

2.23 Common encoder-decoder based CNN architectures. Number of feature maps is

shown. Convolution kernels commonly used are of shape 3×3, though variants

exist. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

2.24 Arrangement of convolutions and deconvolutions in the decoder of (a) original

FCN, (b) alternative implementation of FCN. See Sec. 2.3.3.4 for discussion how

the two variants are related. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

3.1 Heterogeneous appearance of TBI lesions poses challenges in devising discrimi-

native models. Lesion size varies significantly with both large, focal and small,

diffused lesions (a,b). Alignment of manual lesion segmentations reveals the wide

spatial distribution of lesions in (c,d) with some areas being more likely than oth-

ers. (e) shows the average of the normalized intensity histograms of different MR

channels over all the TBI cases in our database, for healthy (green) and injured

(red) tissue. One can observe a large overlap between the distributions of healthy

and non-healthy brain tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95
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3.2 Our baseline CNN consists of four layers with 53 kernels for feature extraction,

leading to a receptive field of size 173. The classification layer is implemented

as convolutional with 13 kernels, which enables efficient dense-inference. When

the network segments an input it predicts multiple voxels simultaneously, one

for each shift of its receptive field over the input. Number of FMs and their size

depicted as (Number × Size). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103

3.3 In fully convolutional networks the dimensions of feature maps increase if input

of larger size is given. Hence processing larger inputs requires more memory.

For this reason, when the whole image cannot be given for inference to a 3D

CNN due to memory limitations, the image is tiled into segments. Each seg-

ment is processed independently and the model predicts the central part of the

segment. Because no predictions are made for the outer parts of each segment,

since no padding is used for segmentation, neighbouring tiles must overlap so

that the predictions can be correctly stitched together in a prediction for the

whole volume. Larger segments minimize redundant computation due to overlap

but require more memory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105

3.4 Consider a network with a 2D receptive field of 32 (for illustration) densely-

applied on the depicted lesion-centred image segments of size 72 or 92. Relatively

more background (green) is captured by larger segments (left) and around smaller

lesions (right). Hence in the setting of dense-training of fully-convolutional net-

works on image segments, the class-imbalance is determined not only by the size

of structures of each class, but also the size of input segments (hyper-parameter). 106

3.5 The replacement of the depicted layer with 55 kernels (left) with two successive

layers using 33 kernels (right) introduces an additional non-linearity without

altering the CNN’s receptive field. Additionally, the number of weights is reduced

from 200k to 86.4k and the required convolutions are cheaper (see text). Number

of FMs and their size depicted as (Number × Size). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
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3.6 Multi-scale 3D CNN with two parallel pathways. The kernels of the two path-

ways are here of size 53 (for illustration only, to reduce the number of layers in

the figure). The neurons of the last layers of the two pathways thus have recep-

tive fields of size 173 voxels with respect to the input segments (green and blue

dashed lines). The inputs of the two pathways are centered at the same image

location. The second segment is extracted from a down-sampled version of the

image by a factor of 3. Hence the receptive field of the low-resolution pathway

covers 3 times greater context (dashed blue line on brain MRI), corresponding

to a high-resolution area of size 513 voxels. If the size of the input segment of

the normal resolution pathway (here 253) is larger than its receptive field, the

pathway outputs one additional activation for each additional voxel (here 93).

The output of the low-resolution pathway is up-sampled and concatenated to

the feature maps at the end of the normal-resolution pathway. To achieve corre-

spondence between dimensions of output feature maps of the parallel pathways

(after up-sampling), for each 3 (sub-sampling factor) voxels in the input of the

normal-resolution pathway beyond its receptive field, 1 additional voxel is re-

quired in the input of the low-resolution pathway. More parallel pathways can

be added to process the image in multiple resolutions. DeepMedic, our proposed

11-layers architecture, results by replacing each layer of the depicted pathways

with two layers that use 33 kernels (see Sec. 3.2.3 and Fig. 3.16). Number of

FMs and their size depicted as (Number × Size). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
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3.7 Comparison of the commonly used methods for training on patches uniformly

sampled from the brain region (Puni) and equally sampled from lesion and back-

ground (Peq) against our proposed scheme (S-d) on cubic segments of side length

d, also equally sampled from lesion and background. We varied d to observe

its effect. From left to right: percentage of training samples extracted from the

lesion class, mean accuracy, sensitivity, specificity calculated on uniformly sam-

pled validation patches and, finally, the mean DSC of the segmentation of the

validation datasets. The progress throughout training is plotted. Because lesions

are small, Puni achieves very high voxel-wise accuracy by being very specific but

not sensitive, with the opposite being the case for Peq. Our method achieves an

effective balance between the two, resulting in better segmentation as reflected

by higher DSC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116

3.8 Mean accuracy over validation samples and DSC for the segmentations of the

validation images, as obtained from the “Shallow” baseline and “Deep” variant

with smaller kernels. Training of the plain deeper model fails (cf. Sec. 3.3.3).

This is overcome by adopting the initialization scheme of (He et al. [2015]),

which further combined with Batch Normalization leads to the enhanced (+)

variants. Deep+ performs significantly better than Shallow+ with similar com-

putation time, thanks to the use of small kernels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 117

3.9 Mean accuracy over validation samples and DSC for the segmentation of the

validation images, as obtained by a single-scale model (Deep+) and our dual

pathway architecture (DeepMedic). We also trained a single-scale model with

larger capacity (BigDeep+), similar to the capacity of DeepMedic. DeepMedic

yields best performance by capturing greater context, while BigDeep+ seems to

suffer from over-fitting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
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3.10 (Rows) Two cases from the severe TBI dataset, showing representative improve-

ments when using the multi-scale CNN approach. (Columns) From left to right:

the MRI FLAIR sequence with the manually labeled lesions, predicted soft seg-

mentation map obtained from a single-scale model (Deep+) and the prediction

of the multi-scale DeepMedic model. The incorporation of greater context en-

ables DeepMedic to identify when it processes an area within larger lesions (top).

Spurious false positives are significantly reduced across the image on the bottom. 119

3.11 (Top) DSC achieved by our ensemble of three networks on each of the 61 TBI

datasets. (Bottom) Manually segmented (black) and predicted lesion volumes

(red). Note here the logarithmic scale. Continuous lines represent mean values.

The outlying subject 12 presents small TBI lesions, which are successfully seg-

mented, but also vascular ischemia. Because it is the only case in the database

with the latter pathology, the networks fail to segment it as such lesion was not

seen during training. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125

3.12 Three examples from the application of our system on the TBI database. It

is capable of precise segmentation of both small and large lesions. Second row

depicts one of the common mistakes observed. A contusion near the edge of

the brain is under-segmented, possibly mistaken for background. Bottom row

shows one of the worst cases, representative of the challenges in segmenting TBI.

Post-surgical sub-dural debris is mistakenly captured by the brain mask. The

network partly segments the abnormality, which is not a celebral lesion of interest.126

3.13 Examples of DeepMedic’s segmentation from its evaluation on the training datasets

of BRATS 2015. cyan: necrotic core, green: oedema, orange: non-enhancing

core, red: enhancing core. (top and middle) Satisfying segmentation of the

tumor, regardless motion artefacts in certain sequences. (bottom) One of the

worst cases of over-segmentation observed. False segmentation of FLAIR hyper-

intensities as oedema constitutes the most common error of DeepMedic. . . . . . 129
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3.14 Examples of segmentations performed by our system on the training datasets

of (SISS) ISLES 2015. (top and middle) The system is capable of satisfying

segmentation of both large and smaller lesions. (bottom) Common mistakes

are performed due to the challenge of differentiating stroke lesions from White

Matter lesions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132

3.15 (First row) GE scan and DeepMedic’s segmentation. (Second row) FMs of earlier

and (third row) deeper layers of the first convolutional pathway. (Fourth row)

Features learnt in the low-resolution pathway. (Last row) FMs of the two last

hidden layers, which combine multi-resolution features towards the final segmen-

tation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
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3.16 (Top) DeepMedic, the proposed architecture based on parallel pathways for pro-

cessing multi-resolution features. (Bottom) An encoder-decoder based architec-

ture, U-net, with the configuration of the original 3D variant (Çiçek et al. [2016]).

These architectures share various characteristics. They both process features at

predefined number of resolutions (here two for facilitating comparison), learn to

up-sample features and combine them in order to make predictions. The major

difference is how they down-sample. Input to encoder-decoder networks is in

high-resolution and covers the greater content (blue bounding box) required by

the large receptive field of neurons in lowest levels. Hence feature maps (FM)

of layers before the first down-sampling are large and require a lot of memory.

Thus these models can only have small number of layers and FMs processing

high-resolution content (green blocks) and are limited to very small training

batches (commonly 1-2 samples for a 3D U-net on GPU with 12 GBs of mem-

ory). In contrast, in our method, the greater content (blue box) is down-sampled

prior to any processing by the network. The high-resolution input covers only

the receptive field of neurons in the high-resolution pathway, closer to the area

that will be segmented (green box), where details matter. Surrounding context

is captured in lower resolution. This is similar to the foveal and peripheral vision

of the human visual system. As a result, FMs of DeepMedic have low dimensions

and require low memory. This enables DeepMedic to have multiple layers and

FMs even for processing high resolution content, which is important for precise

segmentation. Furthermore, DeepMedic can be trained with much larger batches

(up to 150 samples in a GPU with 12 GB memory). On the other hand, the

down-sampling method for DeepMedic needs to be pre-defined, while encoder-

decoder networks learn filters for down-sampling in a data-driven manner. Third

dimension of input and FMs not shown for simplicity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142

4.1 Left to right: FLAIR; manual annotation of a BRATS’17 subject, where yel-

low depicts oedema surrounding tumour core; confidence of a CNN predicting

oedema, trained with cross-entropy or IoU loss. Although overall performance is

similar, training with IoU (or Dice, not shown) loss alters the CNN’s behaviour,

which tends to output only highly confident predictions, even when false. . . . . 148
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4.2 Our ensemble of diverse networks, EMMA (red), averages out the bias infused

by individual model configurations m, to approximate more reliably the true

posterior (black), while being robust to suboptimal configurations. Posteriors

on the left were obtained from multiple perceptrons, trained to classify clusters

centred on 10 and -10 as a toy example, with different losses, regularizations and

noise in the training labels. Their ensemble provides reliable estimates. . . . . . 150

4.3 We used two DeepMedics (Kamnitsas et al. [2017c]) in our experiments. The

smaller of the two is depicted, where the number of feature maps and their

dimension at every layer are depicted in the format (Number × Size). The

second model used in the ensemble is wider, with double the number of feature

maps at every layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D, even though not

depicted for simplicity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154

4.4 Schematic of one of the FCN architecture used in EMMA. Shown are number of

feature maps per layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D, even though not

depicted for simplicity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155

4.5 Schematic of an adapted Unet used in our experiments. Depicted are number of

feature maps per layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D, even though not

depicted for simplicity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156

4.6 Results are affected by normalization. To make a system robust to this factor,

we introduce in EMMA models trained on differently normalized data. . . . . . 158

4.7 FLAIR, T1ce and manual annotation of a case in the training set, along with
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Building machines that can perceive, analyze, interpret the world is a fundamental aim of

research in artificial intelligence. Within this discipline, computer vision focuses on the theory

and technology that enables machines to see by processing and extracting information from

visual sensor data, such as photos and videos. The common framework for computer vision

comprises of a vision sensor, such as a camera, followed by pattern recognition algorithms

for extracting information from the signal (Fig. 1.1). This information can then be used for

subsequent analysis of the contents, decision making or action.

Aligned with the invaluable utility of vision to living creatures, applications of computer

vision are limitless and capable of disrupting our way of life. Some examples are autonomous

driving, robotic assistants, surveillance and security systems, autonomous weapons and im-

proved healthcare.

This work is largely motivated by the latter: the transformative role computer vision can

play in improving and democratizing healthcare 1. Imaging technology has been in the center of

healthcare for decades and forms irreplaceable tool for diagnosis and treatment of pathologies

1The author would like to emphasize his belief on importance of regulating AI in applications such as warfare,
as no advances in healthcare can undo the harm by autonomous weapons that can impersonalize war and killing.

1
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Overview of framework for computer vision. A vision sensor captures the physical
world in a format that can be processed by an algorithm, such as an image. A computer
vision algorithm extracts semantic information from images. Computer vision has numerous
applications, from enabling machines to recognise the context of regular images (a) to benefiting
healthcare via improved medical image analysis (b).

in clinical settings, as well as a research tool for expanding our understanding of our body.

Many imaging technologies are used for different clinical tasks. This includes X-rays, computed

tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), histology imaging and more. Images are

currently studied and analyzed by human experts, such as radiologists or appropriately trained

technicians. The findings are then used for informing the diagnosis, planning the treatment

or assessing the outcome. The sheer volume of scans acquired in a clinical center makes their

manual reading a significant bottleneck. Moreover, the complex nature of the scans makes their

reading a challenging task for humans, even experts. For example an MRI is a three-dimensional

scan that has to be read slice by slice. One scan often includes multiple MR sequences, each

of which visualizes different aspects of the underlying anatomy, and all have to be consulted

simultaneously for an informed decision. Finally, this process is subjective, with the results

dependent on the skill of the human reader. In this setting, automatic algorithms that can

efficiently analyze multi-dimensional data and reliably provide an objective interpretation of the

contents of a medical scan would be valuable supportive tools for empowering radiologists and

clinicians in both clinical and research settings. Moreover, automatic algorithms can enhance

healthcare in areas of the world where experts are not available or less well trained. One could

see how models created based on domain knowledge of highest skill experts could be valuable

diagnostic tools in developing countries or clinical centers that do not specialize in a specific

pathology.
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Figure 1.2: Diagram showing categories of artificial intelligence approaches and how they are
related. Deep learning is a type of machine learning, which is a subset of the field of artificial
intelligence.

Computer vision has seen remarkable progress in recent years, primarily driven by devel-

opments in machine learning (ML), especially advances in deep learning (DL) and deep neural

networks (DNN). Fig. 1.2 illustrates how these types of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms

are related. Information from data has been traditionally extracted with pattern recognition

based on hand engineered feature detectors (Fig. 1.3), with which their designer would attempt

to model an aspect of the world, such as a model of salient objects, shapes or specific color pat-

terns in an image. Then, often a machine learning component, such as a classifier, would learn

how the presence or absence of a pattern correlates with the output value that the system needs

to predict. However designing fixed feature detectors does not scale well with the complexity

of the real world. An alternative paradigm is representation learning that, instead of using a

fixed representation space of the data composed of a-priori designed features, it proposes using

machine learning to also learn the representation space itself. Example of such a model is a

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer, which will learn to embed data in a

representation space appropriate for the following predictor in the output layer to perform the

task. Deep learning takes representation learning a step further. Deep learning is based on

the assumption that the world, and thus the data, is the result of multiple generative factors

that are organized hierarchically. Based on this assumption, deep learning methods learn an

hierarchical multi-layer representation, where complex features (factors) at deeper layers are

compositions of simpler features in earlier layers (such as edges, blobs, simple shapes). Such hi-

erarchical representation is most commonly modelled with deep neural networks (Fig. 1.4). The
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network is trained on data for a specific task and automatically learns which features to detect

for the specific data and task. This data-driven, learning-based approach to pattern recognition

scales much better to the complexity of real-world problems than models engineered based on

prior knowledge. This is because in practice it is often found more technically challenging to

hand engineer models for difficult tasks of interest, in comparison to collecting enough data for

learning a data-driven model. Moreover, instead of inventing a new model for every different

task of interest, it is often found more practical and effective to instead collect data for the

new task of interest and train a DNN, as they commonly have rather general design and can

be applied to various problems.

Figure 1.3: Traditional framework for computer vision. Hand-engineered feature extractors
that attempt to model aspects of the world (edges, contours, blobs, etc), are used to detect
patterns in an image. A machine learning algorithm, such as a classifier, subsequently combines
the detected patterns to make a prediction.

Research in deep artificial neural networks spans several decades but attention to DNNs

was limited (Schmidhuber [2015], LeCun et al. [2015]). Large deep neural networks are compu-

tationally expensive. Additionally, their attractive property of not requiring prior knowledge

about the task and learning the model straight from the data poses the necessity for large
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Figure 1.4: Deep learning replaces traditional hand-engineered features detectors (Fig. 1.3) with
a neural network, which receives raw image data and automatically learns to detect appropriate
features that enable it to accomplish a task.

amounts of training data that capture the heterogeneity of the problem so that the learned

features are general and useful. As a result, their potential has only been revealed in recent

years, when coupled with modern powerful Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) that allow high

parallelism of general purpose computations, and the increasing availability of large databases

for training (Krizhevsky et al. [2012], Ciregan et al. [2012], Ciresan et al. [2012]).

The above properties still limit potential of DNNs being exploited in domains where com-

putational complexity is high due to the nature of the data or data is scarce. A representative

example of such a domain is medical imaging. Medical images are often very high dimen-

sional. For instance, MR, CT and certain types of ultra-sound are three-dimensional (3D)

scans, making their processing orders of magnitude slower than two-dimensional (2D) natural

images. This is also coupled by the fact that scans for certain types of pathology or body parts

have very high resolution in comparison to natural images, in order to reveal subtle patterns

of interest. This makes computational complexity of applying neural networks on this domain

very expensive. The problem extends to other domains with high-dimensional data such as

high-resolution satellite imagery, 3D scenes in computer graphics or video processing (time as
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third dimension). Moreover, available medical imaging datasets are of limited size. This is a

natural consequence of the acquisition equipment being expensive, scanning being time con-

suming, and it is not straightforward to pool together data from different clinical centers in

a larger common database because of privacy and policy concerns. Furthermore, for training

neural networks most approaches require labelled training data, where a human has annotated

the content of the image. Preparing such an annotated database of pathologies can only be

performed by domain experts such as radiologists and is thus very expensive. As a result,

available training databases do not capture well the heterogeneity of the anatomy, pathology,

imaging quality and acquisition techniques. Consequently, current neural networks are not

robust, with their performance degrading drastically when applied to data with characteristics

that may differ from those in the training set. Examples include data from a scanner with

different image quality or contrast, or data with different demographics such as subjects’ age.

This issue, as will be further analyzed in Sec. 2.1.5, is a general problem of machine-learning

methods without priors or constrains such as neural networks. It affects various applications

outside medical imaging, such as computer vision for autonomous driving that performs well

in various weather and lighting conditions, and object recognition systems that generalize on

objects outside the brands and backgrounds that were included in the training database.

1.2 Objectives, Outline of Thesis and its Contributions

Main goal of this work is to identify and tackle limitations of deep neural networks that render

problematic their large scale adoption in computer vision applications. To this end, we in-

vestigated and developed methodologies for constructing and training computationally efficient

high-performing neural networks for image processing. Moreover, we developed strategies for

achieving robust performance during inference on unseen data, with particular focus on the case

when this data may present differences from those used for training. Primary inspiration is

taken from challenges posed by the task of semantic segmentation of medical images due to its

technical complexity, as well as its clinical importance. The developed methodologies, however,

are generic and applicable to other visual tasks.
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The remainder of this thesis presents the necessary background and the main technical

contributions of this work as follows:

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to concepts of machine learning, deep learning and ar-

tificial neural networks. This is necessary background knowledge for fully grasping the contents

of the following chapters that present the main investigations performed.

Chapter 3 introduces a computationally efficient system for segmentation of 3D medical

scans. The system is primarily based on a 3D convolutional network (CNN). 3D CNNs are

computationally expensive, which previously blocked their adoption in medical imaging. We

introduce a CNN architecture based on multiple parallel pathways that process the input at

different scales. In combination with an effective sampling strategy for training and appropriate

model design, this model can process large image context, has large representational power while

maintaining low computational requirements. The network is complimented by an efficient,

fully connected, 3D conditional random field that regularizes the network’s output to improve

robustness. The system is evaluated on three brain lesion segmentation tasks, where it achieves

very promising performance and won first position in an international segmentation challenge.

Chapter 4 investigates the issue that output and performance of neural networks are sensi-

tive to their configuration of their architecture and training scheme. We interpret this sensitivity

as a result of overfitting the model selection on the data available during method development,

which does not generalize well to unseen data. Based on this perspective, we propose ensem-

bling of a set of models with diverse architectures and configurations as a method to reduce the

effect of model selection and achieve more robust performance on unseen data. The system was

evaluated on the international challenge of brain tumor segmentation (BRATS 2017) where it

won the first position, showing the potential of the approach.

Chapter 5 focuses further on the issue of performance degradation on unseen data. It

explores learning representations that allow a model to perform well on unseen data, even

when they present significant differences from the labelled data used in training. To this

end, it investigates adversarial networks for domain adaptation, which make use of unlabelled

data during training. It presents the first application of fully 3D adversarial networks for
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segmentation, showing the feasibility and potential of the approach, which was questioned in

the literature due to computational requirements. Furthermore, it introduces multi-connected

adversarial networks, an architecture specifically tailored for domain adaptation of segmentation

models, motivated by our empirical analysis that found early layers of a network to be more

affected by differences between datasets than deeper layers, opposite to common assumptions

in the literature.

Chapter 6 investigates further how to extract information from unlabelled data in order

to learn representations that generalize better. It introduces a novel semi-supervised learning

technique, that dynamically constructs a fully connected graph in the latent space of neural

networks during training, to capture relations between labelled and unlabelled samples in a

training batch. Differentiable label propagation is performed on the graph to capture the

structure of the data in latent space. Then a novel training objective is derived, that guides

the learning network to embed samples such that they form a single compact cluster per class

in latent space, a state that we argue facilitates class separation. The method is evaluated on

three image classification tasks and is shown to improve generalization of models trained both

with semi-supervision, as well as with standard fully supervised training.

Chapter 7 summarizes what goals has this work has achieved and suggests research direc-

tions that could build up on its main findings, extend or complement it. Finally, it discusses

broader open challenges that hinder large scale adoption of neural networks.

1.3 Publications

This thesis is mainly based on the following works that have been published in top-tier confer-

ences and journals:

1. K. Kamnitsas, C. Ledig, V. Newcombe, J. Simpson, A. Kane, D. Menon, D. Rueckert,

and B. Glocker. Efficient multi-scale 3D CNN with fully connected CRF for

accurate brain lesion segmentation. Medical Image Analysis, pages 61–78, Elsevier,
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2017. (Kamnitsas et al. [2017c])

2. K. Kamnitsas, C. Baumgartner, C. Ledig, V. Newcombe, J. Simpson, A. Kane, D.

Menon, A. Nori, A. Criminisi, D. Rueckert, and B. Glocker. Unsupervised domain

adaptation in brain lesion segmentation with adversarial networks. Information

Processing in Medical Imaging, pages 597–609, Springer, 2017. (Kamnitsas et al. [2017b])

3. K. Kamnitsas, W. Bai, E. Ferrante, S. McDonagh, M. Sinclair, N. Pawlowski, M.

Rajchl, M. Lee, B. Kainz, D. Rueckert, and B. Glocker. Ensembles of multiple models

and architectures for robust brain tumour segmentation. Brainlesion: Glioma,

Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries, pages 450–462, Springer, 2017.

(Kamnitsas et al. [2017a])

4. K. Kamnitsas, E. Ferrante, S. Parisot, C. Ledig, A. Nori, A. Criminisi, D. Rueckert,

and B. Glocker. DeepMedic for Brain Tumor Segmentation. Brainlesion: Glioma,

Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries, pages 138–149, Springer, 2016.

(Kamnitsas et al. [2016])

5. K. Kamnitsas, L. Chen, C. Ledig, D. Rueckert, and B. Glocker. Multi-Scale 3D

Convolutional Neural Networks for Lesion Segmentation in Brain MRI. Proc.

of ischemic stroke lesion segmentation challenge - MICCAI, pages 13–16, online, 2015.

(Kamnitsas et al. [2015])

6. K. Kamnitsas, D. Castro, L. Le Folgoc, I. Walker, R. Tanno, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker,

A. Criminisi, and A. Nori. Semi-Supervised Learning via Compact Latent Space

Clustering. International Conference on Machine Learning, pages 2464–2473, PMLR,

2018. (Kamnitsas et al. [2018])

Here follows an extended list of published research works performed during the course of

this research, which are not presented in detail in this thesis but have contributed in related

technical challenges and applications:
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Chapter 2

Background

This part of the thesis outlines the basic concepts of machine learning needed to set the stage

for the main body of research presented in the later parts of the thesis, in chapters 3, 4, 5, 6.

We begin with fundamental concepts in machine learning. This then enables us to motivate

deep learning, a specific kind of machine learning, and then analyze its properties. We describe

the standard framework for deep learning, based on MLPs and stochastic gradient descent. We

then introduce the reader to convolutional neural networks, a variant of feed-forward network

well suited for computer vision, and elaborate on important properties of it that relate to main

technical aspects of this work.

2.1 Machine Learning Fundamentals

Machine learning (ML) is a research field that studies methods, algorithms and statistical

models that enable a machine to automatically identify patterns in data, which can then be

used to infer some properties of the data and accomplish a task, without relying on knowledge

explicitly provided by humans. This is in contrast to knowledge-based systems for artificial

intelligence, that rely on hard-coded information, symbols, logical assertions and inference

rules, an approach that does not scale with the complexity of real world problems. Following a

15
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more formal definition introduced by Mitchell [1997], a learning algorithm is a program that as

it accumulates more experience E about a task T and its performance on it based on measure P ,

the objective function of learning, the program gradually improves its performance on the task.

The various ML algorithms can be differentiated with respect to how they acquire experience

E, the task T that they learn to solve and the performance measure P that guides the learning

process.

2.1.1 Tasks for Machine Learning Systems

A machine learning system attempts to learn from data how to give an answer to a specific

question. This specific question is the task. A multitude of tasks can be attempted, similarly to

the variety of tasks our brain performs daily. Naturally, some tasks are simpler to define. For

example, what is the category of an object in an image, among specific categories, has a single

correct answer that we require from the machine. Other questions are more complex, such as

what is the best plan of actions for being a successful PhD researcher in computer science,

or asking the machine to answer what is a great novel idea to publish in the next conference

deadline. Some of the most fundamental and well defined tasks for machine learning that are

related to this thesis are presented below.

In the following we represent an input sample as x ∈ X . X = Rd is the feature space of

input data and d its dimensionality. x = (x1, ..., xd) is also called a feature vector and each of

its dimensions xi is a feature. The space X differs between applications and can be very high

dimensional. In computer vision applications, x is an image or part (patch) of an image and

each pixel of the input is considered a feature. In many applications, the input image consists

of more than one input channel, such as the red, green and blue channels of RGB images, or

multiple sequences of MRI scanner. In these cases, each location in the image is associated

with more than one intensity and each is a separate feature. As an example, RGB images of

size 10×10 can be represented by a space X of dimensions d = 3×10×10 = 300. For simplicity,

in the rest of this section, unless otherwise noted, we assume only one input channel and that

xi represents a scalar, the pixel intensity of the i-th pixel.
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2.1.1.1 Classification

Given input x, the machine is asked which category y ∈ Y = {1, ..., C} out of C possible

categories the input x belongs to. Space Y differs between applications. From a probabilistic

perspective, which we will use throughout this thesis, x and y are considered stochastic variables

and the data samples are assumed to be sampled identically and independently (i.i.d.) from

their joint distribution p(x, y), which is called the generative process of the data. The machine

learning algorithm, which is called classifier in this task, seeks to learn the predictive model

f(x;θ) = p̂(y|x;θ) by altering its parameters θ ∈ Rk in such a way that it best approximates

the true conditional probability p(y|x) = p(x,y)
p(x)

. The latter is the posterior probability that input

x (e.g. an image) is associated with class y. In other words, the algorithm attempts to learn

the function f : Rd 7→ RC that gives a C-dimensional vector, f(x;θ) = (f(x;θ)1, ..., f(x;θ)C),

where its entry f(x;θ)c = p̂(y= c|x;θ) expresses the probability that input x belongs to class

c. If a single, discrete label is needed as prediction, the class with highest posterior probability

is chosen as the predicted label, ŷ = arg maxc f(x;θ)c. Most classifiers directly learn to

approximate the conditional probability p(y|x) (Sec. 2.1.4.1), without having to approximate

p(x, y) and p(x) that is a complex task done by generative models (Sec. 2.1.1.4). Many practical

problems can be cast as classification tasks. Examples are identifying the class of an object in

an image given C possible categories, process a CT scan and classify the corresponding patient

as sick or healthy, recognize the speaker in an audio recording out of C possible identities, or

choose which is the most appropriate action for a robot out of C possible actions given input

from its sensors.

2.1.1.2 Regression

This is similar to classification, but here, given input x, the machine is asked to learn a predictor

f(x;θ) ∈ R of a continuous valued output y ∈ Y = R which expresses some property that can

be inferred from the data. The probabilistic interpretation is that we seek to model the posterior

probability p̂(y|x;θ) of stochastic variable y, while f(x;θ) is commonly used to predict the value

ŷ that is most probable, ŷ = f(x;θ) = arg maxy p̂(y|x;θ) (MAP estimate). This probabilistic
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perspective of regression will be further discussed in Sec. 2.1.4.2. The predictor f : Rd 7→ R

is called regressor. Examples of such problems is regressing the age of a person by processing

their photograph, or estimating the volume of injured tissue in the MRI of a patient. Note

that regression can also be defined for the case of predicting multiple values, where y is of

higher dimension. For simplicity, this work describes regression of a single scalar value, while

derivations for the general case are straightforward.

2.1.1.3 Structured Output Prediction

Given input x, this category of tasks requires from the model to predict a multi-dimensional

output vector y ∈ Y = Rδ, where there is structure between the components of y = (y1, ..., yδ)

that needs to be modeled. Each of the components yi can be a categorical variable, a scalar or

a vector. Such an example is the image segmentation task. In this case, given an image x, the

model predicts an output segmentation map y, which itself has the same dimensionality as the

input image (δ = d). Each component yi corresponds to pixel i. Similar to classification, each

yi is a categorical variable, commonly represented by a scalar that takes discrete values (yi ∈

{1, ..., C}) and expresses the class of the object in the image that the i-th pixel belongs to. As

objects have specific shapes (faces are oval shaped) or are related to each other (clouds are in the

sky), the labels of the pixels belonging to these objects have relations, which should be modelled

by learning the joint distribution of p(y|x) = p(y1, ..., yδ|x). This can be done explicitly with

graph models on y, or implicitly, by conditioning components of y on common, auxiliary latent

variables that will express their relation, which is done by deep neural networks. The task

of image segmentation is of primary focus in this work and we will examine both mentioned

approaches in chapter 3. Another example of structured prediction is image synthesis, also

referred as image-to-image translation, where the predicted y is another image. Practical

examples include predicting the colored version of a given black and white photograph, or

predicting how a CT scan of the brain would look, given an MRI scan of that brain. This is

an example of structured regression, as each yi is a continuous valued variable, the intensity of

the i-th pixel.
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2.1.1.4 Density Estimation and Generative Modeling

Given input x, this category of algorithms is asked to learn the probability density function

p(x) of the observation x occurring. To do that, the model has to learn the joint distribution

(i.e. the relation) of all the factors that govern the generation of the data, hence they are

called generative models. On one hand, this requires modeling the joint distribution between

all observed variables, p(x) = p(x1, ..., xd). Intuitively, if x is an image, this means the model

has to learn the relationship between intensities of different pixels, hence the structure of objects

in the imaging database. Moreover, unobserved latent variables y can also be part of the model

(also commonly called hidden variables). For example, if y is assumed a stochastic variable

representing the class of the object in image x (as discussed for classification), generative

models can learn the relation between a class and the appearance of images by modeling the

joint distribution p(x, y). Generative modeling is a broader modeling task than discriminative

modeling, such as classification and regression, which only learns conditionals p(y|x). This can

be understood by observing that given the generative model, in theory, we can then estimate

conditionals required for all other tasks. For example, given a generative model of p(x, y),

classification or regression of a target variable y can be performed by computing p(y|x) =

p(x,y)
p(x)

= p(x,y)∫
p(x,y)dy

. In practice, being broader and more complex, generative modeling proves

challenging to learn without introducing modeling errors. Additionally, estimating conditional

probabilities for answering other tasks on the data may require operations on p(x), such as

integrals, that can be computationally challenging or intractable. Consequently, when the task

of ultimate interest is specified in advance, it is often preferred to learn the discriminative

models.

2.1.1.5 Other Tasks

Many other tasks exist, but they are either less common or can be cast as one of the afore-

mentioned. For instance, anomaly detection, that task of identifying whether a new sample

comes from the same distribution as the training samples, can be solved via density estimation

and classifying as anomalies samples where p(x) < ε, where ε a chosen threshold. Object
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detection is commonly approached as a regression problem, where the model predicts the

coordinates in the image of the vertices of a bounding box that tightly surrounds an object.

Clustering algorithms attempt to identify groups (clusters) of samples that are more similar

between them than with other samples. Each sample is then assigned a label y (hard or soft),

which represents the identity of the cluster it belongs to. On one hand, clustering algorithms

are related to classification algorithms, where label of the cluster can be seen as the sample’s

class. Many clustering algorithms can also be formulated as generative models that try to

learn the joint probability of the data and the cluster’s label, p(x, y). An example is clustering

with Gaussian mixture models via Expectation Maximization (Dempster et al. [1977]). For the

purposes of this thesis, we will focus mostly on the classification and segmentation problems.

2.1.2 Acquiring Experience by Analyzing Data During Training

Given a task, we previously discussed that the machine learning algorithm needs to approximate

an appropriate predictive function. The algorithm learns this by analyzing data during the

training process, and adapts its parameters so that the model improves its performance based

on a predefined measure of its performance on the task. After training is complete (e.g., the

mathematical optimization process has converged), the model can be applied on unseen data

to make predictions and fulfill the task. Based on what type of data are used for training, we

have the following categorization.

2.1.2.1 Supervised Learning

This is the common training scheme for tasks that require learning a mapping from an input

to an output space, such as classification, regression, segmentation, etc, and is based on input-

output training pairs. This type of training assumes the availability of a labelled training

database DL =
{

(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(l), y(l))
}
⊆ X ×Y . The labelled training database consists of

l pairs of samples x and corresponding labels or target values y. In imaging tasks for example,

x can be a photograph or an MRI scan. Y is the space of target values for the task. In a
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regression task, y would correspond to the target value, such as the age of a person in image

x. In a classification task, y would be a scalar or categorical variable, the class label of an

object in the input image. For segmentation, y would be similar to classification but with an

additional dimension, providing one class label per image pixel. Supervised training is well

suited for discriminative models, as the labels specify the target of the task, and provide useful

information for learning the optimal mapping function of interest. The disadvantage is that

humans have to create the labels y for each sample x, which can be time consuming in some

tasks and large databases.

2.1.2.2 Unsupervised Learning

In contrast, unsupervised training only assumes a database DU =
{
x(1), ...,x(u)

}
⊆ X of unla-

belled samples. Unsupervised learning algorithms analyze the data and find underlying struc-

ture, such as correlations between the various features, the dimensions of space X . This type

of training is most common for estimation of probability density p(x) and generative models.

Other methods attempt to cluster the data by uncovering similarities between samples. As

there is no specific target value specified, unsupervised methods attempt to model all or the

most salient patterns in the data, a very challenging task to learn. The learned patterns can

later be examined to better understand the data (data mining), or be used to perform a down-

stream task, such as classification based on similarity of samples (e.g. in a model-free nearest

neighbour approach).

2.1.2.3 Semi-Supervised Learning

This category assumes some labelled data DL and many unlabelled data DU are available for

training. The aim is to learn a predictive model p̂(y|x;θ) of a target variable y as in supervised

learning. Given that labelled databases are often much smaller than unlabelled databases,

l � u, semi-supervision aims to extract additional useful information from unlabelled data

that can help learn a better model than with the labelled data alone. A popular approach for

semi-supervision is via generative models that learn the joint probability p(x, y) of the observed
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variable x and a latent variable y, which will be associated with the target variable defined by

the labels in DL. During training, the model learns p(x, y) by analyzing samples from both

DL and DU . When processing samples from DL, the label y is given and the model learns

associations between observed features of x, as well as between features of x and target y.

When processing data from DU , y is unknown and instead inferred by the model. Yet, the

model benefits from learning further associations from the observed features of x, and ensure

that the inferred y respects previously learned associations between x and y. The other popular

type of semi-supervised algorithms, in order to extract information about y from unlabelled

samples x makes an assumption that is fundamental in semi-supervision: That the predictive

function should be smooth in high density areas of feature space feature space. This is known

as the smoothness assumption. In other words, samples that are close in X and form high

density areas (clusters) should be associated with similar target values y. This is why the same

assumption is also known as the cluster assumption Chapelle et al. [2006]. For classification,

this equivalently implies that decision boundaries should lie away from clusters, in low density

areas of the space, which is known as the low-density separation criterion. Based on this, a

model can benefit from the plethora of unlabelled samples to better identify clusters of data,

than only with the limited labeled samples, and infer what labels are associated with each.

This methodology will be fundamental in our method described in 6.

2.1.2.4 Reinforcement Learning

The last type of learning is reinforcement learning, where no fixed dataset of samples nor asso-

ciated labels are given. Instead, an environment is pre-defined, with which the algorithm can

interact by tacking actions. The algorithm learns to accomplish a goal within this environment

by taking multiple sequential actions. The optimal actions to accomplish the task are not given.

Instead, the algorithm, called agent in this context, occasionally receives a reward (negatives

or positives) that serves as a learning signal for finding a sequence of action that solves the

task. The framework is of great research interest due to its generality, but challenging due to

the weak learning signal in comparison to supervised learning.
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2.1.3 Empirical Risk Minimization and Cost Functions

We now assume a task of interest has been defined. We also assume availability of training data

appropriate for the task, Dtr =
{
z(1), ..., z(s)

}
, sampled from the unknown real data distribution

p(z). For supervised setting, z = (x, y), while for unsupervised setting z = x. Samples in Dtr

now define the distribution of training data ptr(z). We wish to find values of parameters θ of

a predictive model f(x;θ), such that its predictions maximize a performance measure P

appropriate for the task, measured on a separate labelled test database Dte that consists of t

samples, unseen during training. Data samples in Dte define distribution pte(z).

Defining an appropriate performance measure P for each task is itself an open question.

For example, in classification where the predicted label by the model is ŷ = arg maxc f(x;θ)c

(Sec. 2.1.1.1), a commonly used performance measure is accuracy rate, r = E(x,y)∼pte [1ŷ=y] =

1
t

∑
∀(x,y)∈Dte 1ŷ=y. In supervised regression tasks, where the predicted value is ŷ = f(x;θ) ∈ R

(Sec. 2.1.1.2), a common measure is the mean squared error (MSE), eMSE = E(x,y)∼pte [(y − ŷ)2].

On the other hand, in many tasks no single measure exists that adequately describes all aspects

of a model’s performance. In segmentation, for instance, often a combination of measures is

used, including overlap measures such as Intersection over Union (IoU) and the similar Dice

Similarity Coefficient or simply Dice Score (DSC), distance measures such as Hausdorff Distance

(HD), sensitivity and specificity, etc.

We would like to find values for the parameters θ to maximize this performance. We

perform this via mathematical optimization. We typically perform risk minimization (RM),

where risk R quantifies average error in our predictions. We would desire to find the optimal

parameters θ∗ that minimize it over the real data distribution p:

R(θ) = E
z∼p

[l(f,θ, z)] =

∫
p(z)l(f,θ, z)dz (2.1)

θ∗ = arg min
θ

R(θ) (2.2)
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In the above, l(f,θ, z) is a loss function, defined per sample, the value of which is a

measure of the error of the prediction for sample z. Hereafter, we represent with Ez∼p [l] the

expected value of l when z is sampled from distribution p(z). However as the real distribution

p(z) is unknown, the above cannot be computed. Instead, in machine learning we optimize

performance on the test set indirectly. For this, we perform empirical risk minimization

(ERM) over the distribution ptr defined by the available training data to learn parameters

θ̂. We then evaluate whether the trained model f(x; θ̂) performs well on the test data pte.

This differentiates machine learning from the field of optimization, where p(z) is known for

direct optimization of Eq. 2.2. The empirical risk, often called the cost function in machine

learning, is defined as:

J(θ) = E
z∼ptr

[l(f,θ, z)] =
1

s

s∑
i=1

l(f,θ, z(i))) (2.3)

θ̂ = arg min
θ

J(θ) (2.4)

Empirical risk minimization as defined in the above considers the unregularized minimiza-

tion of the loss in Eq. 2.4. The optimization of regularization terms is discussed in Sec. 2.1.5.

We here emphasize a subtle yet very important assumption introduced in this basic framework

for machine learning. As we cannot learn the model on real data distribution p (Eq. 2.1), which

is unknown, we learn them via an expectation over the distribution ptr of the training data.

We then wish this model to behave well on any distribution pte of previously unseen test data

that the model may encounter after its deployment. This leads to a fundamental assumption in

machine learning, that ptr and pte are similar, i.i.d. sampled from real distribution p, otherwise

performance degrades. Many theoretical bounds have been derived to relate the divergence

of the two distributions with performance degradation. We will further discuss this issue in

Sec. 2.1.5.
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2.1.3.1 Training Loss

The cost function shown in Eq. 2.3 is the average loss over the training samples. To max-

imize performance measure P on the test set, we could choose a loss such that P is di-

rectly cast as a cost function. An example is the MSE cost for regression, JMSE(θ) =

1
s

∑s
i=1(y(i)−f(x(i);θ))2. However many performance measures are not appropriate for all types

of optimization. An example is the 0/1 cost for classification. If the predicted label by the

model is ŷ = arg maxc f(x;θ)c (Sec. 2.1.1.1), the 0/1 cost is defined as J0/1(θ) = 1
s

∑s
i=1 1ŷ 6=y(i) .

Hereafter we represent with 1k the indicator function, which takes value one if condition k is

true and zero otherwise. Although it is directly related to accuracy rate, it is not differentiable

and hence it cannot be used for training neural networks with gradient-based optimization. In

this case surrogate losses must be designed. An example is the cross entropy, which we will

discuss in Sec. 2.1.4. Additionally, different losses lead to different estimates θ̂ for the same task

and training data, which leads to different performance with respect to P . Finally, different

losses have different convergence properties that alter the behaviour of the model. Such an ex-

ample is the optimization of the soft IoU as cost function for segmentation. For a segmentation

task with C classes, input images x(i) with d pixels and y
(i)
j a scalar that represents the true

class of the j-th pixel in the i-th image, this cost (Nowozin [2014]) is defined as follows:

JIoU =
1

s

s∑
i=1

1

C

C∑
c=1

∑d
j=1 1y(i)j =c

f(x(i);θ)c∑d
j=1 1y(i)j =c

+
∑d

j=1 1y(i)j 6=c
f(x(i);θ)c

(2.5)

Usage of this cost has been reported to give poorly calibrated model confidence and sub-

optimal estimation of the true IoU (Nowozin [2014]). More recent works (Drozdzal et al.

[2016], Kamnitsas et al. [2017a]) also reported poorly calibrated confidence in predictions when

soft DSC (closely related to IoU) is used as a loss function. It is thus desirable to have learning

objectives that are generic across tasks, with theoretical bounds for their behaviour. One such

objective we discuss next in Sec. 2.1.4.
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2.1.4 Learning with Maximum Likelihood Estimation

A popular general statistical framework for estimating the parameters θ of the data generating

process is Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Specifically, MLE finds the parameters

of the model such that the data are most probable under the model. The framework is flexible,

applicable to a variety of tasks, and enjoys proven, appealing theoretical guarantees about its

convergence, which will be discussed later in this section.

Assume training data Dtr =
{
z(1), ..., z(s)

}
s independently and identically distributed sam-

ples from the unknown, real data distribution p(z). Samples of Dtr define distribution ptr. As

in previous section, for supervised setting z = (x, y), while for unsupervised setting z = x. We

first derive the following for the unsupervised setting and then present the case for supervised

learning in Sec. 2.1.4.1. We now assume model f(x;θ) = p̂(x;θ) ∈ (0, 1) of parametric family

that includes the true distribution of the data p(x). Optimal parameters θ∗ are defined such

that p̂(x;θ∗) = p(x). The maximum likelihood estimate of parameters is defined as:

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ

L(θ;Dtr) (2.6)

= arg max
θ

p̂(x(1), ...,x(s);θ) (2.7)

= arg max
θ

s∏
i=1

p̂(x(i);θ) (2.8)

In the above, L(θ;Dtr) is called the likelihood function of the model, which is equal to

how probable is the data under the model. For purposes of practical optimization, the above

product may be inconvenient as many of its components will be too close to zero and lead

to numerical underflow and make optimization fail. Instead, it is common to optimize the

natural logarithm of the likelihood, known as the log-likelihood. As the logarithm is strictly
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monotonically increasing, it does not change the point where the maximum occurs:

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ

`(θ;Dtr) (2.9)

= arg max
θ

logL(θ;Dtr) (2.10)

= arg max
θ

s∑
i=1

log p̂(x(i);θ) (2.11)

Finally, we can also obtain the same estimate by maximizing the expected log-likelihood

over the data, since re-scaling with 1/s does not change the point of the maximum:

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ

1

s
`(θ;Dtr) (2.12)

= arg max
θ

s∑
i=1

1

s
log p̂(x(i);θ) (2.13)

= arg max
θ

E
x∼ptr

[log p̂(x;θ)] (2.14)

The above form of the MLE estimate of the parameters is convenient to draw connections to

other known quantities. First, we see that it is equivalent with minimizing the cross entropy

H(ptr, p̂) between the empirical data distribution ptr and distribution of predictions p̂:

θ̂MLE = arg min
θ

H(ptr, p̂) (2.15)

= arg min
θ

E
x∼ptr

[−log p̂(x;θ)] (2.16)

= arg min
θ

s∑
i=1

−ptr(x(i))log p̂(x(i);θ) (2.17)

= arg min
θ

s∑
i=1

−1

s
log p̂(x(i);θ) (2.18)

From this, we finally arrive at a connection of MLE with the minimization of the Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence, DKL. KL-divergence of discrete probability distribution ptr from p̂ is
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defined as:

DKL(ptr||p̂) =
s∑
i=1

−ptr(x(i))log p̂(x(i);θ) +
s∑
i=1

ptr(x
(i))log ptr(x

(i)) (2.19)

= E
x∼ptr

[−log p̂(x;θ)]− E
x∼ptr

[−log ptr(x)] (2.20)

= H(ptr, p̂)−H(ptr) (2.21)

In Eq. 2.21, H(ptr) is the entropy of the empirical data distribution, which is constant

and independent of optimization. Hence minimizing H(ptr, p̂) is equivalent to minimizing the

KL-divergence DKL(ptr||p̂):

θ̂MLE = arg min
θ

H(ptr, p̂) (from Eq. 2.15) (2.22)

= arg min
θ

H(ptr, p̂)−H(ptr) (2.23)

= arg min
θ

DKL(ptr||p̂) (2.24)

Arriving to this finding gives a very intuitive explanation of MLE. By finding the parameters

where the data have the maximum probability under the model, we are minimizing the mis-

match between the model and the empirical data distribution. Finally, by comparing Eq. 2.16

with Eq. 2.4 we see that MLE is a type of ERM where the cost function is the cross entropy

H(ptr, p̂) between true and predicted distributions (or equivalently DKL(ptr||p̂)).

MLE has been shown to have very appealing theoretical guarantees, under the assumptions

that a) the parametric family of the model p(·;θ) includes the distribution of the data ptr(·),

b) there is only one optimal value of parameters θ∗ for which p̂(x;θ∗) = ptr(x), ∀x (if more

exist, MLE cannot distinguish between them). As the number samples s increases, s → ∞,

two properties of MLE have been shown:

• Consistent: MLE converges in probability to the true value θ∗ of parameters,
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lims→∞ Pr(|θ∗− θ̂| > ε) = 0, where optimal parameters θ∗ are defined as those for which

p̂(x;θ∗) = p(x).

• Efficiency: MLE achieves the Cramér-Rao bound (Cramér [1946], Rao [1945]), which

is the lower bound of the variance of estimators, var(θ̂) = ED∼p
[
(θ∗ − θ̂D)2

]
≥ I(θ∗).

The bound I(θ∗) is the Fisher information of the model under optimal parameters. Ex-

pectation is over data D sampled from real data distribution p, used for MLE of θ̂D.

Estimators that achieve this bound are fully efficient, as statistical efficiency is defined

e = 1/I(θ∗)

var(θ̂)
, maximized for minimum variance. In other words, as the number of samples

tends to infinity, MLE not only has the lowest possible mean squared error among all

consistent estimators but also the highest rate of convergence with respect to increasing

number of training samples.

By virtue of these theoretical guarantees, MLE or equivalent ERM with cross-entropy cost

function is highly preferred way of estimating optimal parameters in machine learning in com-

parison to other estimators and cost functions, including optimization of deep neural networks.

In settings where less training data is available and the above properties are not guaranteed,

regularization schemes can compliment MLE.

2.1.4.1 Conditional Maximum Likelihood

The above analysis can be straightforwardly extended for models that need to estimate con-

ditional probabilities p(y|x;θ), predicting target y given input x. This formulation is aligned

with supervised classification and regression problems. Given a database of labelled samples
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DL =
{

(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(l), y(l))
}

, MLE can be performed as:

θ̂MLE = arg max
θ

L(θ;DL) (2.25)

= arg max
θ

p̂(y(1), ..., y(s)|x(1), ...,x(s);θ) (2.26)

= arg max
θ

s∏
i=1

p̂(y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.27)

= arg max
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

log p̂(y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.28)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−log p̂(y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.29)

As an example, in the case of classification, p̂(y(i)|x(i);θ) is the posterior probability of the

true class y(i), as predicted by the model, f(x(i);θ)y(i) (Sec. 2.1.1.1). Similar is the case of

segmentation. MLE for regression is described in the following.

2.1.4.2 Connection of MLE with Minimization of MSE

We will here show that MLE is also related to minimizing MSE in a regression model where

the output error is assumed to follow a normal distribution. Specifically, consider the model

p̂(y|x;θ) = N (y;µ(x;θ), σ(x,θ)), where for an input x, the model predicts the mean of a

Gaussian output distribution and the standard deviation σ, which quantifies uncertainty of the

prediction. We next denote µ(x;θ) and σ(x,θ)) as µθ and σθ for brevity. MLE of this model

is:

θ̂MLE = arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−log p̂(y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.30)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−log 1√
2πσ2

θ

e
− (y(i)−µθ)

2

2σ2
θ (2.31)

= arg min
θ

(
−s log σθ −

s

2
log(2π)−

s∑
i=1

(y(i) − µθ)2

2σ2
θ

)
(2.32)

We can see that if we would assume σθ is not a function of parameters θ, the first two
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terms in Eq. 2.32 are constant. Hence MLE would lead to minimizing MSE. In practice, this

assumption is very common. For example, many regression models do not explicitly model

or predict σθ. Instead, they assume a constant σ, which is implicitly calibrated by hyper-

parameters such as weight decay, etc. The model f(x;θ) then predicts nnly the mean µθ of the

Gaussian posterior, which is the point estimate with the highest posterior probability (called

Maximum a Posteriori estimate). As a conclusion, when we perform MLE, we learn parameters

as if minimizing MSE while assuming a constant deviation of the output error, and vice versa.

2.1.5 Model Capacity, Fitting the Data and Generalization

When training a ML model, as we have seen in sections 2.1.3 and 2.1.4, the parameters are

learned such that they minimize the training error on data that follow distribution ptr, mea-

sured by the empirical risk (cost function), J(θ) (Eq. 2.3). What we are really interested in

though is whether the predictions of the trained model have small error on unseen samples from

the real, unknown distribution p. This includes all possible samples that can be given to the

model after its deployment in the real world. The expected error over whole real distribution p

is called the generalization error (same as risk R(θ) if the loss in Eq. 2.1 is used to measure

the error). Since for practical purposes p is unknown, the true generalization error cannot be

calculated. Instead, we approximate it empirically by measuring the error on a separate set

of samples, the test set. The test set consists of samples taken from p that themselves define

distribution pte. This test set is kept hidden during training and development of the model

and only used for final evaluation, where the testing error on this dataset is computed, to

approximate the generalization error.

In order for machine learning and statistical theory to relate the training error and testing

error with the generalization error, a set of assumptions are made. We first assume that all

samples in training and test set are mutually independent. We also assume that samples of

the two datasets are identically distributed, drawn from the same unknown distribution p,

the generative process of the data. These two assumptions are known as the iid assumption.

They enable statistical theory to analyze the generalization error. A variety of theoretical
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bounds have been derived, with the most important intuitions summarized in what follows.

We assume that model f(·;θ) parametrized by θ, in this section denoted as fθ for brevity,

can represent any function from the family F , also called the hypothesis space. If the space

F is small, the model can represent only certain functions. An example is linear models. If

F is large, the model can represent many different types of functions, from simple to very

complex ones. The size of F is often called the capacity or representational power or

complexity of the model. Various means to quantify capacity have been developed, such as

the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension (Vapnik and Chervonenkis [1971]). VC-dimension

is defined as the largest number of samples that the model can shatter, or more informally,

that the model can learn to classify in any arbitrary way desired. Although it is difficult to

compute for complex models and perhaps not useful in practice, especially for models trained

with non-convex optimization objectives that are not guaranteed to find global optima, this

quantity enables theoretical analysis.

When training the model, we fit the parameters θ to the samples that define ptr, choosing the

hypothesis fθ̂ that best minimizes the training error. Assume optimal parameters θ∗ minimizing

the risk over the real distribution p (Eq. 2.2). If the capacity of the model is small in comparison

to the complexity of the data, then it may be incapable of achieving low error rate on the training

set. This is called under-fitting. This is a common source of error in complex tasks such as

predictions based on imaging, where complicated relations exist between input and output

spaces. For this reason, developing models with high representational power is important and

one of the main strengths of deep learning, as it will be later discussed.

If capacity is large enough for the training data, training error will decrease. Assume θ̂
∗

parameters for which empirical risk on training set J(θ̂
∗
) = 0 (Eq. 2.3) (assume only one such

value θ̂
∗

for simplicity). If also we assume infinite samples in the training and test set, then

ptr ≈ pte ≈ p, J(θ) = R(θ), and θ̂
∗

= θ∗. In this case, we expect the generalization error

to be approximated well by the testing error, which will be the same as the training error.

In the ideal case where θ̂ = θ̂
∗

= θ∗, then our generalization error would be zero. This case

never happens in practical scenarios. One additional source of error in practice is that due to
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Figure 2.1: Examples of fitting a curve to regress given values. A regressor that is a good fit
for the problem may present some error in training, due to noise in the training samples, but
generalizes better to unseen examples than a regressor that has overfit the training samples.

sub-optimal optimization, such as the case for non-convex optimization of neural networks,

θ̂ 6= θ̂
∗
. Moreover, in the practical setting of finite samples in the training and test sets,

if samples do not perfectly capture real distribution p, then ptr 6= p, pte 6= p and ptr 6= pte.

Consequently, J(θ) 6= R(θ) and θ̂
∗ 6= θ∗. Therefore even if optimizer finds θ̂ ≈ θ̂∗, the optimal

model on the training set is different than the optimal on the unknown real distribution and

consequently on the test set that we use as surrogate. Hence the generalization error and

testing error are expected to be different than the training error. Vapnik and Chervonenkis

[1971] showed that the generalization error on the real distribution, R(θ), is lower bounded

by the training error J(θ), and upper-bounded by the training error J(θ) plus a quantity

that increases with the VC-dimension of the model and decreases with the size of the training

set. Similar bounds were derived within the framework of Probably Approximately Correct

(PAC) learning by Valiant [1984]. Later, Ben-David et al. [2010] showed that the testing error

on distribution pte also upper bounded by the training error on ptr plus a quantity similar

related to VC-dimension and training sample size, plus a term that expresses the divergence

between the two distributions, which is called the domain shift between the training and testing

distributions.

These theoretical results formally describe the problem of over-fitting. When training (or

testing) data is limited, they do not appropriately capture the true distribution p. A model

with high capacity is capable of fitting well the training data, but this model is not necessarily

appropriate for the testing data. In fact, those upper bounds show that the more complex the

model, the higher can be the generalization error (Fig. 2.1). These bounds also formalize the
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principle known as Occam’s razor (c. 1287-1347), which suggests that if multiple hypotheses

can explain the observations, the simplest one should be chosen. Accordingly, for a specific

amount of training data (as large as possible) accomplishing low generalization error in ML is

performed by choosing a model of complexity large enough to fit the training data adequately

(not under-fit) but not larger (no over-fit) (Fig. 2.1,Fig. 2.2)).

The second way to control the complexity of the learned model, besides choosing appropriate

capacity, is to add some prior knowledge about which functions in F are preferable. This is

called regularization. This can be done by adding a regularization term in the cost function

(Eq. 2.3) that penalizes non-preferred solutions during optimization. For example, adding the

L2 regularizer,
∑
∀θi∈θ θ

2
i , leads to functions where θ is closer to the origin. Similarly, if it is

expected that most predictions for a task should be around a value µ, one could use a naive

regularizer
∑
∀x∈D(f(x;θ)− µ)2. Numerous regularisers can be devised. Choice of regularizer

is based on prior knowledge about the task and intuition about which functions should perform

best.

Optimal complexity is task dependent and its value has not been determined theoretically.

So in practice, the complexity of the model is chosen by exploring empirically multiple configu-

rations and regularizers (Fig. 2.2). This is in practice done on a third, separate set of samples,

the validation set. This does not overlap with the training nor testing set, to avoid over-fitting

the choice of complexity on the test set, which is kept only for evaluating the generalization of

the very final model.

2.2 Introduction to Deep Learning

Deep learning is a type of machine learning. It focuses on how to learn parameters of a model

such that the model approximates a desired function. It attempts to do so based on two

main ideas. First, deep learning, like shallow representation learning, avoids the use of a-priori

engineered feature extractors and learns straight from raw data an appropriate representation

of the data in a feature space that facilitates performing the desired task (e.g. classification,
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Figure 2.2: Relationship between model capacity (complexity) and error in its predictions.
The same model achieves different performance on training data (training error) and data
unseen during the optimization (generalization error). Models of insufficient capacity for the
task present large training error. This is underfitting and indicates a more complex model is
needed. The generalization error on unseen samples is commonly larger than the training error
on samples processed during training. The difference is the generalization gap. Too complex
models can fit the training samples arbitrarily well or even memorize them (zero training
error). However these models can learn information specific to the training samples, such as
noise. They are hence inappropriate for the task and predictions on new data. This is called
overfitting. Optimal model capacity minimizes the generalization error. This is commonly
found empirically by observing empirical error on a held out validation set. This model
selection may practically fit the validation set but not generalize. The generalization error of
the final chosen model is hence approximated empirically by the test error, which is measured
on a separate dataset, the test set.

regression, etc). Moreover, it builds a hierarchical representation of the data, where higher-

level representations are compositions of the lower-level data representations. The whole stack

of feature extractors that create these data representations are learned from raw data via

optimization such that they minimize the error in the task. This section first provides the

fundamentals on deep learning by analyzing multi-layer perceptron and its optimization. It

then describes convolutional neural networks, which are deep models especially designed for

computer vision and a large focus of this thesis.
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2.2.1 From a Single Neuron to Multi-Layer Perceptrons

Deep learning has historically evolved from research on cybernetics (Wiener [1948]) and con-

nectionism, from the first (static) artificial model of a neuron (McCulloch and Pitts [1943]), to

the first artificial neuron where the weights are learned for accomplishing a task, the Percep-

tron (Rosenblatt [1958]), up to the modern artificial deep neural networks (DNN). Although

other hierarchical deep models exist, such as deep Gaussian processes (Damianou and Lawrence

[2013]), and it’s likely more will be discovered in the future, currently deep learning is mainly

associated with neural networks.

2.2.1.1 An Artificial Neuron and the Perceptron

Figure 2.3: Diagram of an artificial neuron. The neuron first computes a linear transformation
z(x) of input vector x), by computing its dot product with a weight vector w and adding a bias
b. Then a non-linear activation function g(·) (commonly monotonically increasing) is applied,
such as the sigmoid function, giving the neuron’s activation value a(x). The activation value
is greater when the values of x and w correlate. It can be perceived as if high a(x) expresses
that the pattern modelled by w exists in input x.

Neural networks are parameterized models, f(x;θ), that map an input (column) vector

x ∈ X to a target value y ∈ Y , where Y can be space of scalars or vectors. For example, for a

classification task, Y will be the space of target labels, while for unsupervised tasks it can even

be equal to X . The basic component of neural networks is the artificial neuron, taking each

name from inspiration of the biological neurons. A basic artificial neuron is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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It is parameterized by θ = {w, b}. Input x ∈ Rd is a vector of length d, then w ∈ Rd is

called a weight vector, and its i-th component wi is associated with i-th dimension of the input.

Parameter b ∈ R is called the bias. The neuron asserts how well the input matches its weight

vector, with better matches giving a higher pre-activation z(x), defined as:

z(x) = x>w + b (2.33)

= b+
∑
i

xiwi (2.34)

The pre-activation value z(x) is passed through the neuron’s activation function g(·)

giving output:

a(x) = g(z(x)) = g

(
b+

∑
i

xiwi

)
(2.35)

In the rest of this chapter, pre-activation z(x) is denoted z for simplicity. The output a(·) is

called the neuron’s activation. Higher positive activations express better matching of the input

with the weight vector. The activation function g(·) is chosen appropriately to enable this. The

artificial neuron has originally been used for classification with the following activation function:

gperc(z) =


1 if z > 0,

0 otherwise

(2.36)

This neuron activates (a(x) = 1) when x>w > −b. The first such artificial neuron was the

Perceptron (Rosenblatt [1958]). The Perceptron can thus be seen as a linear classifier with a

hard decision boundary. We can arrive at the “softer” logistic regression classifier by using as

activation function the sigmoid function:

glr(z) = σ(z) =
1

1 + e−z
(2.37)

The form of activations of a neuron with the above activation function is illustrated in

Fig. 2.4. The shape of the activation function defines the shape of the decision boundary, while
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Figure 2.4: Neuron with hyperbolic tangent (tanh) as activation function g(·). Choice of g(·)
changes the range of activation values a and the shape of the surface that the values form.
Value of parameters w and b define the slope and position of the boundary respectively.

parameters define its position (Fig. 2.4). Multiple activation functions have been proposed over

the years in order to obtain neurons with desired properties for given settings, some of which

will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.1.3. The above artificial neuron (Eq. 2.35) is the basic component

of modern DNNs. It can be interpreted as a feature detector, giving high activation when the

feature (pattern) defined by w matches the input x.1

2.2.1.2 Multi-Layer Perceptron

The fundamental model of a DNN is the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). MLPs are constructed

by stacking layers of neurons (Fig. 2.5). A layer of the MLP is a group of neurons. If the i-th

layer has ni neurons, we often the layer’s width equals to ni. Each layer receives as input a

vector with the activations of the neurons in the previous layer. Each neuron processes the

input to the layer with its own weight vector. We denote as ai ∈ Rni a column vector holding

1Other types of neurons do exist, such as the very successful Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit for
sequence modeling (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [1997]), but for the purposes of this thesis we will focus on
the above.
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the activations of the ni neurons of the i-th layer. The i-th layer can then be represented as:

ai = ai(ai−1) = gi(ai−1
>Wi + bi), with a0 = x (2.38)

Here Wi ∈ Rni−1×ni is the weight matrix of the layer, where j-th column of the matrix is

the weight vector of length ni−1 associated with the j-th neuron of the i-th layer. bi ∈ Rni is a

column vector holding the biases for each of the ni neurons of the layer. gi(·) is the activation

function of the layer, applied element-wise. The first layer (i = 1) receives as input the data,

while input to every other layer is the output of the previous. An MLP with L layers can thus

be represented as the function:

f(x;θ) = aL(aL−1(...a1(x))) (2.39)

The total parameters of MLP are θ = {W1,b1, ...,WL,bL}. The above definitions extend

naturally for the case that the input is a design matrix X ∈ Rs×d, where the i-th row contains

the d-dimensional feature vector of the i-th sample. Similarly, each neuron at each layer also

outputs s activations, one per sample, given in the matrix Ai ∈ Rs×ni . In this setting, Eq. 2.38

and Eq. 2.39 become:

fi(Xi) = Ai = ai(Ai−1) = gi(Ai−1
>Wi + bi) (2.40)

f(X;θ) = aL(aL−1(...a1(X))) (2.41)

The layers of MLP for i ∈ {1..., L− 1} are called the hidden layers of the network. Each

layer transforms the input to a learned feature space. The axes of the feature space, which each

expresses existence or not of a feature in the input, are defined by the neurons of the layer.

Each neuron is an axis of the feature space and its activation is the coordinate of the embedded

input x in that dimension. The activation function of each layer gi defines the non-linearity of

the transformation at that layer. The following section 2.2.1.3 describes activation functions

commonly used in hidden layers. Deeper hidden layers, by applying additional non-linear
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Figure 2.5: Multi-layer perceptron with two hidden layers and two output neurons.

transformations, can learn increasingly complex mappings of the data. This can be viewed as

if each additional layer combines the features extracted in previous layer to create increasingly

complex feature detectors (Fig. 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Shallow simple features can be combined to more complex deeper features. In-
tuitively, if first layer learns n1 features (neurons) that separate the input feature space with
one hyper-plane each, the subsequent layer learns weighted combinations of those n1, thus each
neuron expresses a separation of the space with a complex piece-wise linear hyper-plane.
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The last layer is called the output layer. It can be perceived as a linear transformation

applied to the embedding aL−1(x) of sample x in the feature space of the last hidden layer. By

choosing an appropriate function on the output layer, the network can perform classification,

regression, etc. Choices of an output layer is described further in Sec. 2.2.1.4.

2.2.1.3 Activation Functions

The activation functions applied at every layer define the transformations the MLP applies to

the input and hence the family of functions it can represent. One can see from Eq. 2.38 and

Eq. 2.39 that if no activation function is used (or equally, identity function gi(z) = z), then the

whole MLP is a linear transformation. Instead, non-linear activation functions are used. Many

have been developed over the years and many more are bound to be proposed in the future

towards building networks of better representational capabilities. Fig. 2.7 shows some of the

most representative activation functions.

Historically the most common activation functions were the sigmoid and the hyperbolic

tangent (tanh). They have convenient properties such as being fully differentiable and have

bounded output. However they suffer from saturation, because their gradient becomes very

close to zero for inputs of large magnitude. It is easy to see that this can hamper training.

Assuming that for some input, a neuron activates close to its maximum value, but the prediction

of the MLP is wrong, no gradient can be propagated backwards through the activation to correct

the parameters that contributed to the error. This caused difficulties in training deep neural

networks for years and hampered advances in the field.

The introduction of the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as an activation function (Nair and

Hinton [2010]) led to large developments, contributing in training deeper networks Krizhevsky

et al. [2012]. ReLU has a constant gradient for positive inputs, hence not saturating in this

direction. Its output for positive pre-activations is unbounded, which can potentially make a

network ill-conditioned, giving as output very high values if the parameters take appropriate

values. This does not seem to cause practical issues, for example via regularizing magnitude of

the parameters. Moreover, ReLU has zero gradients for negative pre-activations. Variants such
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as Leaky ReLU (Maas et al. [2013]), PreLU (He et al. [2015]), ELU (Clevert et al. [2015]) and

others attempt to alleviate this. Surprisingly, regardless its unconventional properties, ReLU

is widely used in practice in some of the most complex networks to date. Understanding the

dynamics it induces to the learning process is still an active area of research.

Figure 2.7: Some commonly used activation functions of hidden neurons in deep neural net-
works. Their form affects the capacity of a network and its behaviour during training. For
example, activation functions that saturate can be problematic during training as they will
not provide gradients for correcting very confident mistakes. Understanding the behaviour
that different activation functions induce and designing improved variants is an active area of
research.

2.2.1.4 Output Layer

The output layer of a DNN needs to be tailored to the task we wish to learn with the model.

For regression tasks, model f(x;θ) is required to predict continuous values. In this case,

the output layer is composed of as many neurons as the dimensionality of the output. For

example, one output neuron will be used if the target value is a single scalar f(x;θ) ∈ R, or

250×250 neurons if the model needs to regress the pixel values of a 250×250 image for synthesis
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tasks, f(x;θ) ∈ R250×250. For regressing continuous values, the activation function used for the

output neurons is commonly the identity function:

gL(z) = z (2.42)

If the output should not get negative values, commonly the softplus function is used instead:

gL(z) = ln(1 + ez) (2.43)

In classification tasks, the DNN is required to predict discrete values that express the possi-

ble values of a categorical variable, the labels corresponding to the classes in the task. In binary

classification the possible labels are {0, 1}. A binary classification DNN is commonly con-

structed with a single output neuron with activation function gL the sigmoid function (Eq. 2.37)

:

f(x;θ) = σ(a>L−1wL + bL) (2.44)

Such an output layer outputs a single scalar in the range (0, 1), the activation of the single

output neuron. The neuron can be seen as a logistic regression classifier with weight vector

wL ∈ RnL−1 and bias bL ∈ R operating in the hidden feature space defined by the last hidden

layer. Thanks to its property that its output value is in the range (0, 1), this layer’s output

can be considered a valid probability. Hence to perform binary classification, we define a

Bernoulli distribution over target variable y. We then consider that the DNN approximates

the posterior probability f(x;θ) = p̂(y= 1|x;θ) ∈ R of the class that corresponds to label 1.

Consequently, p̂(y = 0|x;θ) = 1− f(x;θ). The final, discrete, predicted label is the class with

highest posterior (MAP estimate, Sec. 2.1). Given a labelled training database of s samples

{(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(s), y(s))}, the model can be learned as discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, most commonly
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: (a) To perform multi-class classification with DNNs, we construct an output layer
with as many neurons as the number of classes, C. To normalize the pre-activations of this
classification layer (also known as logits) and make them a valid distribution, commonly the
softmax function is used as activation function in the output layer. For simplicity, here de-
picted is a single classification layer applied straight on the input x. In DNNs, input to this
classification layer would be activations aL−1 from last hidden layer. (b) Form of softmax’s
output for class y = 1 when the task has only two classes, C = 2. Posterior for y = 2 is
p(y=2|x) = 1− p(y=1|x).

using conditional MLE (Eq. 2.29):

θ̂ = arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−log p̂(y = y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.45)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−1y(i)=1logp̂(y = 1|x;θ)− 1y(i)=0log(1− p̂(y = 1|x;θ)) (2.46)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−1y(i)=1logf(x(i);θ)− 1y(i)=0log(1− f(x(i);θ)) (2.47)

In multi-class classification tasks, y can take multiple discrete values. In this case target

variable y is commonly modeled with a categorical (multinouli) distribution. For the setting

of C classes, we construct a multi-class DNN, which needs to approximate the C parameters

of the categorical distribution, the class posteriors p(y = c|x),∀c ∈ {1, ..., C}. For this we use

an output layer L with C neurons, each corresponding to one class. Their pre-activations form

the vector zL ∈ RC . To be a valid distribution, however, the C outputs need to be normalized

(add up to 1). This is commonly done by using as activation function gL the softmax function

in the output layer (Fig. 2.8). The softmax function s(z) is applied to a vector z = (z1, ..., zC)

and returns a normalized vector, the elements of which add up to one:
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softmax(z) = s(z) = (s(z)1, ..., s(z)C) (2.48)

s(z)c =
ezc∑C
i=1 e

zi
, ∀c ∈ {1, ..., C} (2.49)

In DNNs, softmax is applied on the pre-activations zL of the last layer, exponentiates and

normalizes each of the C pre-activations:

f(x;θ) = s(zL) = s(a>L−1WL + bL) (2.50)

The DNN’s output f(x;θ) ∈ RC under this setting is hence a vector with C normalized

values, the predicted class posteriors f(x;θ)c = p̂(y=c|x;θ),∀c ∈ {1, ..., C}. The parameters θ

of the DNN can be learned similarly to the case of binary classifier, for example via conditional

MLE, which in this case becomes:

θ̂ = arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

−log p̂(y = y(i)|x(i);θ) (2.51)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

C∑
c=1

−1y(i)=clogp̂(y = c|x(i);θ) (2.52)

= arg min
θ

1

s

s∑
i=1

C∑
c=1

−1y(i)=clogf(x(i);θ)c (2.53)

2.2.2 Optimization of Parameters with Gradient Descent

The most common approach for learning the model parameters θ of neural networks is using

gradient descent to minimize the empirical risk over the training database (Eq. 2.3) with a

loss function chosen according to the specific task at hand. Gradient descent is an iterative

optimization algorithm. We describe the algorithm for the supervised case in the following

because it is most relevant to this thesis, but deriving the procedure for an unsupervised
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training cost is straightforward.

2.2.2.1 Batch Gradient Descent

Assume s samples that define distribution ptr of training data DL =
{

(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(s), y(s))
}

,

where x the input and y the corresponding target value. At every iteration until convergence,

the model f parameterized by θ ∈ Rk is shown all the training data. The model makes a

prediction f(x(i);θ) for each sample. Then a loss is computed for each sample to characterize

the error, l(f,θ,x(i), y(i)), the expectation of which is the cost function (from Eq. 2.3):

J(θ) = E
(x,y)∼ptr

[l(f,θ,x, y)] =
1

s

s∑
i=1

l(f,θ,x(i), y(i)) (2.54)

The algorithm then computes the gradients ∆ = (∆1, ...,∆k) ∈ Rk of the cost with respect

to every parameter:

∆ = ∇θJ(θ) = (∇θ1J(θ), ...,∇θkJ(θ)) (2.55)

The gradients describe the direction in the space of parameters θ that maximizes the cost

(Fig. 2.9). To minimize the cost, the algorithm then takes a small step in the opposite direction,

by updating each parameter of the model θ ← θ + u with an update u = −λ∆. Hyper-

parameter λ is the learning rate, a scalar value that defines the size of the update. It then

repeats for multiple iterations until it converges to parameter values θ̂ where the gradient is

zero. Provided that each neural network component is a differentiable function, the gradient

of the cost with respect to any parameter in the network is computed using the chain rule,

which in the context of neural networks is commonly called back propagation (Rumelhart et al.

[1986]) 2. Computation of the gradient of each parameter via back propagation is also known

as the backward pass (Eq. 2.55). This algorithm for updating the parameters to minimize the

cost is known as batch gradient descent.

2When components of the system are not differentiable, then approximations of the gradient can be used,
such as using the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams [1992]).
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Figure 2.9: Parameters of neural networks, θ (here two parameters) are commonly optimized
via a variant of gradient descent to minimize a cost J(θ). Batch gradient descent provides
the true gradient but can be slow to compute because it is a function of the whole training
database. Stochastic gradient descent computes a gradient based on a subset of the training
data (mini-batch) but introduces noise in convergence. In practice the stochastic variant leads
to good results.

2.2.2.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent

In the algorithm described above the true gradients of the cost are computed (Eq. 2.55), with

respect to all the training data. This can be computationally expensive for databases that are

not trivially small. For this reason minibatch stochastic gradient descent is commonly

used in practice, also often called simply stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In SGD, at

every iteration a training batch of size B is created, by randomly sampling B i.i.d. samples

from the training data. The cost and gradient are then computed with respect to these samples

alone:

JSGD(θ) =
1

B

B∑
i=1

l(f,θ,x(i), y(i)) (2.56)

∆SGD = ∇θJSGD(θ) = ∇θ
1

B

B∑
i=1

l(f,θ,x(i), y(i)) (2.57)
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This gradient is an approximation of the true gradient, with variance from the sampling of

the training batch (Fig. 2.9). Larger B leads to better approximation of the true gradient. The

algorithm of SGD is described in Algorithm 1.

The size of the batch largely defines computational requirements of SGD. Computation

required for the forward and backward passes increases linearly (O(B)) with the batch size,

because of the summation over B samples in Eq. 2.56 and Eq. 2.57 respectively. Moreover, a

variety of methods, such as the commonly used batch-normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy [2015])

require the whole batch to be processed simultaneously during training. This makes memory

requirements to also scale linearly with B. The standard implementations of neural networks

also require large memory per sample during training, activations of neurons in all layers have

to be kept in memory for the computation of the backward pass. Alternative implementations

(Kokkinos [2017], Mathieu et al. [2013], Vasudevan et al. [2017]) accomplish different trade-offs

between compute and memory required. Hence in practice, large B is often desired and is upper

bounded by time-constraints for training or limits of GPU memory.

Algorithm 1 Stochastic Gradient Descent

Input: data Dtr, initial parameters θ0, batch size B, learning rate λ
Output: Learnt parameters θ = (θ1, ..., θk)
θ ← θ0

repeat{
(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(B), y(B))

} B∼Dtr # Sample mini-batch

J ← − 1
B

∑B
i=1 l(f,θ,x

(i), y(i)) # Forward pass, cost

for i← 1 to k do
∆i = ∇θiJ # Compute gradients via back-prop
ui ← −λ∆i # Compute updates
θi ← θi + ui # Perform updates

end for
until stopping criterion is true
return θ

An important property of gradient descent is that there is no guarantee for finding the

global minimum. Rather, any point in parameter space with zero gradients is an optimum,

local minimum or maximum, and thus a candidate point for convergence. Regardless the

absence of theoretical guarantees, gradient descent led to unexpected success in practice when
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optimizing deep neural networks. Multiple hypotheses try to explain this unexpectedly good

optimization.

• Modern large neural networks have a very large number of parameters. Recent work

suggests that as the size (function of width and depth) of the network increases, the

probability of gradient descent getting stuck in a bad local minimum decreases exponen-

tially with the network’s size (Choromanska et al. [2015], Dauphin et al. [2014]). An

intuitive explanation of this phenomenon is that in parameter space of high dimensions

it becomes unlikely that there is no single direction that decreases the cost, unless it is

truely minimized (Dauphin et al. [2014])). Choromanska et al. [2015] showed that as

the size of the network increases, number of bad local minima decreases exponentially

and majority of local minima tend to have similar quality to the global minimum with

respect to training loss. They also argue these good local minima can be even better

for generalization, as the global minimum can be an overfit of the training data. Recent

research also suggests that over-parameterization3 of neural networks improves general-

ization properties of the minima (Li et al. [2018], Neyshabur et al. [2019]), opposite of

traditional theories in ML aligned with Occam’s razor.

• Increased depth of neural networks can be beneficial for finding better quality minima

(Arora et al. [2018b], Choromanska et al. [2015], Du et al. [2019]), which aligns with the

hypothesis of useful inductive bias discussed in Sec. 2.2.3. Deep neural networks pose

new optimization challenges due to vanishing gradients, issue that will be discussed in

Sec. 3.2.3, but modern techniques alleviate this and very deep modern networks have

shown increased generalization capabilities (He et al. [2016]).

• Stochastic gradient descent that is used in practice induces noise in the optimization,

which has the side-effect of leading the optimization out of narrow minima that are not

good for generalization (Jastrzebski et al. [2018], Wilson and Martinez [2003]).

• Learning rate annealing (lowering λ as training progresses) or cyclic schedules have a

3We refer to over-paramaeterization as the case when one model can express the same family of functions
as another (same expressivity), but having larger number of parameters. In this case, there are multiple set of
model parameters that give the same solution. This follows definition used in Neyshabur et al. [2019].
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similar effect as gradient noise, as large gradient steps can keep the optimization out of

narrow minima and instead converge to wider valleys of the loss surface that generalize

better (Jastrzebski et al. [2018]).

2.2.2.3 Variants of Stochastic Gradient Descent

Multiple variants of SGD have been proposed to improve convergence properties. Sampling of

the mini-batches in SGD may lead to very noisy gradients (Eq. 2.57) in comparison to the true

gradient (Eq. 2.55), which can be detrimental for optimization. To alleviate this, SGD is often

used in combination with momentum (Polyak [1964]). The parameter updates ut at iteration

t in Algorith 1 are instead computed as an exponentially decaying average of past updates:

m←= µm + ∆ (2.58)

u← −λm (2.59)

Hyper-parameter µ ∈ [0, 1] is the decay of the moving average that computes momentum m.

Momentum in SGD can be intuitively understood as smoothing away the noise in the gradients,

and accelerates updates in directions that consistently optimize the cost. It can be seen that

consistent acceleration can lead to m up to 1/(1−µ) times larger than ∆, with similar change in

scale of updates u in comparison to standard SGD. This could be countered by altering learning

rate λ accordingly. Instead, a common variant of the method uses normalized momentum

in place of Eq. 2.58. SGD with normalized momentum is shown in Algorithm 2. In this variant,

the momentum can be seen as if it approximates the first-order moment (mean) of the gradients

for computing the updates.

In multi-layer networks it is common that the magnitude of gradients at different layers vary

significantly. This can slow down performance, for example if optimization is stalled by slow

convergence of the first layers before the deeper layers can converge. To resolve this, variants

of SGD with adaptive learning rate per parameter have been proposed. These optimizers have
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Algorithm 2 SGD with normalized momentum

Input: data Dtr, initial parameters θ0, batch size B,
learning rate λ, 1st-moment decay µ
Output: Learnt parameters θ = (θ1, ..., θk)
θ ← θ0

repeat{
(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(B), y(B))

} B∼Dtr # Sample mini-batch

J ← − 1
B

∑B
i=1 l(f,θ,x

(i), y(i)) # Forward pass, cost

for i← 1 to k do
∆i = ∇θiJ # Compute gradients
mi ← µmi + (1− µ)∆i # Compute 1st moment
ui ← −λmi # Compute updates
θi ← θi + ui # Perform updates

end for
until stopping criterion is true
return θ

a long history (Jacobs [1988]) and have been recently re-popularized in deep neural networks

by AdaGrad (Duchi et al. [2011]). We will briefly describe two of the most commonly used

variants.

To make the scale of updates to different parameters comparable, RmsProp (Tieleman

and Hinton [2012]) adapts the effective learning rate for each parameter by dividing it with the

square root of the moving average of the squared magnitude of the gradient. RmsProp is shown

in Algorithm 3. The moving average of the squared gradients can be seen as an approximation

of the un-centered second-order moment (variance) of the gradients. Hence RmsProp slows

down the optimization in the directions that present high variance. Hyper-parameter ρ ∈ [0, 1]

is the decay of the moving average.

The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba [2015]) combines the benefits of momentum and

RmsProp, adapting the updates to each parameter by taking into account the approximations

of both the first and the second order moments of the gradient. Furthermore, it corrects the

approximation of both moments for bias towards zero in the initial stages of training due to

initialization from zero. Adam is presented in Algorithm 4.

Figure 2.10 presents and compares how the above variants of SGD compute the updates of
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Algorithm 3 RmsProp optimizer

Input: data Dtr, initial parameters θ0, batch size B,
learning rate λ, 2nd-moment decay ρ
Output: Learnt parameters θ = (θ1, ..., θk)
θ ← θ0

repeat{
(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(B), y(B))

} B∼Dtr # Sample mini-batch

J ← − 1
B

∑B
i=1 l(f,θ,x

(i), y(i)) # Forward pass, cost

for i← 1 to k do
∆i = ∇θiJ # Compute gradients
vi ← ρvi + (1− ρ)∆2

i # Compute 2nd moment
ui ← − λ√

vi
∆i # Compute updates

θi ← θi + ui # Perform updates
end for

until stopping criterion is true
return θ

Algorithm 4 Adam optimizer

Input: data Dtr, initial parameters θ0, batch size B,
learning rate λ, 1st-moment decay µ, 2nd-moment decay ρ
Output: Learnt parameters θ = (θ1, ..., θk)
θ ← θ0

t← 0
repeat
t← t+ 1{

(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(B), y(B))
} B∼Dtr # Sample mini-batch

J ← − 1
B

∑B
i=1 l(f,θ,x

(i), y(i)) # Forward pass, cost

for i← 1 to k do
∆i = ∇θiJ # Compute gradients
mi ← µmi + (1− µ)∆i # Compute 1st moment
vi ← ρvi + (1− ρ)∆2

i # Compute 2nd moment
m̂i ← mi

1−µt # Correct bias of 1st moment
v̂i ← vi

1−ρt # Correct bias of 2nd moment

ui ← − λ√
v̂i
m̂i # Compute updates

θi ← θi + ui # Perform updates
end for

until stopping criterion is true
return θ

the parameters and the way they are related.

Variants with adaptive learning rates have been shown to be more robust to the choice

of learning rate λ. Yet they introduce extra meta-parameters, such as µ and ρ, which also
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Figure 2.10: Relation between popular variants of SGD. Optimizers use moving average to
approximate the first order moment (mean) of the gradients and a moving average over the
squared gradients to approximate their (uncentered) second moment (variance).

require configuration. Interestingly, it has been empirically observed that best generalization

in challenging tasks is sometimes accomplished with plain SGD (optionally with momentum)

with well configured learning rate schedule (Wilson et al. [2017]). Final choice of optimizer is

hence largely empirical and based on cross-validation.

2.2.3 Benefits from Depth in Neural Networks

Deep neural networks have given remarkable results on a variety of tasks. A large body of liter-

ature investigates the theoretical reasons for this success. Early theoretical results have shown

that neural networks are models with high representational power. Specifically, according to

the universal approximation theorem (Cybenko [1989], Hornik et al. [1989]), an MLP with

even a single hidden layer, under mild assumptions about the activation function (continuous,

smooth and bounded, such as tanh or sigmoid) is capable of approximating any function to any

degree of accuracy, given sufficiently large, finite number of hidden neurons. Although these

theoretical results show neural networks are capable of learning the correct function, they are

not guarantee they will. Their optimization is highly non-convex and the common optimization

with SGD is not guaranteed to find the global minimum. Moreover, these high capacity models

can learn any function that minimizes the cost on the practically limited training data and

not necessarily one that generalizes well to unseen data. In practice, shallow MLPs have not

accomplished impactful results in challenging tasks and data.
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Figure 2.11: Deep networks can learn complex representations of high dimensional data with
much less parameters than shallow networks. Here is an illustration for comparing the number
of parameters needed in order to extract 1000 features for classification by a network with
1-layer and 2-layers. Here the benefits can be seen if one assumes d � 10. Dimensionality of
input data d is commonly much larger than the width of hidden layers.

Empirical investigations revealed significantly improved performance of deeper neural net-

works, with modern models that consist of multiple stacked hidden layers show remarkable per-

formance on various tasks. A large body of theoretical works investigates the benefits offered

by depth in neural networks. Although many of these investigations are based on simplifying

assumptions about the model that may not hold for actual neural networks used in practice,

the findings provide various intuitive insights why deeper networks learn better:

• Statistical efficiency: The complexity of the functions a neural network can express

grows exponentially with depth (Raghu et al. [2017]) A simple example for one hidden

layer has been illustrated in Fig. 2.6. It has also been shown that in tasks with high

dimensional data, such as images, deep networks can learn complex functions that would

require shallow networks with much larger number of parameters to model them (Arora

et al. [2018a], Choromanska et al. [2015], Eldan and Shamir [2016], Raghu et al. [2017]).

An intuitive example is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. According to classical theory of ML,

assuming enough capacity for the task, models with less parameters are preferable as

they are more likely to learn functions that generalize well from less data (Sec. 2.1.5).

Although recent empirical findings on neural networks challenge this view and suggest

that further increased network capacity may benefit generalization (Belkin et al. [2019]),
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deeper networks may require less parameters to reach these benefits (Choromanska et al.

[2015]).

• Beneficial inductive bias: Inductive bias is the set of assumptions a learning model

uses. Deep learning is developed on the fundamental assumption that the factors that

govern our world, hence also the data, are organized in an hierarchical fashion, where

complex factors are the composition of simpler ones. For example an animal in a photo-

graph can be broken down to its head, legs, tail, and those can be broken down further

into edges, textures, etc. The architecture of deep neural networks implicitly forces the

optimization algorithm to learn features that have this hierarchical organization, because

neurons in deer layers model features result from the combination of features identified

in the previous layer. The architecture can be considered a prior over the space of func-

tions (Fig. 2.12). In tasks where this intuitive assumption of hierarchical composition

holds, features learned with such an implicit prior are likely to generalize better on un-

seen data than arbitrary complex features learned from shallow architectures that happen

to correlate well with the training set.

Figure 2.12: Neural networks are capable of approximating a broad family of functions given
adequate capacity. However only a subset of those functions are useful for solving a given task.
A model is said to have useful inductive bias when it is more likely to learn a useful functions.
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2.3 Deep Neural Networks for Computer Vision

The neural network models that we introduced previously are very general and can be used

to approximate any function given any type of input data. Important characteristic of their

architecture is that each neuron transforms via a weight vector the whole input feature vector.

For this reason such neurons are often called fully-connected with their input (Fig. 2.13a)

and layers of networks comprised of them are called fully-connected layers. By learning the

values of its weight vector, each neuron acts as a feature detector. The pattern represented by

the weight vector corresponds to the whole input vector, which, if it matches the pattern, the

neuron activates. If the input x ∈ Rd is of large dimensionality d, for detecting a single pattern,

a neuron requires d parameters. For data of large dimensions, and complex patterns, such as

images used for visual recognition tasks, this approach requires MLPs with very large number

of parameters. This high degree of freedom may lead to over-fitting, difficult optimization

and poor generalization as discussed previously. Consequently, MLPs did not lead to good

performance in such tasks. This can be alleviated by constructing network architectures based

on prior knowledge about a task. By appropriate designing, the model can be implicitly given

useful inductive bias, restricting it to a subspace of all possible functions, while still covering the

space of useful functions for the problem. This reduces the possibility that the model will learn

a function that overfits the training data but does not generalize because it is not appropriate

for the task.

Properties of the imaging data have guided the design of more appropriate models for vision.

One such property is that correlations between pixels of an image are primarily observed locally

(neighbourhood of pixels), rather than globally (distant pixels in an image). In other words,

patterns are often spatially constrained to small parts of the image. Based on this intuition,

appropriate feature detectors for vision can be constructed using neurons that are connected

only to small areas of the image. These types of neurons are known as locally connected

(Fig. 2.13b). With this design, a locally connected neuron that detects a single pattern requires

substantially less parameters than a fully connected neuron.

Another property of patterns commonly found in visual data is that of shift-invariance.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 2.13: (a) Fully connected neurons require a large number of parameters (connections)
for detecting a single pattern throughout the whole image. (b) Most features are constrained
to neighbourhoods of pixels rather than spanning the whole image. This motivates locally
connected neurons, each of which detects a different pattern in a separate area, while requiring
less parameters. (c) In vision, the same feature may often appear in different areas of the input
image. Using parameter sharing across groups of neurons, commonly called feature maps, a
pattern can be detected across all locations in the image with only one set of parameters.
The activation of neurons in a feature map can be arranged to constitute an image, a filtered
version of the input (spatial map where features are detected). (d) Different feature maps
detect different patterns, forming a single layer of a DNN. (e) A successive layer receives as
input the feature maps of the previous one. By identifying patterns within them, more complex
patterns are represented in deeper layers. This design, fundamental in modern DNNs for vision,
although originally motivated by properties of imaging data, it has been proven effective for
learning representations in other domains where these properties hold, such as audio signals
and time-series.

The same pattern can exist in different positions of an an image while having the same semantic

interpretation. For example, the paw of a cat a paw irrespective of where in the image it appears.

This can be modeled using a group of locally connected neurons, each connected to a different

part of the image, while all of them seeking for the same pattern (2.13c). This can be done

by using the same weight vector for each neuron in the group, a technique commonly referred

to as parameter sharing. By using the same weight vector, this group of neurons has small

complexity while being capable of finding a pattern anywhere in the image. More group of

neurons can be used to identify more patterns (2.13d).

These ideas were found in use in the mammalian visual cortex. Hubel and Wiesel measured

the activations of cells in the visual cortex of an anesthetized cat when different visual patterns
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were presented at different areas of the animal’s visual field (Hubel and Wiesel [1962, 1965]).

They found that a cell responded only to a specific pattern, and only when the pattern was in

a specific area of the image. This is well aligned with the above idea about locally connected

neurons. The area of the retina that influences the activation of that cell is called the receptive

field of the cell. They also found that cells are organized in groups, with all cells in the group

activating by the same pattern. But cells of a group formed a topographical map such that

nearby cells on the map activate when the pattern is shown at different, nearby areas of the

animal’s visual field. In other words, if the pattern is shifted to the right, another cell in the

group activates, which is further to the right. They identified at least two groups of cells:

the simple cells and the complex cells, and that groups of cells make up an hierarchy. It was

found that simple cells in early layers of the hierarchy have small receptive field and respond

to simple patterns, like edges and bars. Complex cells were found to have larger receptive field

and a greater spatial invariance, which means a complex neuron would activate to a pattern

regardless its positioning in its receptive field. The groups of cells in deeper layers responded

to more complex patterns within a larger receptive field.

The rest of this section describes two network architectures that incorporate these ideas

in their model and contributed to major advances in computer vision, the Neocognitron and

convolutional neural networks.

2.3.1 Neocognitron

The findings of Hubel and Wiesel in neuroscience led to one of the first major breakthroughs

in deep learning and one of the greatest success stories of biologically inspired computational

models: the Neocognitron (Fukushima [1980]). Neocognitron is a deep neural network, de-

signed specifically for the visual domain by exploiting the aforementioned ideas that visual

features are commonly spatially constrained and present shift invariance. It is a hierarchical

model with multiple layers. It primarily consists of two types of neurons: S-cells and C-cells,

respectively inspired by the single and complex cells of Hubel and Wiesel. Each layer consists

of one type of cells. The network is built by alternating S-layers and C-layers. The first S-layer
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takes as input an image. The next layers take as input the output activations of the previous

layer (Fig. 2.14a). This is similarly to the architecture of an MLP (Sec. 2.2.1) but differs in

how the neurons of each layer are organized and the functionality of each type of neuron.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.14: (a) Neocognitron is a DNN with six layers. Kernels of S-layers are learned so that
their cells (neurons) learn to detect patterns of interest. C-layers, which do not have learnable
parameters, compute the average activation around each location, to induce shift-invariance.
(b) Illustration of how the excitation of a S-plane is computed, by applying a kernel to the
planes of the previous layer. (c) Illustration of the excitation and the inhibition signal in an
S-cell, which together determine its activation. The inhibition signal acts as self-gating. Here,
aml and zml are matrices that hold the activations and pre-activations respectively of the m-th
plane in the l-th layer.

Each layer of Neocognitron consists of multiple groups of neurons, called the planes. As

shown in Fig. 2.14b, a plane consists of multiple neurons that are topologically arranged in

a grid, similarly to the pixels of the input image. Each neuron of a plane is connected to a

different part of the layer’s input via a set of weights (similarly to the weight vector of a neuron

in an MLP), detecting a pattern in this area of the input. Importantly, the neurons of a plane
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are arranged in such a way that there is correspondence in their position in the plane’s grid

and the area of the input they are connected to. For example, if neuron A is one position to

the left of neuron B on a plane, then the area of the input that neuron A is connected to is the

area that neuron B connects to, shifted one position to the left. Moreover, all cells of the same

plane share the same weights, in order to be detecting the same pattern in different areas of

the image. Hence only one set of weights is associated with each plane. Different planes have

different set of weights so they detect different patterns.

2.3.1.1 S-Layers

The two types of layers in Neocognitron fulfill different purposes. The weights of connections

between an S-layer and its input are learned during training. They are responsible for learning

what patterns to detect in the input (first S-layer) and how to combine activations of previous

layer to construct more complex features (deeper S-layers). Assume the l-th layer hasNl number

of planes. We will describe the position of a cell on a plane with a vector u ∈ Z2 holding two

coordinates. Assume the cell is connected to κl positions of the input planes, the coordinates

of which in relation to the cell are (u + v), ∀v ∈ Sl, where v are displacement vectors and

matrix Sl ∈ Zκl×2 holds the κl displacement vectors. Each connection is associated with a

weight, similar to a Perceptron (Sec. 2.2.1). An S-cell is connected via different weights to each

of the κl locations at every plane of the previous layer. We will assume that the weights of

the connections of cells in plane m of the l-th layer and cells of plane n of the previous layer

are held in a construct km,nl (Such as a matrix), such that km,nl (v) returns the weight of the

connection of cell at location u of plane m with a location (u + v) in plane n of previous layer.

We will be referring to km,nl as a kernel. Between layer l and layer l − 1 there are Nl × Nl−1

such kernels with different weights. It is helpful to think of the connectivity area as a regular

grid and the kernel as a matrix of corresponding shape, although the original definition by

Fukushima [1980] was for the general case.

Assume an S-cell in the l-th layer, on them-th plane, at position described by the coordinates

vector u ∈ Z2. The activation of an S-cell at position u of the m-th plane, ams (u) ∈ R, is defined
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as follows 4:

ams (u) = gs

(
1 + zms (u)

1 + βml · is(u)
− 1

)
(2.60)

In the above, zms (u) is called the excitation of the S-cell and is given by:

zms (u) =

Nl−1∑
n=1

∑
v∈Sl

km,nl (v) · anl−1(u+v) (2.61)

In the above, anl−1(u+v) is the activation of the cell at coordinates (u + v) of plane n of the

previous layer. Eq. 2.61 directly relates to the pre-activation of a neuron in an MLP, given by

Eq. 2.34, where instead of performing a dot product of two vectors, we perform the dot product

of the kernel with the corresponding area of the input’s n plane at the location that has an

origin u and dimensions equal to those of the kernel.

The term is(u) in the divisor is the inhibitory signal to the S-cell, which modulates the

excitation. βml is a learned coefficient per plane that determines the influence of inhibition in

plane m. Note that if this is zero, then zms (u) is the pre-activation of the cell, similar to neurons

in MLP. The inhibitory signal is defined similarly to the excitation 5:

is(u) =

√√√√Nl−1∑
n=1

∑
v∈Sl

cl(v) · (anl−1(u + v))2 (2.62)

Here, cl is a kernel common for all Nl planes, but contrary to kml , its values are prede-

fined (not trainable), in a way that cl(v) returns values monotonically decreasing with larger

magnitude of v, for example a discretized Gaussian filter. It can be understood as if a sec-

ondary cell computes the (weighted) average activation across all planes in the previous layer

around the location u, and normalizes the excitation accordingly. This module of Neocognitron

was inspired by neuroscience, yet is similar to techniques proposed more than three decades

later for normalizing activations to stabilize training (Krizhevsky et al. [2012]) and self-gating

4Pre-defined scaling factor rl in Fukushima [1980] is omitted here for simplicity.
5The constant 2rl

(1+rl)
in Eq.1 in Fukushima [1980] is omitted for simplicity, as it can be absorbed in learned

βm
l .
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mechanisms to improve performance (Hu et al. [2018]).6

In Eq. 2.60 above, gs is the activation function, for which the Neocognitron used the piece-

wise linear function now known as as the ReLU (Nair and Hinton [2010]), 30 years before it

was re-introduced for modern DNNs 7:

gs(x) =


x if x > 0,

0 otherwise

(2.63)

2.3.1.2 C-Layers

C-layers have neurons with the same connectivity and arrangement in planes as the S-layers.

Their activations are given by:

amc (u) = gc

(
1 + zmc (u)

1 + ic(u)
− 1

)
(2.64)

This closely follows Eq. 2.60 for S-cells. The activation function gc and the inhibitory signal

ic are similar to those for the S-cells and won’t be given here for simplicity (for details see Eq.5

and Eq.6 in Fukushima [1980]). The most important difference is the excitation:

zmc (u) =
∑
v∈Sl

dl(v) · iml−1(u+v) (2.65)

The purpose of the C-layers is to induce shift-invariance rather than learning to extract

new patterns, which is done solely by the S-layers. For this reason they do not have learned

parameters. dl is a two-dimensional matrix that holds weights through which the cells of l-th

layer connect to the previous layer. Similar to kernels km,nl (Eq. 2.61) and cl (Eq. 2.62), dl(v)

returns the weight via which the cell at position specified by coordinate vector u in the planes

of l-th layer connects to the element at position (u+v) of planes in previous layer, where v a

displacement vector. Its weights are constant and predefined in a way similar to cl, such that

6Neocognitron was way ahead of its time!
7Neocognitron was way ahead of its time! (#2)
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the excitation of c-cell in position u of plane m in l-th layer, zmc (u), is the weighted average

of activations of the cells around position u of the m-th plane of the (l − 1)-th layer. Thanks

to this averaging, a C-cell will activate even if the input patterns is shifted. The larger the

connectivity area covered by the kernel dl, the larger the shift-invariance.

2.3.1.3 Deep Learning with Neocognitron

The original Neocognitron (Fukushima [1980]) preceded the introduction of back-propagation

(Rumelhart et al. [1986]) that enabled training MLPs and other deep networks. Instead, it

was trained in an unsupervised manner, with a technique related to unsupervised clustering.

Reference vectors were obtained from the training set, representing a set of similar training

samples. The weights of S-cells were adapted to values corresponding to these reference vectors.

At inference time, S-cells activate if the weights, now representing patterns related to the

reference vectors, match the input. The original model was a network of 6 layers, with 24

planes at each layer, limited by the computer power of the times. Other training schemes have

been later explored in follow-up works.

Neocognitron was originally applied for recognizing digits and letters (Fukushima [1980]),

where it displayed the desired property of shift invariance. But very importantly, in the words

of the authors, it was shown that “If a set of stimulus patterns are repeatedly presented to

it, it gradually acquires the ability to recognize these patterns. It is not necessary to give

any instructions about the categories to which the stimulus patterns should belong.”. This

property, fundamental for representation learning, inspired the numerous follow up works in

computational neuroscience and machine learning.

2.3.2 Classification with Convolutional Neural Networks

Six years after the introduction of Neocognitron, back-propagation was introduced for training

deep neural networks (Rumelhart et al. [1986]). It enabled parameter optimization by gradient-

based minimization of prediction error, making training of complex networks less cumbersome.
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This was followed by the seminal works of LeCun et al. (LeCun et al. [1989, 1990, 1998]), where

back-propagation was applied to train a network architecture based on the ideas discussed

above. The type of architecture was termed Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), taking

its name from the convolution operation that it heavily employs. The architecture of CNN

is similar to Neocognitron without inhibitory connections. The fundamental difference is that

back-propagation is used for training the network end to end with a supervised objective (LeCun

et al. [1990, 1998]).

CNNs are hierarchical, multi-layer networks, tailored for input data that can be represented

on a grid. They have been originally proposed for image classification. The first CNN model,

LeNet (LeCun et al. [1990, 1998]), was a 5-layers deep CNN applied to digit-classification

(Fig. 2.15). Since then, they have been applied to various types of data such as time series,

audio and even text, where sequential time-steps, sounds or characters respectively can be

thought of as sequential elements on a grid. CNNs were originally based on two types of

components: The convolutional layers and the pooling layers. These components are still

fundamental for constructing modern CNNs. Although many more modules have been proposed

over the years, purpose of this thesis is not to explore the whole broad spectrum but rather to

explore strategies for improving specific aspects of DNNs. Hence we will here focus our analysis

on the most fundamental and relevant components, complimenting with related references to

modern developments where appropriate.

Figure 2.15: The LeNet convolutional neural network (LeCun et al. [1998]), as originally ap-
plied for the classification of the digit in a 32×32 image. Convolutional networks learn feature
detectors, while strided pooling layers down sample the feature maps and induce spatial invari-
ance. The final three layers have fully connected neurons, each combining all activations from
the previous layer. Above each convolutional and pooling layer is shown the dimension of their
feature maps.
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2.3.2.1 Convolutional Layer

A convolutional layer is similar to an S-layer in Neocognitron without inhibitory connections

(Eq. 2.60 with βml = 0, ∀m). Each layer consists of multiple feature maps (FM), also known

as channels. Each FM is a group of neurons, arranged in a grid-like fashion, similar to the

input. For example, if the input data are two-dimensional images, each FM is a two-dimensional

matrix. FMs correspond to planes of Neocognitron. Each neuron of a FM is locally connected

to a different area of the input, acting as a detector of a particular pattern in that area. All

neurons of a FM seek for the same pattern but in different areas. The pattern is defined by

the kernel associated with the FM. The pattern that neurons of the m-th FM in the l-th layer

detect in the n-th FM of the previous layer is defined by kernel km,nl ∈ Rκ
(1)
l ×κ

(2)
l . The kernel

km,nl is a two-dimensional matrix with dimensions given by vector κl = (κ
(1)
l , κ

(2)
l ). It can be

thought of as holding the weights through which the neurons connect to the corresponding

κ
(1)
l ×κ

(2)
l areas in the previous layer. In fact, each neuron connects at the corresponding

area on all FMs of the previous layer. If the l-th layer has Nl FMs, then the Nl−1 two-

dimensional kernels km,nl , ∀n ∈ 1, ..., Nl1 can be arranged in a three-dimensional tensor, the

kernel kml ∈ RNl−1×κ
(1)
l ×κ

(2)
l . Assuming two-dimensional input x ∈ Rd(1)×d(2) with dimensions

given by vector d = (d(1), d(2)), then each FM is also a two dimensional matrix. All FMs of a

single layer have the same dimensions. Dimensions of FMs in the l-th layer are given by vector

δl=(δ
(1)
l , δ

(2)
l ). For the m-th FM of the l-th layer we denote as aml ∈ Rδ

(1)
l ×δ

(2)
l the matrix that

holds the activations of the FM’s neurons. The activation of a neuron on this FM at location

that is characterized by a two-dimensional vector of coordinates u = (u(1), u(2)) is the element

in the u(1)-th row and u(2) column of the matrix and is given by:

aml (u) = gl(z
m
l (u)) (2.66)

where gl(·) is the activation function for the layer (Sec. 2.2.1.3). Commonly the same activation

function is used for all layers. Originally the sigmoid function was used (LeCun et al. [1998]).

The pre-activation zml (u) of neuron at position u is given by:
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zml (u) =

Nl−1∑
n=1

(κ
(1)
l ,κ

(2)
l )∑

v=(1,1)

km,nl (v) · anl−1(u+v−1) + bml (2.67)

=

Nl−1∑
n=1

κ
(1)
l∑

v(1)=1

κ
(2)
l∑

v(2)=1

km,nl (v(1), v(2)) · anl−1(u(1)+v(1)−1, u(2)+v(2)−1) + bml (2.68)

The above is defined for all u such that in each dimension i ∈ {1, 2} holds that: 1 ≤ u(i)

and u(i) +κ
(i)
l − 1 ≤ δ

(i)
l−1 ⇒ u(i) ≤ δ

(i)
l−1−κ

(i)
l + 1. Eq. 2.67 for u gives the element in the u(1)-th

row and u(2)-th column of matrix zml ∈ Rδ(1)×δ(2) , which holds the pre-activations of the m-th

FM in l-th layer. The convolution operation is illustrated in Fig. 2.16.8

Figure 2.16: Illustration of the convolution operation (Eq. 2.67). Convolution of feature maps
of dimension δl−1 with kernel of dimension κl gives output feature maps of dimension δl =
δl−1−κl+1. This decrease can be avoided by padding the input with artificial content, such as
zeros. Bias bml is not shown for simplicity.

Comparing with Eq. 2.60 and Eq. 2.61, we see that the pre-activation in a convolutional

layer of CNN is similar to the excitation of a Neocognitron’s S-layer, with the addition of a bias

8Dimensions δl of FMs in convolutional layer l are smaller by κl − 1 than the dimensions δl−1 of FMs in
the previous layer, as only positions for which the kernel fully fits within the input FMs are considered. Some
implementations pad the input FMs by κl − 1 elements before the operation to preserve the dimensions.
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bml . A different bias term is learned per FM and common for all its neurons. In comparison

to the Perceptron (Eq. 2.35), instead of performing a dot-product of a weight vector with the

whole input, a neuron of the convolutional layer performs a dot product of the kernel with

corresponding area of size κ
(1)
l × κ

(2)
l of the input at location u. If we arrange all activations of

a layer’s FMs in a single three-dimensional tensor al ∈ RNl×δ
(1)
l ×δ

(2)
l , we can perceive a feature

map as if kernel kml scans the previous layer al−1, being shifted one pixel at a time, and at

every position u the output aml (u) is recorded, for a total of δ
(1)
l × δ

(2)
l possible positions. The

described operation of computing Eq. 2.67 at every position is equivalent to cross-correlation

(∗) of tensor al−1 with the kernel kml :

zml = kml ∗ al−1 + bml (2.69)

=

Nl−1∑
n=1

km,nl ∗ anl−1 + bml (2.70)

Cross correlation is equivalent to the convolution (?) operation with a flipped kernel k̂m,nl

with k̂m,nl (i, j) = km,nl (κ
(1)
l +1−i, κ(2)

l +1−j), where the order of the elements has been reversed:

zml = k̂ml ? al−1 + bml , where (2.71)

zml (u) =

Nl−1∑
n=1

κ(1)∑
v(1)=1

κ(2)∑
v(2)=1

k̂m,nl (κ
(1)
l +1−v(1), κ

(2)
l +1−v(2)) · anl−1(u(1)+v(1)−1, u(2)+v(2)−1)+bml

(2.72)

The convolution operation is what CNNs are named after. In practice, many deep learning

libraries implement cross-correlation. When the weights of the kernels are learned, which

operation is implemented is irrelevant, provided one flips the kernel if weights are transferred

between implementations. In the context of DL, the term “convolution” is used regardless

the implementation. As commonly done, in the rest of this thesis we will refer with with

“convolution” to Eq. 2.68 due to its clarity in comparison to Eq. 2.72.
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2.3.2.2 Pooling Layer

The second type of basic layer in CNNs is the pooling layer. Its purpose, similar to a C-layer of

a Neocognitron, is to induce some spatial invariance to the network, rather than combining the

previous patterns to produce new ones as the convolutional layers perform. The motivation is

that after a pattern is detected (for example a tail), its exact position may not be very important

for identifying the overall contents in the image (for example a cat). In one of its early forms,

the pooling layer was similar to the convolutional layer, but with fixed, predefined weights such

that the application of the kernel returns the average activation in the applied area of each

FM separately, followed by multiplication with a learned coefficient and an activation function

(LeCun et al. [1998]). This was similar to the C-layer of Neocognitron without the inhibitory

signal (Eq. 2.64 and Eq. 2.65). The form of pooling layer most commonly employed in modern

DNNs does not use learned multipliers and activation function. The sole local averaging that

the kernel performs facilitates spatial invariance of the data representations computed by the

FMs. This type of layers are also known as average-pooling layers. Following definitions

similar to convolutional layers, the activations of the m-th FM in an average-pooling layer are

given by:

aml = zml = pl ∗ aml−1 (2.73)

where pl is the pooling kernel of layer l. The pooling kernel is the same for all FMs of a pooling

layer. For average-pooling layers, pl is a matrix of shape κ
(1)
l ×κ

(2)
l where all its elements have the

constant value 1/(κ
(1)
l ·κ

(2)
l ). In modern variants of CNNs, average-pooling is commonly replaced

by max-pooling. This is defined by a pooling kernel such that its application at position u

returns the maximum value under the corresponding area of size κ
(1)
l × κ

(2)
l (Fig. 2.17).

2.3.2.3 Sub-Sampling with Strided Layers

The significant addition that the CNN architecture brought over the Neocognitron’s architecture

was the incorporation of sub-sampling within the network. The motivation is two-fold. The first
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.17: (a) Illustration of a max pooling kernel where each dimension is of size κ=2. The
kernel is applied in each direction with a stride τ=2 on a feature map. Striding down-samples
the feature map by a factor of τ in each dimension. Since κ≤ τ , locations where the kernel
is applied are not overlapping. (b) Strided convolutional layers also down-sample the feature
maps and can be viewed as learning a down-sampling kernel. (c) If κ>τ , the kernel is applied
to locations that overlap. (d) When τ=1 there is no downsampling of the feature maps, solely
a transformation of the activations by the kernel.

reason is inline with the goal of making the patterns that the network detects more invariant to

small spatial deformations. In many tasks, such as object detection, after a low-level pattern

(e.g. an eye) is detected somewhere by a neuron of a FM, the exact location of the pattern

is of less importance for understanding the higher-level semantics in the data (e.g. identify

of a face), provided that relative positioning of the patterns is preserved (e.g. eyes over the

nose). Hence we can afford discarding some information by lowering the resolution at which

the deeper features are extracted within the network. This is done by sub-sampling the feature

maps at a specified layer. This gives the advantage of lowering the computational resources

for subsequent layers. The additional benefit is that by lowering the resolution of FMs means

that the area that a kernel of specific size covers on sub-sampled FMs corresponds to a larger

area of real context in the input. This results in increasing the receptive field of neurons with

respect to the input, which will be further discussed layer, and enables the network to extract

patterns of larger size that often correspond to higher-level semantics.

Sub-sampling within the network was originally proposed to perform using strided pooling
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layers, where the pooling kernel is shifted more than one position at a time over the input

(LeCun et al. [1989]). This is visually presented in Fig. 2.17. To relate this with what was

described previously in this section, we emphasize that pooling layers with stride equal to one

pixel, similar to Neocognitron’s S-layers, perform aggregation of neighbouring pixels inducing

spatial invariance but do not sub-sample the feature maps. Sub-sampling further discards

information. More recently, it was found that replacing strided pooling layers with strided

convolutional layers commonly leads to improved performance (Springenberg et al. [2014]).

The intuition for this is that the learned kernel of strided convolutions can learn the most

appropriate sub-sampling kernel for the data and task, instead of the pre-defined averaging

or max-pooling kernel. Similarly to Eq. 2.67, if vector τ l = (τ (1), τ (2)) ∈ Z2 (assuming two

dimensional data and FMs) gives the number of positions that the kernels of the l-th layer

stride (shift) per dimension, then the pre-activation of a strided convolutional layer is given by:

zml (u) =

Nl−1∑
n=1

(κ
(1)
l ,κ

(2)
l )∑

v=(1,1)

km,nl (v) · anl−1((u− 1) · τ+v) + bml (2.74)

The above is defined for all u such that in each dimension i ∈ {1, 2} holds that: 1 ≤ u(i)

and 1 + (u(i)− 1) · τ (i)
l + κ

(i)
l − 1 ≤ δ

(i)
l−1 ⇒ u(i) ≤ b(δ(i)

l−1− κ
(i)
l )/τ

(i)
l + 1c. Here, δl−1 =(δ

(1)
l−1, δ

(2)
l−1)

is the vector giving the dimensions of a layer (l− 1) and b·c returns the closest smaller integer

(rounding down). The operation can also be perceived as if a convolutional or pooling layer with

τ l = (1, 1) is applied first (Eq. 2.69, 2.73), followed by a sub-sampling step, where only one-

every-τ l activations is kept and the rest discarded. The result of strided pooling/convolutions

is that the feature maps at layer l have dimensions δl approximately τ l times smaller than the

FMs of (l − 1)-th layer (not exactly in case of non-integer division). The exact dimensions of

FMs is derived in Sec. 2.3.2.5.
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2.3.2.4 Receptive Field

A very important property that largely determines the behaviour of neural networks is the

receptive field of a neuron. Following the definition in neuroscience literature for the visual

cortex (Hubel and Wiesel [1962, 1965]), receptive field of an artificial neuron with respect to

the input is the area of the input that influences the neuron’s activation. Hence the size of the

receptive field is the extent of this area. The receptive field of a neuron of a DNN with respect

to a specific layer can be defined similarly. In what follows, the term “receptive field” will refer

to the receptive field with respect to the input data except if explicitly noted otherwise. A

Perceptron has a receptive field as large as the input and same is the case for fully connected

neurons of an MLP. More interesting is the case of networks with locally connected neurons

such as CNNs. The receptive field of neurons in l-th layer of a CNN with respect to the previous

layer is as large as the size of the kernel, κl, and all neurons in a layer have the same size of

receptive fields as they use kernels of same size. But how does one compute the receptive field

of neurons in deeper layers of multi-layer networks with respect to the input?

The receptive field of a neuron in the l-th layer with respect to the input is the union of the

receptive fields with respect to the input of the neurons in the previous (l − 1)-th layer, which

are under the neuron’s receptive field with respect to the (l− 1)-th layer (Fig. 2.18). From this

we here derive a recursive rule to compute the size of the receptive field of a neuron in l-th

layer, rl. The size of receptive field with respect to the previous layer is the size of the kernel

κl. Thus rl is as big as the receptive field of a single neuron in the previous layer rl−1, extended

for each additional neuron covered by the kernel:

rl = rl−1 + (κl − 1) · τ ′l−1 (2.75)

The amount that is added to the receptive field rl for every additional neuron covered by

the kernel is as big as the difference of the receptive fields with respect to the input of two

neurons that are next to each other in the FMs of the (l − 1)-th layer. This quantity is given

by τ ′l−1. For neurons in layer l, we term τ ′l as the stride of their receptive field with respect
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Figure 2.18: (Top) Illustration of an input image of size 17×17 and a feature map in 4 following
layers. Convolution with a kernel of size 5×5 and unary stride is applied in all layers. The
receptive field with respect to the input of a neuron activation in the 4-th layer covers the whole
input, as all input pixels influence its activation. (Bottom) The same architecture can be given
input of larger size. In that case, size of every feature map increases accordingly, up to the final
layer. The size of the receptive field of each neuron remains the same, as it is only a function
of the kernel size, stride and number of layers. Each prediction is not influenced by the whole
input, but rather only the pixels under its own receptive field.

to the input (rl). In other words, if we shift one neuron at layer l, their receptive field will

shift τ ′l positions on the input. In comparison, if τ l is the stride of the kernel in layer l,

neighbouring activations in l-th layer are influenced by activations that are τ l positions apart

in the previous layer. Consequently, if an architecture uses only layers with unary strides τ l,

then shift by one element in layer l corresponds to shift by one element in all previous layers

and the input (Fig. 2.18). If layers with kernel stride greater than one are used, τ ′l can be

calculated recursively as:

τ ′l = τ ′l−1 · τ l =
l∏

i=1

τ i (2.76)

The receptive field of two consecutive neurons in the l-th layer shifts with respect to the

input τ l times more than the receptive field of two consecutive neurons in the previous layer.

This is illustrated in Fig. 2.19.

We see that strided (sub-sampling) layers quickly increase the receptive field of subsequent
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Figure 2.19: Illustration how the receptive field of neurons grows and shifts with respect to the
input (Eq. 2.76). Four layers are shown. Each dimension of all kernels is of size κ = 3. (Top
row) Kernel of the first layer has stride τ1 = 1 in each dimension, hence subsequent neurons
have receptive fields shifted by τ ′1 = 1 in each dimension. (Second row) Strided convolution with
stride τ = 2 causes sub-sampling by factor of 2 in each dimension. Hence subsequent neurons
have receptive fields shifted by τ ′2 = 2. (Third row) An additional layer with τ3 = 1 retains the
same sub-sampling factor. Hence consecutive neurons in 3-rd layer also have receptive fields
with respect to the input shifted by τ ′3 = 2. (Bottom row) An additional strided convolution
with stride τ1 = 2 causes a further sub-sampling, down to a factor of 4. Now consecutive
neurons in 4-th layer have receptive fields shifted by τ ′4 = 4 on the input.

layers. Larger receptive field means more context is taken into account for the activation of a

neuron. The receptive field of the last layer’s neurons are often called the network’s receptive
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field. Its size, rL for a network with L layers, expresses the maximum amount of context

the network takes into account for its prediction. Hence the network’s architecture has to

be constructed taking the specific task in mind, in order for rL to be of appropriate size for

capturing as much context as required. In tasks such as image classification, commonly the

whole image must be taken into account by the network. This is done by adding enough

layers such that the classification neurons have receptive field as large as the input image.

Alternatively, the last layers can be constructed to be fully-connected. Other tasks may benefit

from making predictions based on more local context, such as super-resolution tasks.

2.3.2.5 Dimensions of Feature Maps

We can now derive a rule for computing the size of the feature maps of a convolutional or

pooling layer. The size of the feature maps is important to keep track of, because it partially

defines the amount of memory needed for that layer during the forward and backward pass.

As we will see in Sec. 2.3.3, it is also useful for computing the size of a CNN’s output when

applied for learning image-to-image mappings, such as for the task of segmentation.

The dimensions δl of FMs in the l-th layer with respect to the dimensions of the FMs in

the previous layer (without considering padding) can be calculated by:

δl = b(δl−1 − κl)/τ lc+ 1 (2.77)

This rule results from the following observations. When unary stride is used in the l-th

layer, τ l = (1, 1), the size of its FMs is decreased by (κl − 1) in comparison to the FMs of the

previous layer, because for this number of positions the kernel runs out of the boundaries of

FMs in the previous layer (Fig. 2.18). When non unary stride is used in a layer, its FMs are

down-sampled by a factor of τ l in comparison to the previous layer (Fig. 2.19). In the above

recursive rule δ0 is the size of the input. Hence the size of a network’s FMs is firstly defined

by the size of the input and decreases with each successive layer.
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The size of FMs in the l-th layer can also be calculated as a function of the size of the input,

δ0, and the size of the receptive field at that layer, rl. For this, we first expand Eq. 2.77:

δl = bδl−1 − κl
τ l

c+ 1

= bb(δl−2 − κl−1)/τ l−1c+ 1− κl
τ l

c+ 1

= bb(δl−2 − κl−1)/τ l−1 + 1− κlc
τ l

c+ 1, because κl are integers

= b(δl−2 − κl−1)/τ l−1 + 1− κl
τ l

c+ 1, because τ l are integers

= bδl−2 − κl−1 − (κl − 1)τ l−1

τ l−1τ l
c+ 1

= bb(δl−3 − κl−2)/τ l−2c+ 1− κl−1 − (κl − 1)τ l−1

τ l−1τ l
c+ 1

= b(δl−3 − κl−2)/τ l−2 − (κl−1 − 1)− (κl − 1)τ l−1

τ l−1τ l
c+ 1

= bδl−3 − κl−2 − (κl−1 − 1)τ l−2 − (κl − 1)τ l−2τ l−1

τ l−2τ l−1τ l
c+ 1

= bδ0 − κ1 − (κ2 − 1)τ 1 − ...− (κl − 1)τ 1τ 2...τ l−1

τ 1τ 2...τ l
c+ 1

= b
δ0 − κ1 − (κ2 − 1)τ ′1 − ...− (κl − 1)τ ′l−1

τ ′l
c+ 1, from Eq. 2.76 (2.78)

By also expanding Eq. 2.75 we have:

rl = rl−1 + (κl − 1)τ ′l−1

= rl−2 + (κl−1 − 1)τ ′l−2 + (κl − 1)τ ′l−1

= r1 + (κ2 − 1)τ ′1 + (κ3 − 1)τ ′2 + ...+ (κl − 1)τ ′l−1

= κ1 + (κ2 − 1)τ ′1 + (κ3 − 1)τ ′2 + ...+ (κl − 1)τ ′l−1, because r1 =κ1 (2.79)

From Eq. 2.79, using Eq. 2.78, we finally derive the dimensions of FMs in layer l in relation
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as a function of the size of the input δ0 and the size of receptive field rl at the specific layer:

δl = b(δ0 − rl)/τ ′lc+ 1 (2.80)

Eq. 2.80 is practically useful as it connects three important properties of a network. Of

particular interest is the case where a CNN is assumed to be comprised solely of convolutional

or pooling layers (no fully connected layers). In this case, the size of the FMs in the last layer

of a CNN is:

δL = b(δ0 − rL)/τ ′Lc+ 1 (2.81)

We see that if the size of the input, δ0, is equal to the CNN’s receptive field, rL, then

each dimension of the last layer’s FMs (output FMs) is equal to 1. Hence the CNN outputs

a single value. This is the case for classification CNNs. We see that if input larger than the

CNN’s receptive field is given, then the FMs of the FMs will output multiple activations, one

for each τ ′L additional input pixels. This is particularly useful for the case of fully convolutional

networks, a type of CNNs used for performing image-to-image mapping, such as segmentation

or regression. This type of networks will be described in Sec. 2.3.3. In this case, Eq. 2.80 can

be used to compute the size of the predicted output image.

2.3.3 Segmentation with Convolutional Neural Networks

In the above we described CNNs for classification. This section describes how a CNN can be

designed for segmenting an image, which is a core application in this thesis. Similar designs

can be used for other tasks that require learning an image-to-image mapping.
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2.3.3.1 Segmentation as Patch-Wise Classification

In CNNs for classification, via a cascade of convolutional and pooling layers, the receptive field

of neurons in deeper layers increases. At each subsequent layer the size of feature maps at

deeper layers decreases, as the convolution and sub-sampling lead to less activations in deeper

layers. Simultaneously, activation in deeper layers detect larger patterns in the image due to the

larger receptive field. The final layers are often fully connected. There, each neuron connects

to all activations of the previous layer. Each neuron gives an activation based on the whole

image (receptive field as large as the image). In the final classification layer, a single neuron

activates to signify that the whole image is of a certain class (Fig. 2.15).

Image segmentation with CNNs is most commonly approached as a classification problem,

where one prediction is made for each pixel. The class of the pixel is the class of the structure

in the image that the pixel belongs to. The task can be intuitively viewed and tackled as

patch-wise classification, where the CNN takes as input a patch of the image, processes the

contents and makes a prediction about the class of the central pixel of the patch (Fig. 2.20a).

This approach has the following aspects to consider:

• The size of the input patch would need to be as large as the receptive field of the clas-

sification neurons in the CNN. In turn, the architecture should be designed such that

the classification neurons have large enough receptive field to capture enough context for

making an informed prediction about the central pixel.

• Given training images that have been manually annotated pixel-by-pixel, a CNN can be

trained with the standard classification loss (e.g. cross entropy), where each sample is a

patch and the ground truth label is the manual annotation for the central pixel.

• To segment a whole new image, the CNN needs to make a prediction for each pixel, which

could be done by iteratively giving it as input the corresponding patches centered on the

corresponding pixels.

This approach has been used in multiple works, some of which will be discussed in Sec. 3.1.1.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.20: (a) One way to perform segmentation is to approach it as patch-wise classification.
To segment a voxel in the image, a patch as large as the CNN’s receptive field is extracted
around it. The CNN can then be trained to predict the class of the central voxel based on the
content of the patch. (b) This batch-wise classification approach has the disadvantage of being
computationally inefficient. This is because neighbouring, overlapping patches share most of
the content. Hence the same content is loaded multiple times in memory and computations
on it are duplicated. For example, here, the multiplication of a CNN’s kernel in the shown
position of the top patch is exactly the same as the multiplication of the kernel with a position
one pixel further on the neighbouring patch shown in the bottom. (c) By avoiding the use of
fully connected layers, we can construct fully convolutional networks. Here, every layer is a
convolutional or pooling layer, including the output layers. By inputing the whole image, the
CNN can make predictions for multiple pixels in one forward pass. Each prediction is dependent
only on the receptive field of the corresponding neuron, not the whole input image.

However it is very inefficient. Because neighbouring patches overlap, when these patches are

processed, the same operations (e.g. convolutions) are applied on the same context multiple

times (Fig. 2.20b). Also, the same context is loaded multiple times in memory. For these

reasons, training and inference with such networks is problematic. This can be avoided with

appropriate design of CNNs, specifically for segmentation.
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2.3.3.2 Fully Convolutional Networks

An ideal network architecture for segmentation should take as input the whole image, compute

all operations to process the contents once and then output multiple predictions, one per pixel.

We have seen that each activation of a feature map is based only on contents within its own

receptive field and expresses whether the contents within its receptive field match a pattern.

By appropriate spatial arrangement of feature map activations, we can interpret them as if

each expresses the existence of a pattern in the area centered in the middle pixel of their

corresponding receptive field (Fig. 2.18 (top)). We could use this property for segmentation, if

we could force the activations of a layer to correspond to class-posteriors of the pixel in the center

of their receptive field. Then we could interpret a whole feature map as a segmentation map,

with each activation expressing what class the corresponding pixel of the input in the center of

its receptive field is, based on the pattern within its own corresponding field (Fig. 2.20c).

We can achieve such a behaviour by using an appropriate output layer on top of convolu-

tional and pooling layers. We will below describe this for the task of multi-class segmentation,

while the case of binary segmentation (or even image regression) is similar. We previously saw

in Sec. 2.2.1.4 that to construct a DNN with L layers that can classify C classes, the L-th out-

put layer is constructed to have C fully connected neurons, one per class. However, this type of

neurons connects to all activations aL−1 of the previous layer and hence make the architecture

to have a receptive field as large as the image, and output only a single prediction. For segmen-

tation, we instead construct the L-th output layer using a convolutional layer with C feature

maps. Each activation of the c-th feature map expresses the posterior probability that the pixel

in the image that corresponds to the central pixel of the activation’s receptive field belongs to

the c-th class. The size of κL of the convolutional kernel kL = (k1
L, ...,k

C
L) ∈ RC×κ(1)L ×κ

(2)
L in

this output, similar to any other convolutional or pooling layer, is chosen empirically so that

appropriate size of receptive field is accomplished (enough content around each pixel for good

predictions). The pre-activations of this final layer of a CNN with L layers are expressed by the

three-dimensional tensor zL ∈ RC×δ(1)L ×δ
(2)
L , defined as zL = (z1

L, ..., z
C
L). The size δL=(δ

(1)
L ,δ

(2)
L )

of the FMs in this output layer can be calculated as in Sec. 2.3.2.5. Similar to other convolution
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layers (Eq. 2.69), zlc are the pre-activations of the c-th feature map defined by:

zcL = kcL ∗ aL−1 ∈ Rδ
(1)
L ×δ

(2)
L (2.82)

For segmentation, like classification, we need to turn the pre-activations zL into activations

aL that express valid class posterior probabilities. For this to hold, for every spatial location

on the output map as expressed by coordinate vector u = (u(1), u(2)) where 1< u(i) < δ
(i)
L for

i∈{1, 2}, the vector zL(u) = (z1
L(u), ..., zCL(u)) that holds the corresponding C pre-activations

must get normalized so that its values add up to 1. To accomplish this, output layers for segmen-

tation networks use the softmax function s(·) as activation function (Eq. 2.49) to normalize the

vector. Softmax is applied separately on each spatial location u, independently of the activa-

tions for the other locations. The output of the network is finally f(x;θ) = s(zL) ∈ RC×δ(1)L ×δ
(2)
L ,

consisting of C probability maps of shape δ
(1)
L × δ

(2)
L , where the predicted posterior probability

that pixel at location u in the output maps belongs to c-th class is:

f(x;θ)u
c = p̂(y=c|x;θ,u) (2.83)

= s(zL)u
c = s(zL(u))c (2.84)

=
ezL(u)c∑C
i=1 e

zL(u)i
(2.85)

Training of this segmentation model can be performed by using an appropriate loss for

segmentation. A common choice is cross-entropy, using a different term per predicted pixel.

In this case, given a mini-batch of B images and corresponding manual segmentations, the

parameters of the network can be learned by minimizing the cost:
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Jxe(θ) =
1

Bδ
(1)
L δ

(2)
L

B∑
i=1

∑
u

−log p̂(y=y(i)(u)|x(i);θ,u) (2.86)

=
1

Bδ
(1)
L δ

(2)
L

B∑
i=1

∑
u

C∑
c=1

−1y(i)(u)=clog p̂(y=c|x(i);θ,u) (2.87)

=
1

Bδ
(1)
L δ

(2)
L

B∑
i=1

∑
u

C∑
c=1

−1y(i)(u)=clog f(x;θ)u
c (2.88)

In the above, x(i) is the i-th image in the batch and y(i) is the corresponding manual

segmentation map. u is the two dimensional vector of coordinates, taking all (δ
(1)
L × δ

(2)
L )

possible values that express position of activations in the output maps of the network. y(i)(u)

is a scalar, the true class of the pixel in the input image that corresponds to the activation at

position u of the output maps, f(x;θ)u. Other training costs for segmentation will be discussed

in relation to our work in Sec. 3.5.

As every activation only depends in its own receptive field, this approach directly re-

lates to the above discussed segmentation paradigm of patch-based pixel-wise classification

(Sec. 2.3.3.1). Every activation of the final segmentation map is the classification we would

get in a patch-based approach if we would give as input the patch covered by the activation’s

receptive field. However, with the interpretation presented here, we only apply all operations

once in the whole input and take as output multiple predictions, one per pixel as desired.

At this point we can draw a connection between fully connected neurons and con-

volutional layers. In fact, a layer l that is fully connected is mathematically equivalent to a

convolutional layer with a kernel size κl = δl−1, equal to the dimensions of FMs in the previous

convolutional or pooling layer. This preserves all properties, including the size of the receptive

field. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.21. Hence any architecture of a classification network can be

cast to fully convolutional. If an input equal to its receptive field is given, then the output layer

gives a single activation per feature map, corresponding to the activation of the original fully

connected neuron. If, however, input larger than the receptive field is now given, dimensions of

all feature maps expand, including of the output layer, which now gives multiple predictions,
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one for each shift of the CNN’s receptive field over the larger input. In fact, a whole CNN with

L layers can be perceived as a big filter of size rL convolving the input with a stride τ ′L and

giving out one prediction per shift. This type of networks, consisting only of convolutional and

pooling layers (not fully connected) are called fully convolutional networks. CNNs designed

for classification have long been applied in a fully-convolutional fashion for other tasks such as

localization of digits (LeCun et al. [1998]) and object detection (Sermanet et al. [2014]). At the

time of writing they are also the standard type of models for learning image-to-image mappings

(e.g. segmentation or image regression).

In the above paradigm we assumed there is spatial correspondence between each pixel in

the input and an activation in the output feature maps. On one hand pixels near the borders

of the image that no corresponding activation is normally obtained due to convolution kernel

running out of image borders (Sec. 2.3.2.5). This can be alleviated by padding the input at

each side (e.g. with zeros) with appropriate number of pixels (roughly half the receptive field

on each side, with exact number determined by implementation, e.g. if strides are used), even

though the predictions near the boundaries are not as trust-worthy since they are partly based

on artificial content. Furthermore, if strided convolutions or pooling is used, the feature maps of

subsequent layers are sub-sampled (Fig. 2.19), which means they do not provide one activation

for each pixel in the high resolution input. The next section discusses how to revert this using

upsampling layers within the network.

2.3.3.3 Upsampling within a Network

The use of strided convolutions and pooling leads to lower resolution feature maps in their

output and the following layers. On one hand, this sub-sampling effect enlarges the receptive

field of the following layers. This enables them to detect higher level representations, such

as shape of whole objects (faces are oval-shaped) and arrangement of the sub-parts they are

composed of (eyes over nose and mouth), rather than the low level features that can be extracted

from spatially limited context (such as text and color). However their use also leads to lowering

the resolution of the subsequent feature maps (Fig. 2.19). The sub-sampling factor at the l-th
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.21: (a) A fully connected (FC) layer with two neurons, connected to the three feature
maps (FM) of the preceding layer. Here, input FMs have size 2×2. (b) Any FC layer can
be implemented as an exactly equivalent convolutional layer. For this, the convolutional layer
must have as FMs as the number of neurons of the FC layer. Additionally, the kernels of the
convolution layer must have the same dimension as the input feature maps. Kernel km,nl , which
convolves the n-th input FM for the computation of the m-th output FM, holds the weights
that used to connect the m-th output FC neuron to the n-th input FM. In this way, each
output FM aml is of size 1×1, holding only one activation, the same as aml in the equivalent
FC layer. Replacing FC layers with equivalent convolutional layers enables any architecture
of classification CNNs to be implemented as a fully-convolutional architecture. It can then be
used for segmentation (Sec. 2.3.3.2).

layer is equal to the stride of the receptive field of the neurons in that layer with respect to

the input, τ ′l (Eq. 2.76). As a result, a network with strided layers applied for segmentation in

a fully-convolutional manner (Sec. 2.3.3.2) provides output probability maps that are of lower

resolution than the input. For segmentation, we seek to obtain a predicted class per pixel.
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Hence this sub-sampling has to be reversed.

One approach to perform this is with a separate, post-processing step, where a hand-

engineered up-sampling model is used to up-sample the low resolution predictions of the model.

The disadvantage is that the up-sampling model is not part of the learning process. Hence, not

only must be engineered in advance, but also the underlying segmentation network cannot take

into account the up-sampling method in order to learn the most appropriate representations

for predicting optimal high-resolution segmentation.

The second approach, which we describe in the following, is to incorporate up-sampling

layers within the network to design architectures capable of predicting high resolution segmen-

tations. The simplest approach is to insert a predefined up-sampling filter within the model,

with the requirement that the filter is differentiable in order for back-propagation through it

to take place. Fig. 2.22a shows how standard bilinear interpolation can be implemented using

differentiable operations in a network. Specifically, the low resolution feature maps are first put

into a high resolution grid, where the newly added pixels are filled with zeros. This operation

can be perceived as if the introduced zeros are neurons that all their weights to the previous

layer and bias are zeros. Hence no gradient is propagated back from them. This zero-filling

up-sampling operation is followed with a convolution where the stride towards all directions is

one and the kernel is pre-defined such that the output corresponds to bilinear interpolation.

The subsequent feature maps now operate in this higher resolution, while gradients can be

propagated through the predefined kernel, back to the activations of the low-resolution feature

map, hence the representation learning can take into account the up-sampling step.

The downside of the above approach is that the kernel is pre-defined. Alternatively, we can

learn filters for up-sampling in a data-driven way. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.22b. It is similar

to the implementation of bilinear interpolation, except that the convolution with a filter with

pre-defined values is replaced with standard convolutional layer with learnable weights. This

approach to up-sampling, the combination of enlarging the feature maps and zero-filling the

gaps followed by a learned convolutional layer, is often called deconvolution9, transposed

9Note that this term in deep learning differs from deconvolution in standard signal processing.
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convolution or backwards convolution10. It is sometimes also called convolution with

fractional stride, because if one upsamples by a factor of φ in the zero-filling step (e.g. 2

in Fig. 2.22b), the combined operation with the convolution can be seen as the result of a

convolution with stride τ l=1/φ. In fact, the stride of the receptive field of the neurons in the

output feature maps with respect to the input feature maps is τ ′l = τ ′l−1 · 1
φ

(Eq. 2.76). This

type of learned up-sampling layer has been originally introduced in the work of Long et al.

[2015a].

A popular variant of deconvolution is illustrated in Fig. 2.22. Specifically, instead of filling

with zeros the gaps of the high resolution grid in the first part of the operation, they are

filled by repeating each value of the low-resolution feature map φ times. This is followed with

a convolution as previously. This variant has been empirically found to give higher quality

up-sampling (Odena et al. [2016]) and easier optimization. The latter is potentially because

the repetition of the values allows back-propagating gradients to the low-resolution activations

from φ×φ high-resolution positions, in comparison to the zero-filling operation where gradients

are back-propagated only from the non-zero entry.

2.3.3.4 Architectures with Learned Upsampling for Segmentation

The introduction of learned upsampling layers in CNNs has led to a category of architectures

that are often referred to as encoder-decoder based architectures. Some such architectures are

illustrated in Fig. 2.23 and are summarized in this section. The first part of such architectures

is the encoder, which is based on the combination of convolution and pooling layers, some

of which use strides for sub-sampling. The role of the encoder is to encode the image into

features of different scales at varying resolutions. This is similar to a CNN for classification

but without fully connected layers, so that the network is fully convolutional. The number

of sub-sampling layers introduced in the architecture is task dependent and chosen so that

neurons of the deepest layers of the encoder (lowest resolution) have large enough receptive

10The two latter names come from the fact that this exact implementation is how we compute the gradients
for the high-resolution input feature maps, given the gradients of the low resolution output feature map of a
strided-convolutional layer: by upsampling the low resolution grid of the gradients to a higher resolution grid.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.22: (a) Up-sampling via bilinear interpolation can be decomposed in a resize operation
with zero-filling and a convolution with kernel of appropriate fixed weights. (b) Instead of
up-sampling using a pre-defined kernel, its weights can be learned during training, as shown
on the left. Both operations are differentiable, with an illustration of how the operation of
resize with zero-fill operation can be modelled via neurons shown on the right. Up-sampling
via resize with zero-filling followed by a convolution with a trainable kernel is often called
deconvolution in neural networks. (c) Variant of deconvolution, which uses resize with repetition
of values instead of zero-filling shown on the left, and the neural model of the operation of
resizing via repetition shown on the right. This variant of deconvolution often leads to improved
results. All shown examples up-sample by factor of 2 (called the deconvolution’s stride in
some implementations), performed during the resize step. The dimensions of the kernel for the
convolution, here κ = (3, 3), define how much content is processed for inferring the values of
the high resolution output. Padding of (κ−1) pixels (here zeros) is added in each dimension
to get desired output shape.

field to capture enough content to recognize the type of structures present in the input image.

This is followed by the decoder part of the network. The decoder comprises of a series of
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deconvolution operations, commonly interleaved with unary-strided convolutions. Its role is to

learn to up-sample the low-resolution, high-level features back to the original high-resolution

of the input, while decoding them to a representation that corresponds to segmentation.

Learned up-sampling layers (deconvolution) have been originally introduced by the work

of Long et al. [2015a] with the introduction of the Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) for

segmentation11. The FCN’s architecture, illustrated in Fig. 2.23a, has an encoder branch

to extract high-level features. From those, low-resolution class-posterior maps are predicted.

These predictions are then followed by a series of deconvolutions that gradually upsample it to

higher resolution class posterior maps, up to the original high resolution of the input image.

The second major technical contribution of the FCN architecture is the introduction of skip

connections between the encoder and decoder. Features of the encoder extracted at a specific

level of resolution are used to make a prediction about the class-posteriors at the specific level of

resolution, which a skip connection then combines it with the prediction at the corresponding

level of the decoder. The result is upsampled via a deconvolution and passed to the upper

level of the decoder. This results at a prediction that is influenced both from the highest-level

features of the encoder, as well as the lower-level features of the encoder that express finer

details and hence enable the prediction to follow low-level details in the input. Importantly,

all convolutions and deconvolutions in the FCN’s decoder do not use activation functions (they

are just linear transformations). Also, number of output features maps of either operations is

equal to the number of output classes. This design enforces those feature maps to correspond

to class-posteriors. The architecture can hence be understood as if the decoder of the network

learns to up-sample low-resolution predicted class posterior maps while utilizing the encoder’s

multi-scale features to improve up-sampling.

An alternative common implementation of FCN is illustrated in Fig. 2.23b. The arrange-

ment of convolutions and deconvolutions used in the two variants, illustrated in Fig. 2.24, can

have similar properties if configured appropriately. Assume ai ∈ RNi×δ
(1)
i ×δ

(2)
i is a tensor of Ni

feature maps, a0 = u0(a) represents the operation of up-sampling a with zero-filling that is per-

11To avoid ambiguity, the term fully convolutional network was originally used as a name for the specific
architecture introduced by Long et al. [2015a]. Soon afterwards, it became the common term for referring to
any network that can be used in a convolutional fashion over inputs of arbitrary size, as described in Sec. 2.3.3.2
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(a) Architecture of original FCN (Long et al. [2015a]).

(b) Commonly used alternative implementation of the FCN (see text for details).

(c) DeconvNet’s architecture (Noh et al. [2015]). Number of layers adjusted for comparison.

(d) Architecture of the original U-net (Ronneberger et al. [2015]).

Figure 2.23: Common encoder-decoder based CNN architectures. Number of feature maps is
shown. Convolution kernels commonly used are of shape 3×3, though variants exist.
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formed as part of deconvolution (Fig. 2.22b), and ki ∈ RNi×κ
(1)
i ×κ

(2)
i represents a convolutional

kernel. For the first arrangement, illustrated in Fig. 2.24a, we have:

aout = (a0
1 ∗ k1) + (a2 ∗ k2) (2.89)

If c(·, ·) represents the concatenation of two tensors along the first dimension, for the second

arrangement (Fig. 2.24b) holds that:

a′out = c(a0
1 ∗ k′1, a2) ∗ k′2 (2.90)

= c(a0
1 ∗ k′1, a2) ∗ c(k′2,1,k′2,2) (2.91)

= (a0
1 ∗ k′1 ∗ k′2,1) + (a2 ∗ k′2,2), by definition of convolution in Eq. 2.67 (2.92)

In the above, the first dimension of k′2 is (N1 + N2). It is the concatenation of kernels k′2,1

and k′2,2, the first dimension of which are N1 and N2 respectively, corresponding to the number

of channels in a0
1 and a2. The second terms of Eq. 2.89 and Eq. 2.92 are equivalent. Because

no activation functions are used in the decoder of FCN, two consecutive convolutions with k′1

and k′2,1 lead to a linear transformation, which can be achieved with a single convolution with

kernel k1. Pre-requisite is that k1 has dimensions κ1 = (κ′1 +κ′2,1) so that the two variants have

the same receptive field, to be capable transforming the same elements of the data. Under this

assumption, the first variant (Eq. 2.89) is an over-parameterization of the second (Eq. 2.92),

as it has more parameters within k1 than the combination of k′1 and k′2,1. For example, if k′1

and k′2,1 are 3×3 kernels, they together include 18 parameters, whereas k1 needs to be of size

5×5 for the same receptive field, including 25 parameters. Besides the fewer parameters of

the second variant, the implicit regularization it enjoys thanks to the consecutive application

of smaller kernels (the same kernel weights contribute to the transformation of more elements

of the input feature map than those of the first variant) can ease the optimization (Simonyan

and Zisserman [2015]).

A related architecture is the “deconvolution network” by Noh et al. [2015]. This is an

encoder-decoder based architecture without skip connections. Fig. 2.23c illustrates the archi-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.24: Arrangement of convolutions and deconvolutions in the decoder of (a) original
FCN, (b) alternative implementation of FCN. See Sec. 2.3.3.4 for discussion how the two variants
are related.

tecture (number of layers is adapted from the original for straightforward comparison with the

FCN). An important difference with the FCN is that the decoder, a combination of decon-

volutions and standard convolutional layers, learns to up-sample features from low resolution

back to original resolution, while continuously recombining them to create new features. Pre-

dictions are only made in the last layer. This conceptually differs from the FCN, that learns

to up-sample low-resolution prediction maps. The model also uses an alternative version of

deconvolution, where unpooling switches are used instead of the standard zero-filling step for

improving up-sampling. For details the reader should consult the corresponding paper, while

unpooling is not necessary for following the rest of this thesis.

Another related architecture is the U-net (Ronneberger et al. [2015]). This work extended

the FCN (Long et al. [2015a]) and was developed in parallel with the deconvolution network

(Noh et al. [2015]) and the FlowNet (Dosovitskiy et al. [2015]), which proposed a similar

architecture for regressing optical flow from the image, rather than segmentation (as previously

mentioned, fully convolutional networks are flexible models and can be used for learning a
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variety of image-to-image mappings). Starting from the architecture of the FCN, a U-net also

consists of an encoder and decoder with skip connections. Its difference is in the design of the

decoder. Instead of a decoder that learns to up-sample class-posterior maps, it has a decoder

that learns to upsample features. This is done by using convolutions and deconvolutions with

multiple feature maps per layer, as well as by using non-linear activation functions. This leads

to a decoder symmetrical to the encoder, which up-samples low-resolution high-level features,

combines them with features from the encoder and creates higher resolution features. It finally

outputs predictions at high-resolution. The extended decoder increases its representational

power but makes it more computationally expensive than the FCN.

All the above architectures have been originally presented for segmentation of 2D images.

For training, in their original and most common forms, they receive a whole 2D image as input,

padded appropriately so that the prediction is of the same dimensions as the original image.

They are then trained via pixel-wise cross entropy (Eq. 2.86). Finally, if the pre-trained model

is given an appropriately padded unseen image, it gives a prediction for each pixel, output

which itself constitutes an image.

Because for such image-to-image mapping networks the output needs to be at high resolution

and of dimensionality similar to their input, their architecture requires up-sampling layers that

make them more computationally expensive than classifiers of similar depth. Additionally, they

require more memory than classifiers of similar depth, because not only their earliest but also

the deepest layers need to have feature maps of dimensionality similar to the input. Because

of this, memory requirements commonly limit the development of large fully convolutional

networks. This limitation is even more profound in tasks where the data have more than

two dimensions, such as medical imaging. In the case that the input is a three-dimensional

volume, all feature maps of the network will also be three-dimensional (one activation per

corresponding location in the input), which increases memory requirements by an order of

magnitude. Hence developing computationally and memory efficient network architectures is

fundamental for enabling a variety of applications, which motivated this work. We will discuss

further these architectures and how they relate with the methods presented in this thesis in

more detail in the following chapters.
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CNNs are expensive from the perspective of computation and memory requirements. This

is an even greater burden when developing 3D CNNs for processing 3D images such as MR

or CT medical scans. At the time this work was presented, developping 3D CNNs beyond

a trivial size was considered infeasible as will be later discussed. The work presented in this

chapter focused on developing an efficient system for segmentation of 3D MRI scans based on a

3D CNN, complimented by a computationally efficient 3D conditional random field to improve

performance. The system was later adopted in a variety of tasks by the scientific community.

Many further developments have happened since the time of writing, which we will reflect upon

in the final discussion of this chapter.

Overview

This work introduces a dual pathway, 11-layers deep, three-dimensional Convolutional Neural

Network for the challenging task of brain lesion segmentation. The devised architecture is

the result of an in-depth analysis of the limitations of current networks proposed for similar

applications. To overcome the computational burden of processing 3D medical scans, we have

devised an efficient and effective dense training scheme which joins the processing of adjacent

image patches into one pass through the network while automatically adapting to the inherent

class imbalance present in the data. Further, we analyze the development of deeper, thus more

discriminative 3D CNNs than accomplished previously. Moreover, to incorporate both local and

larger contextual information in an efficient manner, we employ a multi-pathway architecture

that processes the input images at multiple scales simultaneously. For post-processing of the

network’s soft segmentation, we use a 3D fully connected Conditional Random Field which

effectively removes false positives. Our pipeline is extensively evaluated on three challenging

tasks of lesion segmentation in multi-channel MRI patient data with traumatic brain injuries,

brain tumors, and ischemic stroke. We improve on the state-of-the-art for all three applications,

with top ranking performance on the public benchmarks BRATS 2015 and ISLES 2015. Our

method is computationally efficient, which allows its adoption in a variety of research and

clinical settings. The source code of our implementation is made publicly available.
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3.1 Introduction

Segmentation and the subsequent quantitative assessment of lesions in medical images provide

valuable information for the analysis of neuropathologies and are important for planning of

treatment strategies, monitoring of disease progression and prediction of patient outcome. For

a better understanding of the pathophysiology of diseases, quantitative imaging can reveal clues

about the disease characteristics and effects on particular anatomical structures. For example,

the associations of different lesion types, their spatial distribution and extent with acute and

chronic sequelae after traumatic brain injury (TBI) are still poorly understood (Maas et al.

[2015]). However, there is growing evidence that quantification of lesion burden may add insight

into the functional outcome of patients (Ding et al. [2008], Moen et al. [2012]). Additionally,

exact locations of injuries relate to particular deficits depending on the brain structure that is

affected (Lehtonen et al. [2005], Sharp et al. [2011], Warner et al. [2010]). This is in line with

estimates that functional deficits caused by stroke are associated with the extent of damage

to particular parts of the brain (Carey et al. [2013]). Lesion burden is commonly quantified

by means of volume and number of lesions, biomarkers that have been shown to be related to

cognitive deficits. For example, volume of white matter lesions (WML) correlates with cognitive

decline and increased risk of dementia (Ikram et al. [2010]). In clinical research on multiple

sclerosis (MS), lesion count and volume are used to analyse disease progression and effectiveness

of pharmaceutical treatment (Kappos et al. [2007], Rovira and León [2008]). Finally, accurate

delineation of the pathology is important in the case of brain tumors, where estimation of

the relative volume of a tumor’s sub-components is required for planning radiotherapy and

treatment follow-up (Wen et al. [2010]).

The quantitative analysis of lesions requires accurate lesion segmentation in multi-modal,

three-dimensional images which is a challenging task for a number of reasons. The heteroge-

neous appearance of lesions including the large variability in location, size, shape and frequency

make it difficult to devise effective segmentation rules. It is thus highly non-trivial to delineate

contusions, edema and haemorrhages in TBI (Irimia et al. [2012]), or sub-components of brain

tumors such as proliferating cells and necrotic core (Menze et al. [2015]). The arguably most
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e)

Figure 3.1: Heterogeneous appearance of TBI lesions poses challenges in devising discriminative
models. Lesion size varies significantly with both large, focal and small, diffused lesions (a,b).
Alignment of manual lesion segmentations reveals the wide spatial distribution of lesions in
(c,d) with some areas being more likely than others. (e) shows the average of the normalized
intensity histograms of different MR channels over all the TBI cases in our database, for healthy
(green) and injured (red) tissue. One can observe a large overlap between the distributions of
healthy and non-healthy brain tissue.

accurate segmentation results can be obtained through manual delineation by a human expert

which is tedious, expensive, time-consuming, impractical in larger studies, and introduces inter-

observer variability. Additionally, for deciding whether a particular region is part of a lesion

multiple image sequences with varying contrasts need to be considered, and the level of expert

knowledge and experience are important factors that impact segmentation accuracy. Hence, in

clinical routine often only qualitative, visual inspection, or at best crude measures like approx-

imate lesion volume and number of lesions are used (Wen et al. [2010], Yuh et al. [2012]). In

order to capture and better understand the complexity of brain pathologies it is important to

conduct large studies with many subjects to gain the statistical power for drawing conclusions

across a whole patient population. The development of accurate, automatic segmentation al-

gorithms has therefore become a major research focus in medical image computing with the

potential to offer objective, reproducible, and scalable approaches to quantitative assessment

of brain lesions.
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Figure 3.1 illustrates some of the challenges that arise when devising a computational ap-

proach for the task of automatic lesion segmentation. The figure summarizes statistics and

shows examples of brain lesions in the case of TBI, but is representative of other pathologies

such as brain tumors and ischemic stroke. Lesions can occur at multiple sites, with varying

shapes and sizes, and their image intensity profiles largely overlap with non-affected, healthy

parts of the brain or lesions which are not in the focus of interest. For example, stroke and MS

lesions have a similar hyper-intense appearance in FLAIR sequences as other WMLs (Mitra

et al. [2014], Schmidt et al. [2012]). It is generally difficult to derive statistical prior information

about lesion shape and appearance. On the other hand, in some applications there is an expec-

tation on the spatial configuration of segmentation labels, for example there is a hierarchical

layout of sub-components in brain tumors. Ideally, a computational approach is able to adjust

itself to application specific characteristics by learning from a set of a few example images.

3.1.1 Related Work

A multitude of automatic lesion segmentation methods have been proposed over the last decade,

and several main categories of approaches can be identified. One group of methods poses the

lesion segmentation task as an abnormality detection problem, for example by employing image

registration. The early work of Prastawa et al. [2004] and more recent ones by Schmidt et al.

[2012] and Doyle et al. [2013] align the pathological scan to a healthy atlas and lesions are

detected based on deviations in tissue appearance between the patient and the atlas image.

Lesions, however, may cause large structural deformations that may lead to incorrect segmen-

tation due to incorrect registration. Gooya et al. [2011], Parisot et al. [2012a] alleviate this

problem by jointly solving the segmentation and registration tasks. Liu et al. [2014] showed

that registration together with a low-rank decomposition gives as a by-product the abnormal

structures in the sparse components, although, this may not be precise enough for detection

of small lesions. Abnormality detection has also been proposed within image synthesis works.

Representative approaches are those of Weiss et al. [2013] using dictionary learning and Ye

et al. [2013] using a patch-based approach. The idea is to synthesize pseudo-healthy images
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that when compared to the patient scan allow to highlight abnormal regions. In this context,

Cardoso et al. [2015] present a generative model for image synthesis that yields a probabilistic

segmentation of abnormalities. Another unsupervised technique is proposed by Erihov et al.

[2015], a saliency-based method that exploits brain asymmetry in pathological cases. A common

advantage of the above methods is that they do not require a training dataset with correspond-

ing manual annotations. In general, these approaches are more suitable for detecting lesions

rather than accurately segmenting them.

Some of the most successful, supervised segmentation methods for brain lesions are based

on voxel-wise classifiers, such as Random Forests. Representative work is that of Geremia

et al. [2010] on MS lesions, employing intensity features to capture the appearance of the

region around each voxel. Zikic et al. [2012] combine this with a generative Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) to obtain tissue-specific probabilistic priors (Van Leemput et al. [1999]). This

framework was adopted in multiple works, with representative pipelines for brain tumors by

Tustison et al. [2013] and TBI by Rao et al. [2014]. Both works incorporate morphological

and contextual features to better capture the heterogeneity of lesions. Rao et al. [2014] also

incorporate brain structure segmentation results obtained from a multi-atlas label propagation

approach (Ledig et al. [2015]) to provide strong tissue-class priors to the Random Forests.

Tustison et al. [2013] additionally use a Markov Random Field (MRF) to incorporate spatial

regularization. MRFs are commonly used to encourage spatial continuity of the segmentation

(Mitra et al. [2014], Schmidt et al. [2012]). Although those methods have been very successful,

it appears that their modeling capabilities still have significant limitations. This is confirmed by

the results of the most recent challenges 1, and also by our own experience and experimentation

with such approaches.

At the same time, deep learning techniques have emerged as a powerful alternative for super-

vised learning with great model capacity and the ability to learn highly discriminative features

for the task at hand. These features often outperform hand-crafted and pre-defined feature

sets. In particular, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (LeCun et al. [1998]) have been ap-

plied with promising results on a variety of biomedical imaging problems. Ciresan et al. [2012]

1links: http://braintumorsegmentation.org/, www.isles-challenge.org

http://braintumorsegmentation.org/
www.isles-challenge.org
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presented a GPU implementation of a 2D CNN for the segmentation of neural membranes.

From the CNN based work that followed, related to our approach are the methods of Havaei

et al. [2017], Pereira et al. [2016], Zikic et al. [2014], with the latter being the best performing

automatic approach in the BRATS 2015 challenge (Menze et al. [2015]). These methods are

based on 2D CNNs, which have been used extensively in computer vision applications on nat-

ural images. Here, the segmentation of a 3D brain scan is achieved by processing each 2D slice

independently, which is arguably a non-optimal use of the volumetric medical image data as it

does not use information along the third dimension for each prediction. Despite the simplicity

in the architecture, the promising results obtained by these methods indicate the potential of

CNNs.

CNNs are computationally expensive models. This has two aspects. First, the forward and

backward passes require a large number of numerical operations, especially for convolutions

(Eq. 2.68). This slows down both training and inference, with the former being important for

development while the later for the end user and application. The standard implementations of

CNNs also require large memory for storing feature map activations, as well as for computing the

convolutions via matrix multiplication or FFT implementations (Chetlur et al. [2014]). Memory

requirements impact training especially, as standard implementations require all feature map

activations from the forward pass stored in memory before the backward pass (Goodfellow

et al. [2016]). This issue limits the type and size of network architectures that are feasible

to train. Alternative implementations do not fundamentally reduce these requirements but

rather offer different trade-offs between computation and memory required (Kokkinos [2017],

Mathieu et al. [2013], Vasudevan et al. [2017]). Hence there is need for designing fundamentally

more efficient CNN architectures, which inherently require less computations and memory while

being effective.

Fully 3D CNNs utilize 3D convolutional kernels to process volumetric data. Firstly, this

increases substantially the computation required in comparison to 2D CNNs. Moreover, convo-

lution of volumetric input leads to 3D feature maps with one activation per input voxel. This

leads to a large increase in memory requirements. Finally, training 3D CNNs can be more

challenging than 2D variants due to the larger number of parameters in the kernels that need
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to be learned. Due to these factors, previous and concurrent works report failed attempts in

developing high performing 3D CNNs for processing 3D medical scans (Havaei et al. [2017], Li

et al. [2014], Prasoon et al. [2013]) or consider using 3D CNNs impractical (Bermúdez-Chacón

et al. [2016], Roth et al. [2014]). For example, Li et al. [2014] report they could only train

a basic 3D CNN with only 2 layers due to high computational requirements. To incorporate

3D contextual information, multiple works used 2D CNNs on three orthogonal 2D patches

(Lyksborg et al. [2015], Prasoon et al. [2013], Roth et al. [2014]). In their work for structural

brain segmentation, Brebisson and Montana [2015] extracted large 2D patches from multiple

scales of the image and combined them with small single-scale 3D patches, in order to avoid the

memory requirements of fully 3D networks. Concurrent work with ours introduced a 3D CNN

classifier for action identification in videos of 2D images, where the third dimension is time

(Tran et al. [2015]). Although relevant, computational requirements of 3D architectures for

segmentation and image-to-image mapping networks pose a greater challenge than classifiers.

This is because the output is required to be in the same resolution as the input, instead of a

single output activation, which either disallows the use of down-sampling layers or requires the

use of up-sampling within the network, increasing memory and computation required.

One of the reasons that discouraged the use of 3D CNNs is the slow inference due to

the computationally expensive 3D convolutions. In contrast to the 2D/3D hybrid variants

(Brebisson and Montana [2015], Roth et al. [2014]), 3D CNNs can fully exploit dense-inference

(LeCun et al. [1998], Sermanet et al. [2014]), a technique that greatly decreases inference times

and which we will further discuss in section 3.2.1. By employing dense-inference with 3D CNNs,

Brosch et al. [2015] and Urban et al. [2014] reported computation times of a few seconds and

approximately a minute respectively for the processing of a single brain scan. The size of their

developed networks was limited to only 1-4 hidden layers, a factor that is directly related to a

network’s representational power. The difficulty of training larger effective 3D CNN segmenters

remains. Still, their results on MS and brain tumor segmentation respectively were promising,

which supports our goal of deriving efficient designs for larger, potent 3D CNNs. Indicative

of the challenge is that work concurrent to ours, also attempting automatic delineation of

lesions, resorted in employing a small 3D CNN that uses pooling for downsampling but without
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upsampling (Dou et al. [2016]). This architecture has low memory requirements, but is only

appropriate for classification and not segmentation, hence it could only give sparse predictions

with dense inference, not for each voxel as fundamentally required.

Performance of CNNs is significantly influenced by the strategy for extracting training

samples. A commonly adopted approach is training on image patches that are equally sampled

from each class. This, however, biases the classifier towards rare classes and may result in over-

segmentation. To counter this, Cireşan et al. [2013] proposes to train a second CNN on samples

with a class distribution close to the real one, but oversample pixels that were incorrectly

classified in the first stage. A secondary training stage was also suggested by Havaei et al. [2017],

who retrain the classification layer on patches extracted uniformly from the image. In practice,

two stage training schemes can be prone to overfitting and sensitive to the state of the first

classifier. Alternatively, dense training (Long et al. [2015a]) has been used to train a network on

multiple or all voxels of a single image per optimisation step (Brosch et al. [2015], Ronneberger

et al. [2015], Urban et al. [2014]). This can introduce severe class imbalance, similarly to

uniform sampling. Weighted cost functions have been proposed in the two latter works to

alleviate this problem. Brosch et al. [2015] manually adjusted the sensitivity of the network,

but the method can become difficult to calibrate for multi-class problems. Ronneberger et al.

[2015] first balance the cost from each class, which has an effect similar to equal sampling, and

further adjust it for the specific task by estimating the difficulty of segmenting each pixel.

3.1.2 Contributions

We present a fully automatic approach for lesion segmentation in multi-modal brain MRI based

on an 11-layers deep, multi-scale, 3D CNN with the following main contributions:

1. We propose an efficient hybrid training scheme, utilizing dense training (Long et al.

[2015a]) on sampled image segments, and analyze its behaviour in adapting to class im-

balance of the segmentation problem at hand.
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2. We analyze in depth the development of deeper, thus more discriminative, yet computa-

tionally efficient 3D CNNs. We exploit the utilization of small kernels, a design approach

previously found beneficial in 2D networks (Simonyan and Zisserman [2015]) that impacts

3D CNNs even more, and present adopted solutions that enable training deeper networks.

3. We employ parallel convolutional pathways for multi-scale processing, a solution to ef-

ficiently incorporate both local and contextual information which greatly improves seg-

mentation results.

4. We demonstrate the generalization capabilities of our system, which without significant

modifications outperforms the state-of-the-art on a variety of challenging segmentation

tasks, with top ranking results in two MICCAI challenges, ISLES and BRATS.

Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the network reveals valuable insights into the powerful

black box of deep learning with CNNs. For example, we have found that our network is capable

of learning very complex, high level features that separate gray matter (GM), cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) and other anatomical structures to identify the image regions corresponding to lesions.

Additionally, we developed a 3D implementation of the fully-connected Conditional Random

Field (CRF) model by Krähenbühl and Koltun [2011]. We investigate the potential of this model

as a final post-processing step of the CNN’s soft segmentation maps. This CRF overcomes

limitations of previous models as it can handle arbitrarily large neighborhoods while preserving

fast inference times. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of capabilities of a

fully connected CRF on medical data.

To facilitate further research and encourage other researchers to build upon our results, the

source code of our lesion segmentation method including the CNN and the 3D fully connected

CRF is made publicly available on https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/.

https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/
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3.2 Method

Our proposed lesion segmentation method consists of two main components, a 3D CNN that

produces highly accurate, soft segmentation maps, and a fully connected 3D CRF that imposes

regularization constraints on the CNN output and produces the final hard segmentation labels.

The main contributions of our work are within the CNN component which we describe first in

the following.

3.2.1 3D CNNs for Dense Segmentation – Setting the Baseline

CNNs produce estimates for the voxel-wise segmentation labels by classifying each voxel in an

image independently taking the neighborhood, i.e. local and contextual image information,

into account. This is achieved by sequential convolutions of the input with multiple filters at

the cascaded layers of the network. Each layer l ∈ [1, L] consists of Nl feature maps (FMs), also

referred to as channels. Every FM is a group of neurons that detects a particular pattern, i.e.

a feature, in the channels of the previous layer. The pattern is defined by the kernel weights

associated with the FM. If the neurons of the m-th FM in the l-th layer are arranged in a 3D

grid, their activations constitute the image aml = g(
∑Nl−1

n=1 km,nl ? anl−1 + bml ). This is the result

of convolving each of the previous layer’s channels with a 3-dimensional kernel km,nl , adding

a learned bias bml and applying a non-linearity g. Each kernel is a matrix of learned hidden

weights Wm,n
l . The N0 tensors an0 , which are input to the first layer, correspond to the N0

channels of the original input image, for instance a multi-sequence 3D MRI scan of the brain

with N0 sequences. The concatenation of the kernels kl = (km,1l , ...,k
m,Nl−1

l ) can be viewed

as a 4-dimensional kernel convolving the concatenated channels al−1 = (a1
l−1, ..., a

Nl−1

l−1 ), which

then intuitively expresses that the neurons of higher layers combine the patterns extracted

in previous layers, which results in the detection of increasingly more complex patterns. The

activations of the neurons in the last layer L correspond to particular segmentation class labels,

hence this layer is also referred to as the classification layer. For a segmentation task with C

classes, the neurons of the last, L-th layer are thus grouped in NL =C feature maps, one for
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each of the segmentation classes. Their activations are fed into a position-wise softmax function

that produces the predicted posterior pc(u) = exp(acL(u))/
∑C

c=1 exp(acL(u)) for each class c,

which form soft segmentation maps with (pseudo-)probabilities. acL(u) is the activation of the

c-th classification FM at position u ∈ N3. This baseline network is depicted in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Our baseline CNN consists of four layers with 53 kernels for feature extraction,
leading to a receptive field of size 173. The classification layer is implemented as convolutional
with 13 kernels, which enables efficient dense-inference. When the network segments an input
it predicts multiple voxels simultaneously, one for each shift of its receptive field over the input.
Number of FMs and their size depicted as (Number × Size).

The neighborhood of voxels in the input that influence the activation of a neuron is its

receptive field. As analysed in Sec. 2.3.2.4, its size rl increases at each subsequent layer l and

is given by the 3-dimensional vector:

r
{x,y,z}
l = r

{x,y,z}
l−1 + (κ

{x,y,z}
l − 1)τ

′{x,y,z}
l−1 , (3.1)

where κl, τ
′
l ∈ N3 are vectors expressing the size of the kernels and stride of the receptive field

with respect to the input at layer l. τ ′l is given by the product of the strides of kernels in layers

preceding l (Eq. 2.76). In this work only unary strides are used, as larger strides downsample

the FMs (Eq. 2.3.2.3), which is unwanted behaviour for accurate segmentation. Thus in our

system τ ′l = (1, 1, 1). The receptive field of a neuron in the classification layer corresponds to

the image patch that influences the prediction for its central voxel. This is called the CNN’s

receptive field, with rCNN = rL.

If input of size δin is provided, as proved in Sec. 2.3.2.5, the dimensions of the FMs in layer

l are given by:

δ
{x,y,z}
l = b(δ{x,y,z}in − r{x,y,z}l )/τ

′{x,y,z}
l c+ 1 (3.2)
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In the common patch-wise classification setting, an image patch of size as large as the CNN’s

receptive field is provided as input, δin = rL. In this case the classification layer consists of FMs

with size δL = (1,1,1), hence the network outputs a single prediction for the central voxel of the

input patch. Networks that are implemented as fully-convolutional networks (Sec. 2.3.3.2) are

capable of dense-inference, which is performed when input of size greater than rCNN is provided

(Sermanet et al. [2014]). In this case, the dimensions of FMs increase according to Eq. (3.2).

This includes the classification FMs which then output multiple predictions simultaneously, one

for each stride of the CNN’s receptive field on the input (Fig. 3.2). All predictions are equally

trustworthy, as long as the receptive field is fully contained within the input and captures only

original content, i.e. no padding is used. This strategy significantly reduces the computational

costs and memory loads since the otherwise repeated computations of convolutions on the same

voxels in overlapping patches are avoided. Optimal performance is achieved if the whole image

is scanned in one forward pass. If GPU memory constraints do not allow it, such as in the case

of large 3D networks where a large number of FMs need to be cached, the volume is tiled in

multiple image-segments, which are larger than the CNN’s receptive field but small enough to

fit into memory (Fig. 3.3).

Before analyzing how we exploit the above dense-inference technique for training, which is

the first main contribution of our work, we present the commonly used setting in which CNNs

are trained patch-by-patch. Random patches of size rCNN are extracted from the training

images. A batch is formed out of B of these samples, which is then processed by the network

for one training iteration of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). This step aims to alter the

network’s parameters θ, such as weights and biases, in order to maximize the log likelihood of

the data or, equally, minimize the Cross Entropy via the cost function:

J(θ; Ii, ci) = − 1

B

B∑
i=1

log
(
P (Y = ci|Ii,θ)

)
= − 1

B

B∑
i=1

log(pci) , (3.3)

where the pair (Ii, ci),∀i ∈ [1, B] is the i-th patch in the batch and the true label of its central

voxel, while the scalar value pci is the predicted posterior for class ci. Regularization terms were

omitted for simplicity. Multiple sequential optimization steps over different batches gradually
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Figure 3.3: In fully convolutional networks the dimensions of feature maps increase if input of
larger size is given. Hence processing larger inputs requires more memory. For this reason, when
the whole image cannot be given for inference to a 3D CNN due to memory limitations, the
image is tiled into segments. Each segment is processed independently and the model predicts
the central part of the segment. Because no predictions are made for the outer parts of each
segment, since no padding is used for segmentation, neighbouring tiles must overlap so that
the predictions can be correctly stitched together in a prediction for the whole volume. Larger
segments minimize redundant computation due to overlap but require more memory.

lead to convergence.

3.2.2 Dense Training on Image Segments and Class Balance

Larger training batch sizes B are preferred as they approximate the overall data more accurately

and lead to better estimation of the true gradient by SGD (Sec. 2.2.2.2). However, the memory

requirement and computation time increase with the batch size. This limitation is especially

relevant for 3D CNNs, where only a few dozens of patches can be processed within reasonable

time on modern GPUs.

To overcome this problem, we devise a training strategy that exploits the dense inference

technique on image segments. Following from Eq. (3.2), if an image segment of size greater

than rCNN is given as input to our network, the output is a posterior probability for multiple

voxels V =
∏

i={x,y,z} δ
(i)
L . If the training batches are formed of B segments extracted from
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the training images, the cost function (3.3) in the case of dense-training on image segments

becomes:

JD(θ; Is, cs) = − 1

B · V

B∑
s=1

V∑
v=1

log(pcvs (u
v)) , (3.4)

where Is and cs are the s-th segment of the batch and the true labels of its V predicted

voxels respectively. cvs is the true label of the v-th voxel, uv the corresponding position in the

classification FMs and pcvs the output of the softmax function (cf. Eq. 2.85). The effective

batch size is increased by a factor of V without a corresponding increase in computational and

memory requirements, as earlier discussed in Sec. 3.2.1. Notice that this is a hybrid scheme

between the commonly used training on individual patches and the dense training scheme on

a whole image (Long et al. [2015a]), with the latter being problematic to apply for training

large 3D CNNs on volumes of high resolution due to memory limitations. For reference, even

a 2D U-net that uses the latter training scheme had to be trained with a single 2D image

(size 250× 250) per batch (Ronneberger et al. [2015]) due to GPU memory requirements. The

proposed hybrid scheme is flexible and can be used for training 3D CNNs even when data are

3D images of arbitrarily large size.

Figure 3.4: Consider a network with a 2D receptive field of 32 (for illustration) densely-applied
on the depicted lesion-centred image segments of size 72 or 92. Relatively more background
(green) is captured by larger segments (left) and around smaller lesions (right). Hence in the
setting of dense-training of fully-convolutional networks on image segments, the class-imbalance
is determined not only by the size of structures of each class, but also the size of input segments
(hyper-parameter).

An appealing consequence of this scheme is that the sampling of input segments provides

a flexible means to adapt the distribution of training samples from different segmentation
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classes. Class-imbalance in training samples is an important issue that directly impacts the

segmentation accuracy as it biases the model towards the prevalent classes. We here propose an

heuristic that we found effective in a variety of lesion segmentation tasks where the foreground

is prevalent. We build the training batches by extracting segments from the training images

with 50% probability being centred on a foreground or background voxel. When used for

dense-training of fully convolutional networks, this heuristic partly alleviates class-imbalance,

while allowing for the exact ratio between classes to automatically adapt according to the

specific database. The latter arises by the fact that the V voxels in a segment predicted by a

fully convolutional network do not have to be of the same class. This occurs when a segment is

sampled from a region near class boundaries (Fig. 3.4). Hence, the sampling rate of the proposed

hybrid method adjusts to the true distribution of the segmentation task’s classes. Specifically,

the smaller a labelled object, the more background voxels will be captured within segments

centred on the foreground voxel. On the other hand, when larger input segments are passed to

the network, relatively more samples are captured from the prevalent class (Fig. 3.4). Implicitly,

this yields a balance between sensitivity and specificity in the case of binary segmentation

tasks, where the bias towards either is automatically adjusted for the task according to the

size of objects in each class, while influenced by the size of input segments, which is a hyper-

parameter. In multi-class segmentation, the foreground may comprise of multiple classes. An

example application is segmentation of brain tumor components. In this setting, the rate at

which different classes are captured within a segment centred on foreground reflects the real

relative distribution of the foreground classes, while adjusting their frequency relatively to the

background. We examine this method in such a setting in Sec. 3.4.2.

3.2.3 Building Deeper Networks

Deeper networks have greater discriminative power due to the additional non-linearities and

better quality of local optima (Choromanska et al. [2015]). However, convolutions with 3D

kernels are computationally expensive in comparison to the 2D variants, which hampers the

addition of more layers. Additionally, 3D architectures have a larger number of trainable
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parameters, with each layer adding NlNl−1

∏
i={x,y,z} κ

(i)
l weights to the model. Nl is the number

of FMs in layer l and κ
{x,y,z}
l the size of its kernel in the respective spatial dimension. Overall

this makes the network increasingly prone to over-fitting.

In order to build a deeper 3D architecture, we adopt the sole use of small 33 kernels that are

faster to convolve with and contain less weights. This design approach was previously found

beneficial for classification of natural images (Simonyan and Zisserman [2015]) but its effect is

even more drastic on 3D networks. When compared to common kernel choices of 53 (Prasoon

et al. [2013], Urban et al. [2014], Zikic et al. [2014]) and in our baseline CNN, the smaller 33

kernels reduce the element-wise multiplications by a factor of approximately 53/33 ≈ 4.6 while

reducing the number of trainable parameters by the same factor. Thus deeper network variants

that are implicitly regularised and more efficient can be designed by simply replacing each layer

of common architectures with more layers that use smaller kernels (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: The replacement of the depicted layer with 55 kernels (left) with two successive
layers using 33 kernels (right) introduces an additional non-linearity without altering the CNN’s
receptive field. Additionally, the number of weights is reduced from 200k to 86.4k and the
required convolutions are cheaper (see text). Number of FMs and their size depicted as (Number
× Size).

However, deeper networks are more difficult to train. It has been shown that the forward

(neuron activations) and backwards (gradients) propagated signal may explode or vanish if

care is not given to retain its variance (Glorot and Bengio [2010]). This occurs because at

every successive layer l, the variance of the signal is multiplied by ninl · var(Wl), where ninl =

Nl−1

∏
i={x,y,z} κ

(i)
l is the number of weights through which a neuron of layer l is connected to

its input and var(Wl) is the variance of the layer’s weights. To better preserve the signal in the

initial training stage we adopt a scheme recently derived for ReLu-based networks by He et al.

[2015] and initialize the kernel weights of our system by sampling from the normal distribution

N (0,
√

2/ninl ).

A phenomenon of similar nature that hinders the network’s performance is the “internal
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covariate shift” (Ioffe and Szegedy [2015]). It occurs throughout training, because the weight

updates to deeper layers result in a continuously changing distribution of signal at higher layers,

which hinders the convergence of their weights. Specifically, at training iteration t the weight

updates may cause deviation εl,t to the variance of the weights. At the next iteration the signal

will be amplified by ninl ·var(Wl,t+1) = ninl ·(var(Wl,t)+εl,t). Thus before influencing the signal,

any deviation εl,t is amplified by ninl which is exponential in the number of dimensions. For this

reason the problem affects training of 3D CNNs more severely than conventional 2D systems.

For countering it, we adopt the recently proposed Batch Normalisation (BN) technique to all

hidden layers (Ioffe and Szegedy [2015]), which allows normalization of the FM activations at

every optimization step in order to better preserve the signal.

Importantly, batch normalization assumes non-trivial batch size for calculating statistics

over samples of a batch. Memory restrictions often enforce very small batch-sizes when training

large CNNs, with the problem even more pronounced for 3D CNNs (often only 1-2 samples

per batch). Memory-efficient network architectures, such as the method proposed here, enable

larger batch-sizes and have the potential to benefit more from methods that require large batch,

such as batch-normalization.

3.2.4 Multi-Scale Processing via Parallel Convolutional Pathways

The segmentation of each voxel is performed by taking into account the contextual information

that is captured by the receptive field of the CNN when it is centred on the voxel. The spatial

context is providing important information for being able to discriminate voxels that otherwise

appear very similar when considering only local appearance. From Eq. (3.1) follows that an

increase of the CNN’s receptive field requires bigger kernels or more convolutional layers, which

increases computation and memory requirements. An alternative would be the use of pooling

(LeCun et al. [1998]), which however leads to loss of the exact position of the segmented voxel

and thus can negatively impact accuracy.

In order to incorporate both local and larger contextual information into our 3D CNN,

we add an additional pathway that operates on down-sampled images. A dual pathway 3D
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CNN that simultaneously processes the input image at multiple scales is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

Higher level features such as the location within the brain are learned in the second pathway,

while the detailed local appearance of structures is captured in the first. As the two pathways

are decoupled in this architecture, arbitrarily large context can be processed by the second

pathway by simply adjusting the down-sampling factor fD. The architecture can be naturally

extended with more pathways, processing input via more scales. The size of the pathways

can be independently adjusted according to the computational capacity and the task at hand,

which may require relatively more or less filters focused on the down-sampled context.

Figure 3.6: Multi-scale 3D CNN with two parallel pathways. The kernels of the two pathways
are here of size 53 (for illustration only, to reduce the number of layers in the figure). The
neurons of the last layers of the two pathways thus have receptive fields of size 173 voxels with
respect to the input segments (green and blue dashed lines). The inputs of the two pathways are
centered at the same image location. The second segment is extracted from a down-sampled ver-
sion of the image by a factor of 3. Hence the receptive field of the low-resolution pathway covers
3 times greater context (dashed blue line on brain MRI), corresponding to a high-resolution area
of size 513 voxels. If the size of the input segment of the normal resolution pathway (here 253) is
larger than its receptive field, the pathway outputs one additional activation for each additional
voxel (here 93). The output of the low-resolution pathway is up-sampled and concatenated to
the feature maps at the end of the normal-resolution pathway. To achieve correspondence
between dimensions of output feature maps of the parallel pathways (after up-sampling), for
each 3 (sub-sampling factor) voxels in the input of the normal-resolution pathway beyond its
receptive field, 1 additional voxel is required in the input of the low-resolution pathway. More
parallel pathways can be added to process the image in multiple resolutions. DeepMedic, our
proposed 11-layers architecture, results by replacing each layer of the depicted pathways with
two layers that use 33 kernels (see Sec. 3.2.3 and Fig. 3.16). Number of FMs and their size
depicted as (Number × Size).

To construct the low-resolution pathway, we first pre-define down-sampling factor fD. We

then construct the additional pathway with number of convolutional layers defined empirically

such that a) it applies multiple non-linear transformations to its input for extracting useful
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features and b) the neurons of its last layer of the additional pathway should have the desired

size of receptive field with respect to the input to the pathway. We here refer to the last layers

of the normal- and low-resolution pathways as L1 and L2. We define the receptive field of the

neurons in L1 and L2 with respect to the input of the corresponding pathway as rL1 and rL2

respectively. The receptive field of neurons in L1 with respect to the original, high-resolution

image is also rL1 (green box with dashed line in Fig. 3.6 corresponds to top left classified voxel).

On the other hand, receptive field of neurons in L2 with respect to high resolution image is of

size fD · rL2 (blue box with dashed line in Fig. 3.6 corresponds to top left classified voxel).

The size of the inputs to the two pathways is defined in such a way that it ensures spatial

correspondence of the activations in the FMs of L1 and L2, in order to preserve the capability

of dense inference. In networks where only unary kernel strides are used, such as the proposed

architecture, this requires that for every fD shifts of the receptive field rL1 over the normal

resolution input, only one shift is performed by rL2 over the down-sampled input. Hence it

is required that the dimensions of the FMs in L2 are δ
{x,y,z}
L2 = dδ{x,y,z}L1 /fDe. From Eq. (3.2),

the size of the input to the second pathway is δ
{x,y,z}
in2 = r

{x,y,z}
L2 + δ

{x,y,z}
L2 − 1. Similar, for the

high resolution pathway, δ
{x,y,z}
in1 = r

{x,y,z}
L1 + δ

{x,y,z}
L1 − 1. These establish the relation between

the required dimensions of the input segments from the two resolutions. The input to the

normal-resolution pathway is extracted straight from the image (green box with solid line in

Fig. 3.6). The corresponding image segment for the lower-resolution pathway is extracted

centered on the same image location as the former (blue box with solid line in Fig. 3.6). Its

dimensions in the original image are fD · δ{x,y,z}L2 , which are down-sampled by a factor of fD,

giving a low-resolution segment of size δ
{x,y,z}
L2 that is given as input to the second pathway. Any

downsampling method can be used. In this work we simply probe one value from the image

every fD voxels. In preliminary experiments, we tried down-sampling schemes that employ a

Gaussian blur to reduce aliasing, but it did not improve the model’s performance and therefore

we adopted the simplest variant. More intricate down-sampling methods could be explored in

the future.

Features extracted by the two pathways correspond to different resolutions. In order to

combine them for making predictions about the class of a voxel, they have to be brought to the
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same resolution. For this, the FMs of L2 are up-sampled by fD. If δL1 is not a multiple of fD,

then then up-sampled FMs of L2 need to be cropped in order for their dimension to exactly

match those of FMs in L1. After the dimensions match, the resulting FMs from each path are

concatenated together to be further processed by subsequent layers. We add two more hidden

layers for learning how to combining the multi-scale features before the final classification, as

shown in Fig. 3.6. In our experiments, the up-sampling of the low-resolution features was

performed with simple repetition of values in our experiments. This was found sufficient for

the following hidden layers to learn combining the multi-scale features. We also experimented

with upsampling via bilinear interpolation and standard deconvolution but found no benefits

in these settings2.

Multi-scale features have long been used in computer vision. An architecture seemingly

close to ours has been used in combination with weight-sharing between scales, motivated by

the goal of learning scale-invariant representations (Farabet et al. [2013]). Scale-invariance

is not necessarily desirable in certain tasks (size of pathology may relate with its category).

Purpose of our design is entirely different. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the

first to motivate the use of parallel pathways operating at different resolutions for advancing

computational efficiency of neural networks. Moreover, kernels processing different scales in

our network are completely decoupled to learn optimal representations for context at each

resolution.

Recently proposed encoder-decoder networks also benefit from combining multi-scale fea-

tures (Long et al. [2015a], Ronneberger et al. [2015]). These networks process the input by

first applying a number of convolutional layers and then down-sampling the FMs for further

processing at various scales. These methods had not been applied to 3D data at the time this

work was presented. In comparison, the architecture proposed here is specifically designed to

be appropriate for efficient processing of 3D data with particular emphasis on limiting memory

requirements. The multiple decoupled pathways of the architecture allow arbitrarily large con-

text to be provided while avoiding large increase in memory requirements. This is because the

2Up-sampling via repetition of values, followed by concatenation and learned convolution layers, as shown in
Fig. 3.6, can be shown analogous to performing deconvolution in an alternative arrangement of layers, following
proof similar to Sec. 2.3.3.4).
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greater image context is never inserted in full resolution into the network. Instead, it is down-

sampled before given as input to the corresponding pathway. In comparison, encoder-decoder

based architectures, such as those mentioned, they first process the whole extended context in

high resolution in the first layers, before down-sampling, which makes these layers very expen-

sive in memory. This forces limitations on the size of the batch and the number of layers that

process each scale. Additionally, our architecture extracts features completely independently

from the multiple resolutions. This way, the features learned by the first pathway retain finest

details, as they are not involved in processing low resolution context. Encoder-decoder archi-

tectures have been later investigated in the context of 3D data processing and we reflect upon

these developments in the discussion section of this chapter (Sec. 3.5).

3.2.5 3D Fully Connected CRF for Structured Prediction

Because neighboring voxels share substantial spatial context, the soft segmentation maps pro-

duced by the CNN tend to be smooth, even though neighborhood dependencies are not modeled

directly. However, local minima in training and noise in the input images can still result in

some spurious outputs, with small isolated regions or holes in the predictions. We employ a

fully connected CRF (Krähenbühl and Koltun [2011]) as a post-processing step to achieve more

structured predictions. As we describe below, this CRF is capable of modeling arbitrarily large

voxel-neighborhoods while also being computationally efficient, making it ideal for processing

3D multi-modal medical scans.

For an input image I and the label configuration (segmentation) z, the Gibbs energy in a

CRF model is given by

E(z) =
∑
i

ψu(zi) +
∑
ij,i6=j

ψp(zi, zj) . (3.5)

The unary potential is the negative log-likelihood ψu(zi) = −logP (zi|I), where in our case

P (zi|I) is the CNN’s output for voxel i. In a fully connected CRF, the pairwise potential is of

form ψp(zi, zj) = µ(zi, zj)k(fi, fj) between any pair of voxels, regardless of their spatial distance.
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The Pott’s Model is commonly used as the label compatibility function, giving µ(zi, zj) = [zi 6=

zj]. The corresponding energy penalty is given by the function k, which is defined over an

arbitrary feature space, with fi, fj being the feature vectors of the pair of voxels. Krähenbühl and

Koltun [2011] observed that if the penalty function is defined as a linear combination of Gaussian

kernels, k(fi, fj) =
∑M

m=1 w
(m)k(m)(fi, fj), the model lends itself for very efficient inference with

mean field approximation. This is done by expressing message passing as convolutions with the

Gaussian kernels in the space of the feature vectors fi, fj.

We extended the work of the original authors and implemented a 3D version of the CRF

for processing multi-modal scans. We make use of two Gaussian kernels, which operate in the

space of feature vectors fi=(pi,1, pi,2, pi,3, Ii,1, ..., Ii,N0). These vectors are defined for voxel i by

the voxel coordinates pi,d with d ∈ {1, ..., 3}, and the intensities of the n-th modality-channel

Ii,n with n ∈ {1, ..., N0}. The smoothness kernel, k(1)(fi, fj) = exp
(
−
∑

d={x,y,z}
|pi,d−pj,d|2

2σ2
α,d

)
, is

defined by a diagonal covariance matrix with elements the configurable parameters σα,d, one

for each axis. These parameters express the size and shape of neighborhoods that homoge-

neous labels are encouraged. The appearance kernel k(2)(fi, fj) = exp
(
−
∑

d={x,y,z}
|pi,d−pj,d|2

2σ2
β,d

−∑N0

n=1
|Ii,n−Ij,n|2

2σ2
γ,n

)
is defined similarly. The additional parameters σγ,n can be interpreted as how

strongly to enforce homogeneous appearance in the N0 channels of the input image, when voxels

in an area spatially defined by σβ,d are identically labelled. Finally, the configurable weights

w(1), w(2) define the relative strength of the two factors. The parameters of this CRF are com-

monly configured via hyper-parameter search on a validation set, for example using grid-search,

which we also employ here. Concurrent work showed they can also be learned (Zheng et al.

[2015]), which we discuss in Sec. 3.5.

3.3 Analysis of Network Architecture

In this section we present a series of experiments in order to analyze the impact of each of

the main contributions and to justify the choices made in the design of the proposed 11-layers,

multi-scale 3D CNN architecture, referred to as the DeepMedic. Starting from the CNN baseline
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as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, we first explore the benefit of our proposed dense training scheme

(cf. Sec. 3.2.2), then investigate the use of deeper models (cf. Sec. 3.2.3) and then evaluate

the influence of the multi-scale dual pathway (cf. Sec. 3.2.4). Finally, we compare our method

with corresponding 2D variants to assess the benefit of processing 3D context.

3.3.1 Experimental Setting

The following experiments are conducted using the TBI dataset with 61 multi-channel MRIs

which is described in more detail later in Sec. 3.4.1. Here, the images are randomly split into

a validation and training set, with 15 and 46 images each. The same sets are used in all

analyses. To monitor the progress of segmentation accuracy during training, we extract 10k

random patches at regular intervals, with equal numbers extracted from each of the validation

images. The patches are uniformly sampled from the brain region in order to approximate the

true distribution of lesions and healthy tissue. Full segmentation of the validation datasets

is performed every five epochs and the mean Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) is determined.

Details on the configuration of the networks are provided in 3.3.6.

3.3.2 Effect of Dense Training on Image Segments

We compare our proposed dense training method with two other commonly used training

schemes on the 5-layers baseline CNN (see Fig. 3.2). The first common scheme trains on 173

patches extracted uniformly from the brain region, and the second scheme samples patches

equally from the lesion and background class. We refer to these schemes as Puni and Peq. The

results shown in Fig. 3.7 show a correlation of sensitivity and specificity with the percentage

of training samples that come from the lesion class. Peq performs poorly because of over-

segmentation (high sensitivity, low specificity). Puni has better classification on the background

class (high specificity), which leads to high mean voxel-wise accuracy since the majority corre-

sponds to background, but not particularly high DSC scores due to under-segmentation (low

sensitivity).
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the commonly used methods for training on patches uniformly sam-
pled from the brain region (Puni) and equally sampled from lesion and background (Peq) against
our proposed scheme (S-d) on cubic segments of side length d, also equally sampled from lesion
and background. We varied d to observe its effect. From left to right: percentage of training
samples extracted from the lesion class, mean accuracy, sensitivity, specificity calculated on
uniformly sampled validation patches and, finally, the mean DSC of the segmentation of the
validation datasets. The progress throughout training is plotted. Because lesions are small,
Puni achieves very high voxel-wise accuracy by being very specific but not sensitive, with the
opposite being the case for Peq. Our method achieves an effective balance between the two,
resulting in better segmentation as reflected by higher DSC.

To evaluate our dense training scheme, we train multiple models with varying sized image

segments, equally sampled from lesions and background. The tested sizes of the segments go

from 193 upwards to 293. The models are referred to as “S-d”, where d is the side length of

the cubic segments. For fair comparison, the batch sizes in all the experiments are adjusted to

have a similar memory footprint and lead to similar training times as compared to training on

Puni and Peq
3. We observe a great performance increase for model S-19 over Peq. We account

this partly to the efficient increase of the effective batch size (B · V in Eq. (3.4)), but also to

the altered distribution of training samples. As we increase the size of the training segments

further, we quickly reach a balance between the sensitivity of Peq and the specificity of Puni,

which results in improved segmentation as expressed by the DSC.

The segment size is a hyper-parameter in our model. We observe that the increase in

performance with increasing segment size quickly levels off, and similar performance is obtained

for a wide range of segment sizes, which allows for easy configuration. For the remaining

experiments, all models were trained on segments of size 253.

3Dense training on a whole volume was inapplicable in these experimental settings due to memory limitations
but was previously shown to give similar results as training on uniformly sampled patches (Long et al. [2015a]).
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Figure 3.8: Mean accuracy over validation samples and DSC for the segmentations of the
validation images, as obtained from the “Shallow” baseline and “Deep” variant with smaller
kernels. Training of the plain deeper model fails (cf. Sec. 3.3.3). This is overcome by adopting
the initialization scheme of (He et al. [2015]), which further combined with Batch Normalization
leads to the enhanced (+) variants. Deep+ performs significantly better than Shallow+ with
similar computation time, thanks to the use of small kernels.

3.3.3 Effect of Deeper Networks

The 5-layers baseline CNN (Fig. 3.2), here referred to as the “Shallow” model, is extended to

9-layers by replacing each convolutional layer that uses 53 kernels with two layers that use 33

kernels (Fig. 3.5). This model is referred to as “Deep”. Training the latter, however, utterly fails

with the model making only predictions corresponding to the background class. This problem is

related to the challenge of preserving the signal as it propagates through deep networks and its

variance gets multiplied with the variance of the weights, as previously discussed in Sec. 3.2.3.

One of the causes is that the weights of both models have been initialized with the commonly

used scheme of sampling from the normal distribution N (0, 0.01) (cf. Krizhevsky et al. [2012]).

In comparison, the initialization scheme by He et al. [2015], derived for preserving the signal

in the initial stage of training, results in higher values and overcomes this problem. Further

preservation of the signal is obtained by employing Batch Normalization. This results in an

enhanced 9-layers model which we refer to as “Deep+”, and using the same enhancements on

the Shallow model yields “Shallow+”. The significant performance improvement of Deep+ over

Shallow+, as shown in Fig. 3.8, is the result of the greater representational power of the deeper

network. The two models need similar computational times, which highlights the benefits of

utilizing small kernels in the design of 3D CNNs. Although the deeper model requires more

sequential (layer by layer) computations on the GPU, those are faster due to the smaller kernel
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Figure 3.9: Mean accuracy over validation samples and DSC for the segmentation of the vali-
dation images, as obtained by a single-scale model (Deep+) and our dual pathway architecture
(DeepMedic). We also trained a single-scale model with larger capacity (BigDeep+), similar to
the capacity of DeepMedic. DeepMedic yields best performance by capturing greater context,
while BigDeep+ seems to suffer from over-fitting.

size.

3.3.4 Effect of the Multi-Scale Dual Pathway

The final version of the proposed network architecture, referred to as “DeepMedic”, is built by

extending the Deep+ model with a second convolutional pathway that is identical to the first

one. Two hidden layers are added for combining the multi-scale features before the classification

layer, resulting in a deep network of 11-layers (cf. Fig. 3.6). The input segments to the second

pathway are extracted from the images down-sampled by a factor of three. Thus, the network is

capable of capturing context in a 513 area of the original image through the 173 receptive field of

the lower-resolution pathway, while only doubling the computational and memory requirements

over the single pathway CNN. In comparison, the most recent 2D CNN systems proposed for

lesion segmentation (Havaei et al. [2017], Pereira et al. [2016]) have a receptive field limited to

332 voxels.

Figure 3.9 shows the improvement DeepMedic achieves over the single pathway model

Deep+. In Fig. 3.10 we show two representative visual examples of this improvement when

using the multi-scale CNN. Finally, we confirm that the performance increase can be accounted

to the additional context and not the additional capacity of DeepMedic. To this end, we build

a big single-scale model by doubling the FMs at each of the 9-layers of Deep+ and adding two
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Figure 3.10: (Rows) Two cases from the severe TBI dataset, showing representative improve-
ments when using the multi-scale CNN approach. (Columns) From left to right: the MRI
FLAIR sequence with the manually labeled lesions, predicted soft segmentation map obtained
from a single-scale model (Deep+) and the prediction of the multi-scale DeepMedic model. The
incorporation of greater context enables DeepMedic to identify when it processes an area within
larger lesions (top). Spurious false positives are significantly reduced across the image on the
bottom.

hidden layers. This 11-layers deep and wide model, referred to as “BigDeep+”, has the same

number of parameters as DeepMedic. The performance of the model is not improved, while

showing signs of over-fitting.
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3.3.5 Processing 3D in Comparison to 2D Context

Acquired brain MRI scans are often anisotropic. Such is the case for most sequences in our

TBI dataset, which have been acquired with lower axial resolution, except for the isotropic

MPRAGE. We perform a series of experiments to investigate the behaviour of 2D networks

and assess the benefit of processing 3D context in this setting.

DeepMedic can be converted to 2D by setting the third dimension of each kernel to one.

This way only information from the surrounding context on the axial plane influences the clas-

sification of each voxel. If 2D segments are given as input, the dimensionality of the feature

maps decreases and so does the memory required. This allows developing 2D variants with

increased width, depth and size of training batch with similar requirements as the 3D ver-

sion, which are valid candidates for model selection in practical scenarios. We assess various

configurations and present some representatives in Table 3.2b along with their performance.

Width, depth and batch size were adjusted so that total required memory was similar to the 3D

version of DeepMedic. Wider or deeper variants than the ones presented did not show greater

performance. A possible reason is that this number of filters is enough for the extraction of

the limited 2D information and that the field of view of the deep multi-scale variant is already

sufficient for the application.

Best segmentation among investigated 2D variants is achieved by a 19-layers, multi-scale

network, reaching 61.5% average DSC on the validation fold. The decline from the 66.6% DSC

achieved by the 3D version of DeepMedic indicates the importance of processing 3D context

even in settings where most acquired sequences have low resolution along a certain axis.

3.3.6 Additional Details on Network Configurations

All models discussed in this work outside Sec. 3.3.5 are fully 3D CNNs. Their architectures

are presented in Table 3.2a. They all use the PReLu non-linearity (He et al. [2015]). They are

trained using the RMSProp optimizer (Tieleman and Hinton [2012]) and Nesterov momentum

(Sutskever et al. [2013]) with value m = 0.6. L1 and L2 regularisation is applied with their
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cost weighted against cross-entropy by a factor equal to 10−6 and 10−4 respectively. We train

the networks with dense-training on batches of 10 segments, each of size 253. Exceptions are

the experiments in Sec 3.3.2, where the batch sizes were adjusted along with the segment sizes,

to achieve similar memory footprint and training time per batch. The weights of our shallow,

5-layers networks are initialized by sampling from a normal distribution N (0, 0.01) and their

initial learning rate is set to λ = 10−4. Deeper models (and the “Shallow+” model in Sec 3.3.3)

use the weight initialisation scheme of He et al. [2015]. The scheme increases the signal’s

variance in our settings, which leads to RMSProm decreasing the effective learning rate. To

counter this, we accompany it with an increased initial learning rate λ = 10−3. Throughout

training, the learning rate of all models is halved whenever convergence plateaus. Dropout with

50% rate is employed on the two last hidden layers of 11-layers deep models.

Sec. 3.3.5 discusses an exploration of 2D CNNs, architectures of which are presented in

Table 3.2b. These 2D models were trained with L1 and L2 regularization down-weighted

with respect to cross entropy by multplying them with 10−8 and 10−6 respectively, since they

have less parameters than the 3D variants. All but Dm2dPatch were trained with momentum

m = 0.6 and initial learning rate λ = 10−3, while the rest with m = 0.9 and λ = 10−2 as this

setting increased performance. The rest of the hyper parameters are the same as for the 3D

DeepMedic.

3.4 Evaluation on Clinical Data

The proposed system consisting of the DeepMedic CNN architecture, optionally coupled with

a fully connected CRF, is evaluated on three lesion segmentation tasks including challenging

clinical data from patients with traumatic brain injuries, brain tumors, and ischemic stroke.

Quantitative evaluation and comparisons with state-of-the-art are reported for each of the tasks.
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(a) 3D Network Architectures

Network #Pathways: FMs/Layer FMs/Hidd. Seg.Norm. Seg.Low B.S. DSC(%)

Shallow(+) 1: 30,40,40,50 - 25x25x25 - 10 60.2(61.7)
Deep(+) 1: 30,30,40,40,40,40,50,50 - 25x25x25 - 10 00.0(64.9)
BigDeep+ 1: 60,60,80,80,80,80,100,100 150,150 25x25x25 - 10 65.2
DeepMedic 2: 30,30,40,40,40,40,50,50 150,150 25x25x25 19x19x19 10 66.6

(b) 2D Network Architectures

Network #Pathways: FMs/Layer FMs/Hidd. Seg.Norm. Seg.Low B.S. DSC(%)

Dm2dPatch* 2: 30,30,40,40,40,40,50,50 150,150 17x17x1 17x17x1 540 58.8
Dm2dSeg 2: 30,30,40,40,40,40,50,50 150,150 25x25x1 19x19x1 250 60.9
Wider2dSeg 2: 60,60,80,80,80,80,100,100 200,200 25x25x1 19x19x1 100 61.3
Deeper2dSeg 2: 16 layers, linearly 30 to 50 150,150 41x41x1 35x35x1 100 61.5
Large2dSeg 2: 12 layers, linearly 45 to 80 200,200 33x33x1 27x27x1 100 61.3

Table 3.1: Network architectures investigated in Sec. 3.3 and final validation accuracy achieved
in the corresponding experiments. (a) 3D and (b) 2D architectures. Columns from left to
right: model’s name, number of parallel identical pathways and number of feature maps at
each of their convolutional layers, number of feature maps at each hidden layer that follows the
concatenation of the pathways, dimensions of input segment to the normal and low resolution
pathways, batch size and, finally, average DSC achieved on the validation fold. (Dm2dPatch:
Sampling was manually calibrated to achieve similar class balance as models that are trained
on image segments. Model underperformed otherwise.)

3.4.1 Traumatic Brain Injuries

3.4.1.1 Material and Pre-Processing

Sixty-six patients with moderate-to-severe TBI who required admission to the Neurosciences

Critical Care Unit at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, UK, underwent imaging using a

3-Tesla Siemens Magnetom TIM Trio within the first week of injury. Ethical approval was

obtained from the Local Research Ethics Committee (LREC 97/290) and written assent via

consultee agreement was obtained for all patients. The structural MRI sequences that are

used in this work are isotropic MPRAGE (1mm×1mm×1mm), axial FLAIR, T2 and Proton

Density (PD) (0.7mm×0.7mm×5mm), and Gradient-Echo (GE) (0.86mm×0.86mm×5mm).

All visible lesions were manually annotated on the FLAIR and GE sequences with separate

labeling for each lesion type. In nine patients the presence of hyperintense white matter lesions

that were felt to be chronic in nature were also annotated. Artifacts, for example, signal loss

secondary to intraparenchymal pressure probes, were also noted. For the purpose of this study

we focus on binary segmentation of all abnormalities within the brain tissue. Thus, we merged
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all classes that correspond to intra-cerebral abnormalities into a single “lesion” label. Extra-

cerebral pathologies such as epidural and subdural hematoma were treated as background. We

excluded two datasets because of corrupted FLAIR images, two cases because no lesions were

found and one case because of a major scanning artifact corrupting the images. This results

in a total of 61 cases used for quantitative evaluation. Brain masks were obtained using the

ROBEX tool (Iglesias et al. [2011]). All images were resampled to an isotropic 1mm3 resolution,

with dimensions 193×229×193 and affinely registered (Studholme et al. [1999]) to MNI space

using the atlas by Grabner et al. [2006]. No bias field correction was used as preliminary results

showed that this can negatively affect lesion appearance. Image intensities were normalized to

have zero-mean and unit variance, as it has been reported that this improves CNN results

(Jarrett et al. [2009]).

3.4.1.2 Experimental Setting

Network configuration and training: The network architecture corresponds to the one

described in Sec. 3.3.4, i.e. a dual-pathway, 11-layers deep CNN. The training data is augmented

by adding images reflected along the sagittal axis. To make the network invariant to absolute

intensities we also shift the intensities of each MR channel c of every training segment by

ic = rcσc. rc is sampled for every segment from N (0, 0.1) and σc is the standard deviation of

intensities under the brain mask in the corresponding image. The network is regularized using

dropout (Hinton et al. [2012]) with a rate of 2% on all convolutional layers, which is in addition

to a 50% rate used on the last two layers. The network is evaluated with 5-fold cross-validation

on the 61 subjects.

CRF configuration: The parameters of the fully connected CRF are determined in a

configuration experiment using random-search and 15 randomly selected subjects from the

TBI database with predictions from a preliminary version of the corresponding model. The 15

subjects are reshuffled into the 5-folds used for subsequent evaluation.

Random Forest baseline: We have done our best to set up a competitive baseline for

comparison. We employ a context-sensitive Random Forest, similar to the model presented by
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Zikic et al. [2012] for brain tumors except that we apply the forest to the MR images without

additional tissue specific priors. We train a forest with 50 trees and maximum depth of 30.

Larger size did not improve results. Training data points are approximately equally sampled

from lesion and background classes, with the optimal balance empirically chosen. Two hundred

randomized cross-channel box features are evaluated at each split node with maximum offsets

and box sizes of 20mm. The same folds of training and test sets are used as for our CNN

approach.

3.4.1.3 Results

DSC Precision Sensitivity ASSD Haussdorf

R. Forest 51.1(20.0) 50.1(24.4) 60.1(15.8) 8.29(6.76) 64.17(15.98)
R. Forest+CRF 54.8(18.5)** 58.6(23.1) 56.9(17.4) 6.71(5.01) 59.45(15.52)
DeepMedic 62.3(16.4) 65.3(18.8) 64.4(16.3) 4.24(2.64) 56.50(15.88)
DeepMedic+CRF 63.0(16.3)** 67.7(18.2) 63.2(16.7) 4.02(2.54) 55.68(15.93)
Ensemble 64.2(16.2) 67.7(18.3) 65.3(16.3) 3.88(2.33) 54.38(15.45)
Ensemble+CRF 64.5(16.3)* 69.8(17.8) 63.9(16.7) 3.72(2.29) 52.38(16.03)

Table 3.3: Performance of DeepMedic and an ensemble of three networks on the TBI database.
For comparison, we provide results for a Random Forest baseline. Values correspond to the
mean (and standard deviation). Numbers in bold indicate significant improvement by the CRF
post-processing, according to a two-sided, paired t-test on the DSC metric (*p < 5 · 10−2,
**p < 10−4).

Table 3.3 summarizes the results on TBI. Our CNN significantly outperforms the Random

Forest baseline, while the relatively overall low DSC values indicate the difficulty of the task.

Due to randomness during training the local minima where a network converges are different

between training sessions and some errors they produce differ (Choromanska et al. [2015]).

To clear the unbiased errors of the network we form an ensemble of three similar networks,

aggregating their output by averaging. This ensemble yields better performance in all metrics

but also allows us to investigate the behaviour of our network focusing only on the biased

errors. Fig. 3.11 shows the DSC obtained by the ensemble on each subject in relation to

the manually segmented and predicted lesion volume. The network is capable of segmenting

cases with very small lesions, although, performance is less robust in these cases as even small

errors have large influence on the DSC metric. Investigation of the predicted lesion volume,

which is an important biomarker for prognostication, shows that the network is neither biased
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towards the lesion nor background class, with promising results even on cases with very small

lesions. Furthermore, we separately evaluate the influence of the post-processing with the fully

connected CRF. As shown in Table 3.3, the CRF yields improvements over all classifiers. Effects

are more prominent when the performance of the primary segmenter degrades, which shows

the robustness of this regulariser. Fig. 3.12 shows three representative cases.

Figure 3.11: (Top) DSC achieved by our ensemble of three networks on each of the 61 TBI
datasets. (Bottom) Manually segmented (black) and predicted lesion volumes (red). Note here
the logarithmic scale. Continuous lines represent mean values. The outlying subject 12 presents
small TBI lesions, which are successfully segmented, but also vascular ischemia. Because it is
the only case in the database with the latter pathology, the networks fail to segment it as such
lesion was not seen during training.

3.4.2 Brain Tumor Segmentation

3.4.2.1 Material and Pre-Processing

For brain tumors, we evaluate our system on the data from the 2015 Brain Tumor Segmentation

Challenge (BRATS) (Menze et al. [2015]). The training set consists of 220 cases with high grade

(HG) and 54 cases with low grade (LG) glioma for which corresponding reference segmentations

are provided. The segmentations include the following tumor tissue classes: 1) necrotic core,

2) edema, 3) non-enhancing and 4) enhancing core. The test set consists of 110 cases of both

HG and LG but the grade is not revealed. Reference segmentations for the test set are hidden

and evaluation is carried out via an online system. For evaluation, the four predicted labels
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Figure 3.12: Three examples from the application of our system on the TBI database. It is
capable of precise segmentation of both small and large lesions. Second row depicts one of
the common mistakes observed. A contusion near the edge of the brain is under-segmented,
possibly mistaken for background. Bottom row shows one of the worst cases, representative
of the challenges in segmenting TBI. Post-surgical sub-dural debris is mistakenly captured by
the brain mask. The network partly segments the abnormality, which is not a celebral lesion
of interest.

are merged into different sets of whole tumor (all four classes), the core (classes 1,3,4), and

the enhancing tumor (class 4)4. For each subject, four MRI sequences are available, FLAIR,

T1, T1-contrast and T2. The datasets are pre-processed by the organizers and provided as

skull-stripped, registered to a common space and resampled to isotropic 1mm3 resolution.

Dimensions of each volume are 240×240×155. We add minimal pre-processing of normalizing

the brain-tissue intensities of each sequence to have zero-mean and unit variance.

4For interpretation of the results note that, to the best of our knowledge, cases where the “enhancing tumor”
class is not present in the manual segmentation are considered as zeros for the calculation of average performance
by the evaluation platform, lowering the upper bound for this class.
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3.4.2.2 Experimental Setting

Network configuration and training: We modify the DeepMedic architecture to handle

multi-class problems by extending the classification layer to five feature maps (four tumor

classes plus background). The rest of the configuration remains unchanged. We enrich the

dataset with sagittal reflections. Opposite to the experiments on TBI, we do not employ the

intensity perturbation and dropout on convolutional layers, because the network should not

require as much regularisation with this large database. The network is trained on image

segments extracted with equal probability centred on the whole tumor and healthy tissue. The

distribution of the classes captured by our training scheme is provided in Table 3.4.

Healthy Necrosis Edema Non-Enh. Enh.Core

Real 92.42 0.43 4.87 1.02 1.27
Captured 58.65 2.48 24.98 6.40 7.48

Table 3.4: Real distribution of the classes in the training data of BRATS 2015, along with the
distribution captured by our proposed training scheme, when segments of size 253 are extracted
centred on the tumor and healthy tissue with equal probability. Relative distribution of the
foreground classes is closely preserved and the imbalance in comparison to the healthy tissue
is automatically alleviated.

To examine our network’s behaviour, we first evaluate it on the training data of the challenge.

For this, we run a 5-fold cross validation where each fold contains both HG and LG images.

We then retrain the network using all training images, before applying it on the test data.

CRF configuration: For the multi-class problem it is challenging to find a global set

of parameters for the CRF which can consistently improve the segmentation of all classes. So

instead we merge the four predicted probability maps into a single “whole tumor” map for CRF

post-processing. The CRF then only refines the boundaries between tumor and background

and additionally removes isolated false positives. Similarly to the experiments on TBI, the

CRF is configured on a random subset of 44 HG and 18 LG training images, which are then

reshuffled into the subsequent 5-fold cross validation.
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DSC Precision Sensitivity

Whole Core Enh. Whole Core Enh. Whole Core Enh. Cases

Ensemble+CRF 90.1* 75.4 72.8* 91.9 85.7 75.5 89.1 71.7 74.4 274
Ensemble 90.0 75.5 72.8 90.3 85.5 75.4 90.4 71.9 74.3 274
DeepMedic+CRF 89.8** 75.0 72.1* 91.5 84.4 75.9 89.1 72.1 72 .5 274
DeepMedic 89.7 75.0 72.0 89.7 84.2 75.6 90.5 72.3 72.5 274
bakas1 88 77 68 90 84 68 89 76 75 186
peres1 87 73 68 89 74 72 86 77 70 274
anon1 84 67 55 90 76 59 82 68 61 274
thirs1 80 66 58 84 71 53 79 66 74 267
peyrj 80 60 57 87 79 59 77 53 60 274

Table 3.5: Average performance of our system on the training data of BRATS 2015 as computed
on the online evaluation platform and comparison to other submissions visible at the time of
manuscript submission. Presenting only teams that submitted more than half of the 274 cases.
Numbers in bold indicate significant improvement by the CRF, according to a two-sided, paired
t-test on the DSC metric (*p < 5 · 10−2, **p < 10−3).

3.4.2.3 Results

Quantitative results from the application of the DeepMedic, the CRF and an ensemble of three

similar networks on the training data are presented in Table 3.5. The latter two offer an

improvement, albeit fairly small since the performance of DeepMedic is already rather high in

this task. Also shown are results from previous works, as reported on the online evaluation

platform. Various settings may vary among submissions, such as the pre-processing pipeline

or the number of folds used for cross-validation. Still it appears that our system performs

favourably compared to previous state-of-the-art, including the semi-automatic system of Bakas

et al. [2015] (bakas1) who won the latest challenge and the method of Pereira et al. [2016]

(peres1), which is based on grade-specific 2D CNNs and requires visual inspection of the tumor

and identification of the grade by the user prior to segmentation. Examples of segmentations

obtained with our method are shown in Fig. 3.13. DeepMedic behaves very well in preserving

the hierarchical structure of the tumor, which we account to the large context processed by our

multi-scale network.

Table 3.6 shows the results of our method on the BRATS test data. Results of other

submissions are not accessible. The decrease in performance is possibly due to the the inclusion

of test images that vary significantly from the training data, such as cases acquired in clinical

centers that did not provide any of the training images, something that was confirmed by the

organisers. Note that performance gains obtained with the CRF are larger in this case. This
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Figure 3.13: Examples of DeepMedic’s segmentation from its evaluation on the training datasets
of BRATS 2015. cyan: necrotic core, green: oedema, orange: non-enhancing core, red: enhanc-
ing core. (top and middle) Satisfying segmentation of the tumor, regardless motion artefacts
in certain sequences. (bottom) One of the worst cases of over-segmentation observed. False
segmentation of FLAIR hyper-intensities as oedema constitutes the most common error of
DeepMedic.

indicates not only that its configuration has not overfitted to the training database but also

that the CRF is robust to factors of variation between acquisition sites, which complements

nicely the more sensitive CNN.
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DSC Precision Sensitivity

Whole Core Enh. Whole Core Enh. Whole Core Enh.

DeepMedic 83.6 67.4 62.9 82.3 84.6 64.0 88.5 61.6 65.6
DeepMedic+CRF 84.7** 67.0 62.9 85.0 84.8 63.4 87.6 60.7 66.2
Ensemble 84.5 66.7 63.3 83.3 86.1 63.2 88.9 59.9 67.3
Ensemble+CRF 84.9** 66.7 63.4* 85.3 86.1 63.4 87.7 60.0 67.4

Table 3.6: Average performance of our system on the 110 test cases of BRATS 2015, as com-
puted on the online evaluation platform. Numbers in bold indicate significant improvement by
the CRF, according to a two-sided, paired t-test on the DSC metric (*p < 5 ·10−2, **p < 10−3).
The decrease of the mean DSC by the CRF and the ensemble for the “Core” class was not
found significant.

3.4.3 Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation

3.4.3.1 Material and Pre-Processing

We participated in the 2015 Ischemic Stroke Lesion Segmentation (ISLES) challenge, where our

system achieved the best results among all participants on sub-acute ischemic stroke lesions

(Maier et al. [2017]). In the training phase of the challenge, 28 datasets have been made

available, along with manual segmentations. Each dataset included T1, T1-contrast, FLAIR

and DWI sequences. All images were provided as skull-stripped and resampled to isotropic

1mm3 voxel resolution. Each volume is of size 230×230×154. In the testing stage, teams were

provided with 36 datasets for evaluation. The test data were acquired in two clinical centers,

with one of them being the same that provided all training images. Corresponding expert

segmentations were hidden and results had to be submitted to an online evaluation platform.

Similar to BRATS, the only pre-processing that we applied is the normalization of each image

to the zero-mean and unit variance.

3.4.3.2 Experimental Setting

Network Configuration and Training: The configuration of the network employed is de-

scribed in Kamnitsas et al. [2015]. The main difference with the configuration used for TBI

and tumors as employed above is the relatively smaller number of FMs in the low-resolution

pathway. This choice should not significantly influence accuracy on the generally small SISS

lesions but it allowed us to lower the computational cost.
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Similar to the other experiments, we evaluate our network with a 5-fold cross validation on

the training datasets. We use data augmentation with sagittal reflections. For the testing phase

of the challenge, we trained an ensemble of three networks on all training cases and aggregate

their predictions by averaging.

CRF configuration: The parameters of the CRF were configured via a random search on

the whole training dataset.

3.4.3.3 Results

The performance of our system on the training data is shown in Table 3.7. Significant im-

provement is achieved by the structural regularisation offered by the CRF, although it could

be partially accounted for by overfitting the training data during the CRF’s configuration.

Examples for visual inspection are shown in Fig. 3.14.

DSC Precision Sensitivity ASSD Haussdorf

DeepMedic 64(23) 68(24) 65(23) 6.99(9.91) 73.32(26.03)
DeepMedic+CRF 66(24) 77(24) 63(25) 5.00(10.33 ) 55.93(28.55)

Table 3.7: Performance of our system on the training data of the ISLES-SISS 2015 competition.
Values correspond to the mean (and standard deviation). Numbers in bold indicate significant
improvement by the CRF, according to a two-sided, paired t-test on the DSC metric (p < 10−2).

DSC Precision Sensitivity ASSD Haussdorf

kamnk1(ours) 59(31) 68(33) 60(27) 7.87(12.63) 39.61(30.68)
fengc1 55(30) 64(31) 57(33) 8.13(15.15) 25.02(22.02)
halmh1 47(32) 47(34) 56(33) 14.61(20.17) 46.26(34.81)

Table 3.8: Our ensemble of three networks, coupled with the fully connected CRF obtained
overall best performance among all participants in the testing stage of the ISLES-SISS 2015
challenge. Shown is the performance of our pipeline along with the second and third entries.
Values correspond to the mean (and standard deviation).

For the testing phase of the challenge we formed an ensemble of three networks, coupled

with the fully connected CRF. Our submission ranked first, indicating superior performance on

this challenging task among 14 submissions. Table 3.8 shows our results, along with the other

two top entries (Feng et al. [2015], Halme et al. [2015]). Among the other participating methods

was the CNN of Havaei et al. [2017] with 3 layers of 2D convolutions. That method perfomed

less well on this challenging task (Maier et al. [2017]). This points out the advantage offered
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by 3D context, the large field of view of DeepMedic thanks to multi-scale processing and the

representational power of deeper networks. It is important to note the decrease of performance

in comparison to the training set. All methods performed worse on the data coming from the

second clinical center, including the method of Feng et al. [2015] that is not machine-learning

based. This highlights a general difficulty with current approaches when applied on multi-center

data.

Figure 3.14: Examples of segmentations performed by our system on the training datasets of
(SISS) ISLES 2015. (top and middle) The system is capable of satisfying segmentation of both
large and smaller lesions. (bottom) Common mistakes are performed due to the challenge of
differentiating stroke lesions from White Matter lesions.
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3.4.4 Implementation Details

Our CNN was originally implemented using the Theano library (Bastien et al. [2012]). The

backend was later changed to use Tensorflow (Abadi et al. [2016]), following the discontinuation

of Theano. Each training session required approximately one day on an NVIDIA GTX Titan

X GPU using cuDNN v5.0. The efficient architecture of DeepMedic also allows models to be

trained on GPUs with only 3GB of memory. Segmentation of a volume takes less than 10

seconds on modern GPUs and between 5 to 10 minutes on CPU.

Our 3D fully connected CRF is implemented by extending the original source code by

Krähenbühl and Koltun [2011]. A CPU implementation is fast, capable of processing a five-

channel brain scan in under three minutes. Further speed-up could be achieved with a GPU

implementation but this was not found necessary within the scope of this work. Since this work

has been presented, GPU implementations of this and related models have been made available

(Monteiro et al. [2018]).

The code for this project, including the 3D CNN and the 3D CRF, is publicly available on:

https://github.com/deepmedic/

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We have presented DeepMedic, a 3D CNN architecture for automatic lesion segmentation that

surpasses state-of-the-art on challenging data. The proposed novel training scheme is not only

computationally efficient but also offers an adaptive way of partially alleviating the inherent

class-imbalance of segmentation problems. We analyzed the benefits of using small convolu-

tional kernels in 3D CNNs, which allowed us to develop a deeper and thus more discriminative

network, without increasing the required computations and number of trainable parameters.

We discussed the challenges of training deep neural networks and the adopted solutions from

the latest advances in deep learning. Furthermore, we proposed an efficient solution for pro-

cessing large image context by the use of parallel convolutional pathways for multi-scale pro-

https://github.com/deepmedic/
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cessing, alleviating one of the main computational limitations of previous 3D CNNs. Finally,

we presented the first application of a 3D fully connected CRF on medical data, employed as a

post-processing step to refine the network’s output, a method that has also been shown promis-

ing for processing 2D natural images (Chen et al. [2017]). The design of the proposed system

is well suited for processing medical volumes thanks to its generic 3D nature. The capabilities

of DeepMedic and the employed CRF for capturing 3D patterns exceed those of 2D networks

and locally connected random fields, models that have been commonly used in previous work.

At the same time, our system is very efficient at inference time, which allows its adoption in a

variety of research and clinical settings.

We emphasize that although multi-scale processing has been long used in computer vision

models, to the best of our knowledge this work is the first to motivate its use in neural networks

for advancing their efficiency. An architecture seemingly close to ours has been used in com-

bination with weight-sharing between scales, motivated by the goal of learning scale-invariant

representations (Farabet et al. [2013]). This property may be useful in some tasks (a small and

a big car are both cars) but undesirable for others (size of pathology may relate with its type).

The motivation of our work is entirely different and the multi-scale features in our architecture

are decoupled in order to learn optimal representations of context at each resolution. After our

work has been presented, multi-scale architectures based on parallel pathways gained attention

even in standard computer vision tasks on 2D images (Lin et al. [2017a], Poudel et al. [2019]),

as efficient processing became attractive for real-time vision or processing on mobile phones

after practically useful performance has been reached.

The generic nature of our system allows its straightforward application for different lesion

segmentation tasks without major adaptations. To the best of our knowledge, our system

achieved the highest reported accuracy on a cohort of patients with severe TBI. As a comparison,

we improved over the reported performance of the pipeline in Rao et al. [2014]. Important to

note is that the latter work focused only on segmentation of contusions, while our system

has been shown capable of segmenting even small and diffused pathologies. Additionally, our

pipeline achieved state-of-the-art performance on both public benchmarks of brain tumors

(BRATS 2015) and stroke lesions (SISS ISLES 2015). We believe performance can be further
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improved with task- and data-specific adjustments, for instance in the pre-processing, but our

results show the potential of this generically designed segmentation system.

When applying our pipeline to new tasks, a laborious process is the reconfiguration of

the CRF. The model improved our system’s performance with statistical significance in all

investigated tasks, most profoundly when the performance of the underlying classifier degrades,

proving its flexibility and robustness. Finding optimal parameters for each task, however, can be

challenging. This became most obvious on the task of multi-class tumor segmentation. Because

the tumor’s substructures vary significantly in appearance, finding a global set of parameters

that yields improvements on all classes proved difficult. Instead, we applied the CRF in a binary

fashion. This CRF model can be configured with a separate set of parameters for each class.

However the larger parameter space would complicate its configuration further. Recent work

from Zheng et al. [2015] showed that this particular CRF can be casted as a neural network

and its parameters can be learned with regular gradient descent. Training it in an end-to-end

fashion on top of a neural network could alleviate the discussed problems. Its potential could

be explored as part of future work.

The discriminative power of the learned features is indicated by the success of recent CNN-

based systems in matching human performance in domains where it was previously considered

too ambitious (He et al. [2015], Silver et al. [2016]). Analysis of the automatically extracted

information could potentially provide novel insights and facilitate research on pathologies for

which little prior knowledge is currently available. In an attempt to illustrate this, we explore

what patterns have been learned automatically for the lesion segmentation tasks. We visualize

the activations of DeepMedic’s FMs when processing a subject from our TBI database. Many

appearing patterns are difficult to interpret, especially in deeper layers. In Fig. 3.15 we provide

some examples that have an intuitive explanation. One of the most interesting findings is that

the network learns to identify the ventricles, CSF, white and gray matter. This reveals that

differentiation of tissue type is beneficial for lesion segmentation. This is in line with findings

in the literature, where segmentation performance of traditional classifiers was significantly

improved by incorporation of tissue priors (Van Leemput et al. [1999], Zikic et al. [2012]). It

is intuitive that different types of lesions affect different parts of the brain depending on the
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Figure 3.15: (First row) GE scan and DeepMedic’s segmentation. (Second row) FMs of earlier
and (third row) deeper layers of the first convolutional pathway. (Fourth row) Features learnt
in the low-resolution pathway. (Last row) FMs of the two last hidden layers, which combine
multi-resolution features towards the final segmentation.

underlying mechanisms of the pathology. A rigorous analysis of spatial cues extracted by the

network may reveal correlations that are not well defined yet.
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Similarly intriguing is the information extracted in the low-resolution pathway. As they

process greater context, these neurons gain additional localization capabilities. The activations

of certain FMs form fields in the surrounding areas of the brain. These patterns are preserved

in the deepest hidden layers, which indicates they are beneficial for the final segmentation (see

two last rows of Fig. 3.15). We believe these cues provide a spatial bias to the system, for

instance that large TBI contusions tend to occur towards the front and sides of the brain (see

Fig. 3.1c). Furthermore, the interaction of the multi-resolution features can be observed in

FMs of the hidden layer that follows the concatenation of the pathways. The network learns to

weight the output of the two pathways, preserving low resolution in certain parts and show fine

details in others (bottom row of Fig. 3.15, first three FMs). Our assumption is that the low-

resolution pathway provides a rough localization of large pathologies and brain areas that are

challenging to segment, which reserves the rest of the network’s capacity for learning detailed

patterns associated with the detection of smaller lesions, fine structures and ambiguous areas.

The findings of the above exploration lead us to believe that great potential lies into fusing

the discriminative power of the “deep black box” with the knowledge acquired over years of

targeted biomedical research. Clinical knowledge is available for certain pathologies, such as

spatial priors for white matter lesions. Previously engineered models have been proven effective

in tackling fundamental imaging problems, such as brain extraction, tissue segmentation and

bias field correction. We show that a network is capable of automatically extracting some of this

information. It is interesting, however, to investigate structured ways for incorporating such

existing information. In follow-up work that investigated the segmentation of tumors in eyes

of children, we showed such prior knowledge can be valuable (Ciller et al. [2017]). Specifically,

eye tumors tend to appear more further away from the pupil of the eye. We showed that by

providing prior information about how far from the pupil is the area that the CNN is processing,

in the form of a spatial map as an additional input channel, performance of DeepMedic can

be improved. Potential future investigations could explore way to provide such information as

priors into the network’s feature space, which should simplify the optimization problem while

letting a specialist guide the network towards an optimal solution.

Although neural networks seem promising for medical image analysis, making the inference
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process more interpretable is required. This would allow understanding when the network fails,

an important aspect in biomedical applications. Although the output is bounded in the [0, 1]

range and commonly referred to as probability for convenience, it is not a true probability

in a Bayesian sense. Research towards Bayesian networks aims to alleviate this limitation.

An example is the work of Gal and Ghahramani [2016] who show that model confidence can

be estimated via sampling the dropout mask, along with follow-up works on deep Bayesian

networks that give more appropriate confidence estimation.

A general point should be made about the performance drop observed when our system is

applied on test datasets of BRATS and ISLES in comparison to its cross-validated performance

on the training data. In both cases, subsets of the test images were acquired in clinical centers

different from the ones of training datasets. Differences in scanner type and acquisition proto-

cols have significant impact on the appearance of the images. The issue of multi-center data

heterogeneity is considered a major bottleneck for enabling large-scale imaging studies. This

is not specific to our approach, but a general problem in medical image analysis. One possible

way of making the CNN invariant to the data heterogeneity is to learn a generative model

for the data acquisition process, and use this model in the data augmentation step. Another

approach is to encourage the model to learn latent representations that are invariant to factors

specific to the sources where the images came from, rather represent information important for

the segmentation that are shared across data from all sources. This is a direction we explore

in the continuation of this work in Sec. 5.

Memory requirements of neural networks is particularly high during training. The reason is

that in order to compute the gradients of the loss with respect to the weights of a layer during

backpropagation, one needs to have access to the neuron activations of that layer, computed

during the forward pass. The standard implementation is hence to keep all FM activations of

the forward pass until the backward pass is completed and the updates performed. In other

words, the memory required is linearly related to the number of FMs and their dimensions.

To limit the memory required, we designed an architecture that inherently requires low mem-

ory for processing large image context thanks to multi-scale processing. An alternative recent

approach is to store only certain layers at forward pass and drop the rest to reduce memory
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footprint. In the backward pass, the ones not stored are recomputed (Kokkinos [2017]). This

approach directly increases the computation required for training. Similar is the case of the

recently proposed reversible neural networks (Gomez et al. [2017a]), which have the disadvan-

tage of being restricted to represent a specific family of functions. Hence inherently efficient

architectures remain highly desirable.

Our work analyzed the effect of class imbalance in densely trained fully convolutional net-

works and how it relates to size of training samples. A variety of investigations have been

performed after its publication. Popular related approaches are weighted cost functions, such

as the focal loss (Lin et al. [2017b]) which lowers the magnitude of gradients from confidently

predicted samples. The method can be interpreted as a hard-mining cost and hence is still sub-

ject to severe class imbalance. For example, a single hard pixel from a rare class is still given the

same weight as a hard pixel from a over-represented class). Hence advances in sampling tech-

niques are still desirable. Other works seek to directly optimize metrics that are not subject to

class imbalance, unlike cross entropy. A popular choice has become optimizing overlap metrics,

such as intersection-over-union (IoU) or DSC, as they are commonly used for evaluation and

deriving a fuzzy (soft) differentiable version is straightforward (Nowozin [2014]). However ERM

(Sec. 2.1.3) with such cost functions does not lead to a clear probabilistic interpretation of its

effect on learned estimators, unlike MLE with cross entropy. A practical consequence is that

estimators trained with such costs do not have well calibrated probability estimates, as first

discussed in Nowozin [2014], shown in Fig. 4.1. This is a major problem for interpretability and

safe applications of such models, and disallows combining them with uncertainty-based model

components. Regardless, overlap metrics have become popular in medical imaging as they are

less sensitive to class imbalance (Drozdzal et al. [2016], Milletari et al. [2016], Sudre et al.

[2017]). The empirical comparison in Sudre et al. [2017] showed that although overlap-based

metrics are less sensitive to class imbalance, getting the best performance heavily depends on

the combined configuration of multiple network meta-parameters. Particularly, weighted cross

entropy was found capable of high performance even under severe class imbalance provided

appropriate configuration, even though it does not directly optimize the evaluation metric.

Comparison of such costs becomes even more complicated if one considers different sampling
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schemes, which can influence them differently. Cross entropy benefits from appropriate sam-

pling. However weighted sampling induced difference between distribution of training samples

and the real distribution, which makes overlap-based costs no longer optimize the real evalu-

ation metric, hence it can reduce their performance. We have experimented with such costs

(Kamnitsas et al. [2017a]), including within DeepMedic (Li et al. [2019]). However we opted

not to perform another empirical comparative study due to this enormous search space and

avoid conclusions that would likely be dependent on choice of task and network. In practice,

recent works find beneficial to optimize a combination of costs (Taghanaki et al. [2019]).

In order to facilitate further research in this area and to provide a baseline for future eval-

uations, the source code of the entire system was made publicly available. Considerable effort

has been put for designing, extending and continuously maintaining the project so that it en-

ables even non machine-learning experts to apply it on different tasks and data. A more recent

version of DeepMedic is available in the public repository, extended with residual connections

in Kamnitsas et al. [2016] illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The 3D CNN and the efficient 3D CRF

implemetation have been successfully employed by the community on a variety of tasks. Rep-

resentative examples is the study of Perkuhn et al. [2018]. After training DeepMedic on data

from BRATS 2015, they found that its automatic segmentations of brain tumors on a different

database, acquired with multiple scanners and protocols, were qualitatively comparable to those

from expert radiologists and with less variability than between human experts. DeepMedic has

been also employed for segmentation of stroke lesions in large-scale studies (Winzeck et al.

[2019], Wu et al. [2019]), sub-cortical brain structures in MR (Dolz et al. [2018a]), esophagus

segmentation in CT (Fechter et al. [2017]), segmentation of the placenta straight from mo-

tion corrupted fetal MRI (Alansary et al. [2016]) and later from 3D ultrasound (Looney et al.

[2017]), multi-organ segmentation (Brosch and Saalbach [2018], Lavdas et al. [2017]), metas-

tases in brain cancer (Liu et al. [2017]). A system based on DeepMedic for the automatic

segmentation of anatomical structures in head and neck cancer patients has been integrated

within the routine of a Radiation Oncology department for a prospective study that evaluates

its benefits in the treatment planning routine, where it was found automatic segmentation of

accelerated the creation of required delineations from one hour per scan down to 19 minutes per
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scan (Willems et al. [2018]). The public implementation has facilitated multiple other works as

an easy-to-apply baseline and comparisons, as well as backbone for methodological extensions,

such as with dense connectivity (Dolz et al. [2018a,b]), attention mechanism (Qin et al. [2018]),

semi-supervision (Cui et al. [2019]) and more.

Since the first presentation of this work in international challenges (Kamnitsas et al. [2015,

2016]) where it demonstrated the feasibility and potential of deep 3D CNNs for segmentation,

a variety of works investigated how to advance 3D CNNs. A related development is that

encoder-decoder based architectures (Long et al. [2015a], Ronneberger et al. [2015]) have been

extended for application to 3D data. Characteristic examples are the 3D-Unet (Çiçek et al.

[2016]) and its variant with residual connections, such as the Vnet (Milletari et al. [2016]).

Fig. 3.16 illustrates the two architectures and compares their main characteristics. Because

encoder-decoder receive all content in high resolution, feature maps of their initial layers have

large dimensions and hence require a lot of memory. For this reason, they only have few layers

and filters processing high-resolution content. However high-resolution content is important

for segmenting small or intricate structures. Moreover, because of memory requirements, these

models are only be trained using very small batch sizes (commonly 1-2 samples for a 3D Unet on

a GPU with 12GBs of memory). The latter is a major limitation, as a variety of developments

require large batches, such as batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy [2015]) and graph based

regularization (Kamnitsas et al. [2018]). In contrast, feature maps in the proposed method

are of low dimensions and hence require less memory. This is because the greater content

covering the receptive field of neurons in the low-resolution pathway is down-sampled prior to

being given to the network. This enables DeepMedic to have more layers and feature maps for

extracting complex and discriminative features at high resolution. Furthermore, DeepMedic

can be applied with large batches, of size up to 150 samples in a GPU with 12GB memory.

This allows exploration of a variety of research directions to utilize inter-sample relations.

Such a method we explore in Section 6. The downside of the proposed approach is that the

down-sampling kernel has to be specified, in comparison to the encoders of the aforementioned

approaches that can be seen as learning to down-sample. Whether learned or engineered down-

sampling tends to generalize best is still an open question and likely dependent on the nature
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of the data and task.

Figure 3.16: (Top) DeepMedic, the proposed architecture based on parallel pathways for pro-
cessing multi-resolution features. (Bottom) An encoder-decoder based architecture, U-net, with
the configuration of the original 3D variant (Çiçek et al. [2016]). These architectures share var-
ious characteristics. They both process features at predefined number of resolutions (here two
for facilitating comparison), learn to up-sample features and combine them in order to make
predictions. The major difference is how they down-sample. Input to encoder-decoder net-
works is in high-resolution and covers the greater content (blue bounding box) required by
the large receptive field of neurons in lowest levels. Hence feature maps (FM) of layers before
the first down-sampling are large and require a lot of memory. Thus these models can only
have small number of layers and FMs processing high-resolution content (green blocks) and are
limited to very small training batches (commonly 1-2 samples for a 3D U-net on GPU with 12
GBs of memory). In contrast, in our method, the greater content (blue box) is down-sampled
prior to any processing by the network. The high-resolution input covers only the receptive
field of neurons in the high-resolution pathway, closer to the area that will be segmented (green
box), where details matter. Surrounding context is captured in lower resolution. This is similar
to the foveal and peripheral vision of the human visual system. As a result, FMs of DeepMedic
have low dimensions and require low memory. This enables DeepMedic to have multiple layers
and FMs even for processing high resolution content, which is important for precise segmenta-
tion. Furthermore, DeepMedic can be trained with much larger batches (up to 150 samples in
a GPU with 12 GB memory). On the other hand, the down-sampling method for DeepMedic
needs to be pre-defined, while encoder-decoder networks learn filters for down-sampling in a
data-driven manner. Third dimension of input and FMs not shown for simplicity.

A variety of works from different scientific groups have performed comparisons between
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architectures in different tasks and settings, including evaluating DeepMedic side by side with

the encoder-decoder based architectures mentioned above. Dolz et al. [2018b] found DeepMedic

to outperform a 3D-Unet and residual 3D-FCN in brain segmentation as implemented in DLTK

(Pawlowski et al. [2017]), while Nie et al. [2018] found DeepMedic to segment white matter and

CSF better than 3D-Unet in brain MR of infants. For brain tumor segmentation, Xue et al.

[2018] found DeepMedic to outperform a Unet, while the same was found for a DeepMedic-

like architecture in Casamitjana et al. [2016]. Li et al. [2017b] found that DeepMedic with

0.68 million parameters outperforms a much larger Vnet with 62.63 million parameters, and

approaches performance of a 3D-Unet with 19.08 million parameters. DeepMedic was also

found as the strongest baseline in terms of DSC metric in the public CHAOS segmentation

challenge for the task of Liver segmentation, outperforming a V-net (Milletari et al. [2016]) and

densely-connected (Huang et al. [2017]) variant of the Vnet (Gibson et al. [2018a]) implemented

in NiftyNet (Gibson et al. [2018b]), when all models where run by the organizers 5.

Learning to upsample with a decoder increases model complexity and computational require-

ments. An alternative approach for processing multi-scale context has been the introduction

of dilated convolutions (Chen et al. [2017], Yu and Koltun [2016]), also known as atrous con-

volutions. By dilating a convolutional kernel, activations are influenced by a larger receptive

field, without ever downsampling the feature maps. Architectures based on these components

have also been investigated for medical image segmentation (Li et al. [2017b]). However these

architectures suffer from large memory requirements as feature maps are never downsampled.

Moreover, comparisons performed in Qin et al. [2018] on the tasks of multi-organ segmentation

in CT and brain tumor segmentation in MRI found that DeepMedic significantly outperformed

a residual network with dilated convolutions (“basic” model in cited work) when the two were

configured to have similar size, receptive field and training settings.

Performance of neural networks is very sensitive to correct configuration of their meta-

parameters and the training routine. Even implementation details can alter performance greatly

6. Furthermore, different architectures have varying advantages and disadvantages. Hence the

5Leaderboard of CHAOS challenge (last accessed 17/08/2019): https://chaos.grand-challenge.org/

CHAOS_Online_Leaderboard/
6It has been reported that even using different backend libraries can change results.

https://chaos.grand-challenge.org/CHAOS_Online_Leaderboard/
https://chaos.grand-challenge.org/CHAOS_Online_Leaderboard/
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above should not be interpreted as an argument that DeepMedic is the best model ever con-

structed, but rather as supportive arguments that multi-scale processing with parallel pathways

is a solid approach with its own advantages, well suited for processing 3D data. Often the best

performance is obtained by the model where most effort has been spent for its configuration,

while different architectures may have an advantage on specific tasks or datasets. In the next

section we present an approach towards more robust DNN-based systems and avoiding bias in

the behaviour introduced by the configuration and choice of architecture.



Chapter 4

Ensembles of Multiple Models and

Architectures for Robust Brain

Tumour Segmentation

This chapter is based on: K. Kamnitsas, W. Bai, E. Ferrante, S. McDonagh, M. Sinclair, N.

Pawlowski, M. Rajchl, M. Lee, B. Kainz, D. Rueckert, and B. Glocker. Ensembles of mul-

tiple models and architectures for robust brain tumour segmentation. Brainlesion:

Glioma, Multiple Sclerosis, Stroke and Traumatic Brain Injuries, pages 450–462, Springer,

2017. [Kamnitsas et al., 2017a]

The investigation discussed in Ch. 3 shows that deep neural networks are capable of very

promising results when configured and trained appropriately for a task and dataset. Several

issues can be identified, however, which limit networks from delivering high performance in prac-

tical, real-world settings. Their performance and behaviour is very sensitive to meta-parameter

configuration, which is task and data dependent. Thus a well-calibrated model for one specific

study may not generalize beyond it. This chapter explores an approach to ensembling, which

improves robustness by mitigating pitfalls of model selection. The complimentary problem of

learning robust representations will be explored later in Ch. 5 and 6.
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Overview

Deep learning approaches such as convolutional neural nets have consistently outperformed pre-

vious methods on challenging tasks such as dense, semantic segmentation. However, the various

proposed networks perform differently, with behaviour largely influenced by architectural choices

and training settings. This paper explores Ensembles of Multiple Models and Architectures

(EMMA) for robust performance through aggregation of predictions from a wide range of meth-

ods. The approach reduces the influence of the meta-parameters of individual models and the

risk of overfitting the configuration to a particular database. EMMA can be seen as a generic

framework that can be followed when developing machine learning models in order to reduce

bias induced by engineering choices. The approach is employed on the task of brain tumor seg-

mentation, not only due to the high clinical importance of the task, but also because the public

benchmark of BRATS 2017 is an excellent benchmark for generalization capabilities of machine

learning models due to its heterogeneous dataset. Our system yielded excellent performance,

winning the first position in the BRATS 2017 competition among 50+ participating teams.

4.1 Introduction

Brain tumours are among the most fatal types of cancer (DeAngelis [2001]). Out of tumours

that originally develop in the brain, gliomas are the most frequent (Bauer et al. [2013]). They

arise from glioma cells and, depending on their aggressiveness, they are broadly categorized

into high and low grade gliomas (Louis and et al. [2016]). High grade gliomas (HGG) develop

rapidly and aggressively, forming abnormal vessels and often a necrotic core, accompanied

by surrounding oedema and swelling (Bauer et al. [2013]). They are malignant, with high

mortality and average survival rate of less than two years even after treatment (Louis and et al.

[2016]). Low grade gliomas (LGG) can be benign or malignant, grow slower, but they may

recur and evolve to HGG, thus their treatment is warranted. For treatment, patients undergo

radiotherapy, chemotherapy and surgery (DeAngelis [2001]).

Firstly for diagnosis and monitoring the tumour’s progression, then for treatment planning
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and afterwards for assessing the effect of treatment, various neuro-imaging protocols are em-

ployed. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is widely used in both clinical routine and research

studies. It facilitates tumour analysis by allowing estimation of extent, location and investi-

gation of its subcomponents (Bauer et al. [2013]). This however requires accurate delineation

of the tumour, which proves challenging due to its complex structure and appearance, the 3D

nature of the MR images and the multiple MR sequences that need to be consulted in parallel

for informed judgement. These factors make manual delineation time-consuming and subject

to inter- and intra-rater variability (Menze et al. [2015]).

Automatic segmentation systems aim at providing an objective and scalable solution. Rep-

resentative early works are the atlas-based outlier detection method (Prastawa et al. [2004])

and the joint segmentation-registration framework, often guided by a tumour growth model

(Bakas et al. [2015], Gooya et al. [2011], Parisot et al. [2012b]). The past few years saw rapid

developments of machine learning methods, with Random Forests being among the most suc-

cessful (Le Folgoc et al. [2016], Zikic et al. [2012]). More recently, convolutional neural networks

(CNN) have gained popularity by exhibiting very promising results for segmentation of brain

tumours (Kamnitsas et al. [2017c], Pereira et al. [2016], Urban et al. [2014]).

A variety of CNN architectures have been proposed, each presenting different strengths and

weaknesses. Additionally, networks have a vast number of meta parameters. The multiple con-

figuration choices for a system influence not only performance but also its behaviour (Fig. 4.1).

For instance, different models may perform better with different types of pre-processing. Con-

sequently, when investigating their behaviour on a given task, findings can be biased. Finally,

a configuration highly optimized on a given database may be an over-fit, and not generalise to

other data or tasks.

In this work we push towards constructing a more reliable and objective deep learning

model. We bring together a variety of CNN architectures, configured and trained in diverse

ways in order to introduce high variance between them. By combining them, we construct an

Ensemble of Multiple Models and Architectures (EMMA), with the aim of averaging away the

variance and with it model- and configuration-specific behaviours. Our approach: (1) leads
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Figure 4.1: Left to right: FLAIR; manual annotation of a BRATS’17 subject, where yellow
depicts oedema surrounding tumour core; confidence of a CNN predicting oedema, trained
with cross-entropy or IoU loss. Although overall performance is similar, training with IoU (or
Dice, not shown) loss alters the CNN’s behaviour, which tends to output only highly confident
predictions, even when false.

to a system robust to unpredictable failures of independent components, (2) enables objective

analysis with a deep learning model of more general behaviour than the individual models that

are biased by engineering choices, (3) derives an alternative formulation of ensembling that

exposes the benefits of ensembling diverse set of models to marginalize away model-specific

biases and obtain a more objective behaviour. This is in contrast to common ensembles, where

a single model is trained with small variations such as initial seeds, which renders the ensemble

biased by the main architectural choices. As a first milestone in this endeavour, we evaluated

EMMA in the Brain Tumour Segmentation (BRATS) challenge 2017. Our method won the first

position in the final testing stage among 50+ competing teams. This indicates the reliability

of the approach and paves the way for its use in further analysis.

4.2 Background: Model Bias, Variance and Ensembling

Feedforward neural networks have been shown that in theory they are capable of approximating

any function with arbitrary precision (Hornik et al. [1989]). This theoretical attribute, that

unregularized neural networks under optimal optimization are capable of approximating a func-

tion without a systematic error, constitutes them models with zero bias. However they are not

a panacea. In practical settings, if left unregularized they can overfit noise in the training data,

which leads to mistakes when they are called to generalise. Coupled with the stochasticity of
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the optimization process and the multiple local minima, this leads to unpredictable inconsistent

errors between different instances of the same model (e.g. trained from different initialization).

This constitutes models with high variance. Regularization reduces the variance but increases

the bias, as expressed in the bias/variance dilemma (Geman et al. [2008]). Regularization can

be explicit, such as weight decay that prevents networks from learning rare noisy patterns, or

implicit, such as the local connectivity of CNN kernels, which however does not allow the model

to learn patterns larger than the its receptive field. Architectural and configuration choices thus

introduce bias, altering the behaviour of a network.

One route to address the bias/variance dilemma is ensembling. By combining multiple

models, ensembling seeks to create a higher performing model with low variance. Many methods

have been explored to combine predictions of multiple models in order to obtain better final

prediction. These methods which differ in upper bounds of performance and robustness to

failures of individual models. Common rules such as choosing the maximum or the median

class posterior, as well as the product and the average rule have been compared by Kittler et al.

[1998]. Many more sophisticated approaches exist, such as STAPLE (Warfield et al. [2004])

that performs expectation-maximization over the multiple predictions. In practice, perhaps the

most popular combination rule is averaging, which tends to provide both high performance and

is relatively tolerant to inconsistent errors of the singletons (Tax et al. [2000]). This method

is most commonly implemented by ensembling different instances of a network, trained with

different initial weights or from multiple final local minima. Then their predictions are averaged,

where the majority can correct irregular errors. Intuitively, only inconsistent errors can be

averaged out. Lack of consistent failures can be interpreted as statistical independency. Thus

methods for de-correlating the instances have been developed. The most popular is bagging

(Breiman [1996]), commonly used for random forests. It uses bootstrap sampling to learn less

correlated instances from different subsets of the data.

The above works often discuss ensembling as a means of increasing performance. Sharkey

and Sharkey [1997] approached high variance from the scope of unreliability. They discussed

ensembling as a type of N-version programming, which advocates reliability through redun-

dancy. When producing N-versions of a program, versions may fail independently but through
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Figure 4.2: Our ensemble of diverse networks, EMMA (red), averages out the bias infused by
individual model configurations m, to approximate more reliably the true posterior (black),
while being robust to suboptimal configurations. Posteriors on the left were obtained from
multiple perceptrons, trained to classify clusters centred on 10 and -10 as a toy example, with
different losses, regularizations and noise in the training labels. Their ensemble provides reliable
estimates.

majority voting they behave as a reliable system. They formalize intuitive requirements for

reliability: a) the target function to be covered by the ensemble and b) the majority to be

correct. This in turn advocates diversity, independence and overall quality of the components.

Biomedical applications are reliability-critical and high variance would deter the use of

neural networks. For this reason we set off to investigate robustness of diverse ensembles.

Diverting from the above works, we introduce another perspective of ensembling: creating an

objective, configuration-invariant model to facilitate objective analysis.

4.3 Ensembles of Multiple Models and Architectures

A variety of CNN architectures has shown promising results in recent literature. Regarding the

architectures, they commonly differ in depth, number of filters and how they process multi-

scale context among others. Such architectural choices bias the model behaviour. For instance,

models with large receptive fields may show improved localisation capabilities but can be less

sensitive to fine texture than models emphasizing local information. Strategies to handle class

imbalance is another performance relevant parameter. Common strategies are training with
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class-weighted sampling or class-weighted cross entropy. As analysed in Kamnitsas et al. [2017c],

these methods strongly influence the sensitivity of the model to each class. Furthermore, the

choice of the loss function impacts results. For example, we observed that networks trained

to optimize Intersection over Union (IoU), Dice or similar losses tend to give worse confidence

estimations than when trained with cross entropy (Fig. 4.1), something originally raised in

Nowozin [2014]. Finally, the setting of hyper-parameters for the optimization can strongly

affect performance. It is often observed by practitioners that the choice of the optimizer and

its configuration, for instance the learning rate schedule, can make the difference between bad

and good segmentation.

The sensitivity to such meta-parameters is a greater problem than merely a time-consuming

manual optimization of configurations:

• A configuration setting optimized on one set of training data may be over-fitting them

and not perform well on unseen data or another task. This can be viewed as another

source of high model variance (Sec. 4.2).

• By biasing the behaviour of the model, it also biases the findings of any analysis performed

with it.

We now formalize the problem and our perspective of ensembling as a solution in what

follows. We define x an observed stochastic variable (for example an image). We also define y a

latent categorical variable that represents the class of a sample, and P (y|x) the real conditional

posterior probability of the class y given x. We would like to learn values θµ of the parameters

θ of a model P (y|x;θ,µ) such that it approximates well the real posterior, P (y|x;θµ,µ) ≈

P (y|x). Here, µ represents chosen values for all hyper-parameters of the model and its training

scheme (including architecture, seeds of random number generators, etc). Assume a given

training database Dtr =
{

(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(l), y(l))
}

. The optimal value of parameters θµ is

obtained by minimizing a cost function J :

θµ = arg min
θ

J(P (y|x;θ,µ),Dtr) (4.1)
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For a given training dataset Dtr, via the above, the choice of µ defines fully the learned

parameters θµ and hence the resulting estimator P (y|x;θµ,µ). To emphasize this, hereafter

we represent P (y|x;θµ,µ) as Pθ(y|x;µ). We can obtain a new perspective on the influence of

the choice of hyper-parameters on the model if we instead define a stochastic variable m over

the space of meta-parameter configurations M, with a corresponding prior P (m). Under this

definition, the variable m conditions the model Pθ(y|x,m). We would obtain a model unbiased

by the value of hyper-parameters if we could marginalize out variable m:

Pθ(y|x) = E
m

[Pθ(y|x,m)] =

∫
M
Pθ(y|x,m)P (m)dm (4.2)

Because spaceM covers all possible hyper-parameter configurations, if the prior P (m) has

support over an arbitrary sub-space ofM, it is expected that the above model will not be useful

(neural networks commonly don’t work well with random configuration). On the other hand,

the common setting where a single value µ for the hyper-parameters is chosen during model

development can be viewed as the case where a Dirac prior is used, P (m) = δ(µ). Then Eq. 4.2

results in the single model Pθ(y|x,µ) biased by µ. Finally, we could obtain a model P ′θ(y|x) that

is unbiased by m and has high performance, approximating the true distribution with precision

lower bounded by error ε, if we could restrict the prior P (m) to have uniform support over and

only over the sub-space ofM′ = {m ∈M : E(x,y) [|Pθ(y|x,m)− P (y|x)|] < ε} (any other error

metric can be used). Determining exactly this subspace is impossible in practice as P (y|x) for all

values of (x, y) is unknown. Instead, an empirical approximation can be obtained by creating

a set M of values m for which the models Pθ(y|x; m) have high performance on a labelled

validation dataset Dv. For this we require M = {m : E(x,y)∼Dv [|Pθ(y|x,m)− P (y|x)|] <

ε, and m
uniform∼ M}. According to this, if dataset Dv reflects well the real data distribution

P (x, y), then every m in M is also inM′. Additionally, if the values of m that are evaluated to

construct M are sampled uniformly fromM, they also cover uniformlyM′ and will follow the

uniform distribution P (m) =


1
|M | , if m ∈M′

0 elsewhere

. We can then obtain an empirical estimation

of Eq. 4.2 as:
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P ′θ(y|x) = E
m∼M′

[Pθ(y|x,m)] ≈
∑
∀m∈M

Pθ(y|x,m)
1

|M |
= PEMMA(y|x) (4.3)

The larger the size |M | of the set, the better the estimation but more expensive to create

(training and validation of models). Note we have arrived at the standard ensembling of

|M | models with averaging via the route of marginalizing out the effect of m. The above

formulation shows that if we can build an ensemble M of diverse and uncorrelated models

(uniformly sampled m), we can obtain a model P ′θ(y|x) that has behaviour less biased by m.

We emphasize that this approach relaxes the strong Dirac prior P (m) = δ(µ) used in the case

where a single model is employed, with the (ideally) uniform prior over M′. Furthermore,

as long as performance of the M is lower bounded, so is the performance of the ensemble.

Additionally, we expect better generalization thanks to the marginalization over a subspace of

M. This is because marginalization mitigates the problem of the (manual) optimization process

of m falling into minima where Pθ(y|x,m) overfits the data used for choosing it (Fig. 4.2).

In practice, sufficiently extensive uniform sampling of m ∼ M as required in the above

methodology is impractical to perform while also obtaining high performing models for M

(space M is too large, while training and validation too expensive). Hence a truly unbiased

model is difficult to obtain. In practice, we need to restrict the space from which we sample m

in order to obtain high quality models. We do this by using prior knowledge to estimate the

space M′ of high quality models. We also need to cover M′ with a relatively small number

of models |M |, thus diversity is key. These two requirements align with those for ensembling

mentioned in Sec. 4.2. In this work, we resort to creating M out of a diverse set of contemporary

architectures, trained with varying hyper-parameter settings. In the remainder of this section

we describe the main properties of the models we used to construct the collection M of EMMA1.
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Figure 4.3: We used two DeepMedics (Kamnitsas et al. [2017c]) in our experiments. The smaller
of the two is depicted, where the number of feature maps and their dimension at every layer
are depicted in the format (Number×Size). The second model used in the ensemble is wider,
with double the number of feature maps at every layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D,
even though not depicted for simplicity.

4.3.1 DeepMedic

Model description: We include two DeepMedics in EMMA. The main architecture, originally

presented in Kamnitsas et al. [2015, 2017c], is a fully 3D, multi-scale CNN, designed with a focus

on efficient processing of 3D images. For this it employs parallel pathways, with the secondary

taking as input down-sampled context, thus avoiding to convolve large volumes at full resolution

to remain computationally cheap. Although originally developed for segmenting brain lesions,

it was found promising on diverse tasks, such as segmentation of placenta (Alansary et al.

[2016]), making it a good component for a robust ensemble. The first of the two models we

used is the residual version previously employed in BRATS 2016 (Kamnitsas et al. [2016]),

depicted in Fig. 4.3. The second is a wider variant, with double the number of filters at each

layer.

Configuration: The models are trained by extracting multi-scale image segments with a 50%

probability centred on healthy tissue and 50% probability on tumour as proposed in Kamnitsas

et al. [2017c]. The wider variant is trained on larger inputs, of width 34 and 22 for the two

scales respectively. Both are trained with cross-entropy loss. All other meta-parameters were

adopted from the original configuration.

1Implementation and configuration details considered less important for this work were omitted to avoid
cluttering the manuscript.
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4.3.2 FCN

Model description: We integrate three 3D FCNs (Long et al. [2015a]) in EMMA. A schematic

of the first architecture is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The second FCN is constructed larger, replacing

each convolutional layer with a residual block with two convolutions. The third is also residual-

based, but with one less down-sampling step. All layers use batch normalisation, ReLUs and

zero-padding.

Training details: We draw training patches of width 64 for the first and 80 voxels for the

residual-based FCNs, with an equal probability from each label. They were trained using

Adam. The first was trained to optimize the IoU loss (Nowozin [2014]) while the Dice was used

similarly for the other two. The trained models are then applied fully convolutionally on whole

volumes for inference.

Figure 4.4: Schematic of one of the FCN architecture used in EMMA. Shown are number of
feature maps per layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D, even though not depicted for
simplicity.

4.3.3 U-Net

Model description: We employ two 3D versions of the U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al.

[2015]) in our ensemble. The main elements of the first architecture are depicted in Fig. 4.5. In

this version we follow the strategy suggested in Guerrero et al. [2018] to reduce model complex-

ity, where skip connections are implemented via summations of the signals in the up-sampling
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of an adapted Unet used in our experiments. Depicted are number of
feature maps per layer. All kernels and feature maps are 3D, even though not depicted for
simplicity.

part of the network, instead of the concatenation originally used. The second architecture is

similar but concatenates the skip connections and uses strided convolutions instead of max

pooling. All layers use batch normalisation, ReLUs and zero-padding.

Training Details: The U-Nets were trained with input patches of size 64×64×64. The patches

were sampled only from within the brain, with equal probability being centred around a voxel

from each of the four labels. They were trained minimizing cross entropy via AdaDelta

and Adam respectively, with different optimization, regularization and augmentation meta-

parameters. The trained models are then applied fully convolutionally on whole volumes for

inference.

4.3.4 Ensembling

The above models are all trained completely separately. At testing time, each model segments

individually an unseen image and outputs its class-confidence maps. The models are then

ensembled into EMMA, according to eq. 4.1. For this, the ensemble’s confidence maps for each

class are created by calculating for each voxel the average class confidence of the individual

models. The final segmentation is made by assigning to each voxel the class with the highest

confidence.
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4.3.5 Implementation Details

The original implementation of DeepMedic was used for the corresponding two models, available

on https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/. The FCNs were implemented

using DLTK, a deep learning library with a focus on medical imaging applications that allowed

quick implementation and experimentation (https://github.com/DLTK/DLTK). Finally, an

adaptation of the Unet is available on https://gitlab.com/eferrante. There was no strong

focus on calibrating the models that were ensembled into EMMA, other than the requirement

that they should be converging well (empirically observed) and have a Dice-Sorensen Coefficient

for the whole tumor greater than 87% on a held-out subset of the training database (as the

practical requirement similar to the role of ε in Sec. 4.3).

4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 Material

Our system was evaluated on the data from the Brain Tumour Segmentation Challenge 2017

(BRATS) (Bakas et al. [2017a,b,c], Menze et al. [2015]). The training set consists of 210 cases

with high grade glioma (HGG) and 75 cases with low grade glioma (LGG), for which manual

segmentations are provided. The segmentations include the following tumour tissue labels: 1)

necrotic core and non enhancing tumour, 2) oedema, 4) enhancing core. Label 3 is not used.

The validation set consists of 46 cases, both HGG and LGG but the grade is not revealed.

Reference segmentations for the validation set are hidden and evaluation is carried out via an

online system that allows multiple submissions. In the testing phase of the competition, a test

set of 146 cases is provided to the teams, and the teams have a 48 hours window for a single

submission to the system. For evaluation, the 3 predicted labels are merged into different sets

of whole tumour (all labels), the core (labels 1,4) and the enhancing tumour (label 4). For each

subject, four MRI sequences are available, FLAIR, T1, T1 contrast enhanced (T1ce) and T2.

The datasets are pre-processed by the organisers and provided as skull-stripped, registered to

https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/
https://github.com/DLTK/DLTK
https://gitlab.com/eferrante
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Figure 4.6: Results are affected by normalization. To make a system robust to this factor, we
introduce in EMMA models trained on differently normalized data.

a common space and resampled to isotropic 1mm3 resolution. Dimensions of each volume are

240× 240× 155.

4.4.2 Ensembling Multiple Pre-Processing Methods

We experimented with three different versions of intensity normalisation as pre-processing: 1)

Z-score normalisation of each modality of each case individually, subtracting the mean and

dividing by standard deviation of the brain intensities. 2) Bias field correction followed by

(1). 3) Bias field correction, followed by piece-wise linear normalisation (Nyúl et al. [2000]),

followed by (1). Preliminary comparisons were inconclusive. We instead chose to average

away the normalisation’s effect with EMMA. For each of the seven networks in Sec. 4.3, three

instances were trained, each on data processed with different normalisation. They were applied

to correspondingly processed images for inference and all results were averaged in EMMA

(Fig. 4.6).
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4.4.3 Post-Processing

The segmentations from EMMA were finally post-processed by removing secondary connected-

components smaller than 250 voxels.

4.4.4 Results

We provide the results that EMMA achieved on the validation and testing set of the BRATS’17

challenge2 on Table 4.1. Our system won 1-st place in the competition by achieving the overall

best performance in the testing phase, based on Dice score (DSC) and Haussdorf distance.

Results of the competition are summarised in Bakas et al. [2018].

Table 4.1 shows published metrics achieved by the teams that ranked in the next two posi-

tions at the testing stage, UCL-TIG (Wang et al. [2017]) and MIC DKFZ (Isensee et al. [2017]).

It is useful to compare how the performance of the methods alters between the validation and

testing stage. The performance of all methods degrades. Cause of the performance drop on the

testing set is likely the fact that the test set contains more data than the validation set from ac-

quisition centers that did not provide scans for the training set. We observe that EMMA shows

the overall least degradation when applied on the testing set. This indicates the robustness of

the method. In comparison, competing methods were very good fits for the validation set, but

did not manage to retain the same levels on the testing set. This emphasizes the importance

of research towards robust and reliable systems.

4.4.5 Investigating the Effect of Ensembling

In preliminary experiments, we split the labelled training data in two equal halves. We trained

six different models on one half and evaluated their performance on the other half. The data

were normalized just with z-score normalization for these experiments. The configuration of

the models in these preliminary experiments differs from those used in the version of EMMA

2Leaderboard: https://www.cbica.upenn.edu/BraTS17/lboardValidation.html

https://www.cbica.upenn.edu/BraTS17/lboardValidation.html
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DSC Sensitivity Hausdorff 95

Enh. Whole Core Enh. Whole Core Enh. Whole Core #submits

Validation
EMMA 73.8 90.1 79.7 78.3 89.5 76.2 4.50 4.23 6.56 2
UCL-TIG 78.6 90.5 83.8 77.1 91.5 82.2 3.28 3.89 6.48 21
MIC DKFZ 73.2 89.6 79.7 79.0 89.6 78.1 4.55 6.97 9.48 2
Testing
EMMA 72.9 88.6 78.5 - - - 36.0 5.01 23.1 1
UCL-TIG 78.3 87.4 77.5 - - - 15.9 6.55 27.1 1
MIC DKFZ 64.7 85.8 77.5 - - - - - - 1

Table 4.1: Performance of EMMA on the validation and test sets of BRATS 2017 (submission
id biomedia1). Our system achieved the top segmentation performance in the testing stage of
the competition. For comparison we show the performance on validation set of the teams that
ranked in the next two position.

submitted in the test stage (Sec.4.3). Regardless, these preliminary models include different

architectures with varying widths and depths, trained with different losses, sampling schemes

and other implementation details, thus can be used to investigate effect of ensembling them. We

present their performance in Table 4.2. We observe that certain models are better for certain

classes in terms of DSC, while others have higher sensitivity to certain classes. Some models

have significantly lower DSC and sensitivity to some classes. No effort was put to optimize

any of the models for the data and task, hence these results are not appropriate for model

comparisons. Instead, they are provided to facilitate investigating the behaviour of ensembling

them.

We construct ensembles by fusing the results of different models. Bottom half of Table 4.3

shows the effect of the ensembling. We start by ensembling models M1 and M2 in EMMA2.

Then we gradually add more models. Particular point of interest is how performance of EMMA

changes for a metric when a model with low performance on that metric is fused. We notice that

the ensemble is relatively robust to addition of suboptimal models. An example is that when

M5 is added, which has 10% lower sensitivity than the optimal for the enhancing-tumor class,

sensitivity of EMMA5 drops only by 0.4 % for this class in comparison to EMMA4. Naively

ensembling all models regardless their performance in EMMA6 leads to DSC scores very close

to optimal ones achieved across all combinations, showing the robustness of diverse ensembles.
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DSC Sensitivity

Enh. Whole Core Enh. Whole Core

Validation
M1. DM1 76.8 89.7 79.0 80.6 89.8 80.1
M2. 3D-Unet1 75.8 89.6 79.8 81.6 90.3 81.1
M3. DM2 76.5 88.7 78.8 80.6 91.7 80.2
M4. 3D-Unet2 74.1 87.2 78.8 78.2 88.0 81.2
M5. 3D-FCN1 74.1 88.8 79.5 71.0 88.7 78.7
M6. 3D-FCN2 76.0 87.6 78.3 76.0 90.2 76.0

EMMA2 77.4 89.9 80.3 82.0 90.2 80.5
EMMA3 77.8 90.0 80.2 82.0 90.8 80.7
EMMA4 77.2 89.6 80.3 81.0 89.9 81.0
EMMA5 77.4 89.7 80.5 80.6 89.2 80.4
EMMA6 77.6 89.8 80.4 79.8 89.6 79.5

Table 4.2: DSC (%) and sensitivity of six different models, evaluated with cross-validation
on the training data of BRATS 2017 during preliminary experiments. Strong points of differ-
ent models vary. Some present higher DSC, others higher sensitivity. Some models present
much lower sensitivity to some classes (5-10%). Entries in bottom half show performance of
an ensemble when different number of models are ensembled. EMMA2 fuses models (M1,M2),
EMMA3 fuses (M1,M2,M3) etc. Ensembling is robust to failures of individual models. Ensem-
ble of all models, EMMA6, achieves close to optimal DSC scores. This version of EMMA was
preliminary and no significant effort was put to optimize individual models, hence this is not
intended for model comparison but investigating robustness of EMMA. We here ommit from
computation of average performance for enhancing tumor any cases that do not have this class
in ground truth, while the official BRATS evaluation assigns 0 score if prediction includes even
a single pixel for the class or perfect score otherwise. We believe this largely contributes to the
difference in scores for enhancing class in comparison to the validation database (Table 4.1).

4.5 Conclusion

Neural networks have been proven very potent, yet imperfect estimators, often making unpre-

dictable errors. Biomedical applications are reliability-critical however. For this reason we here

concentrated on improving robustness. Towards this goal we introduced EMMA, an ensemble

of widely varying CNNs. By combining a heterogeneous collection of networks we construct a

model that is insensitive to independent failures of CNN components and thus generalises well

(Fig. 4.7). We also introduced the new perspective of ensembling for objectiveness. Biased

behaviour, introduced by configuration choices, is marginalised out via ensembling, making

EMMA a model more fit for objective analysis. Even though the individual networks in this

work have straight-forward architectures and were not optimized for the task, EMMA won first

place in the final testing stage of the BRATS 2017 challenge among 50+ teams, indicating

strong generalisation.
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Figure 4.7: FLAIR, T1ce and manual annotation of a case in the training set, along with
automatic segmentation from preliminary version of EMMA consisting of six models. Green
arrows point inconsistent mistakes by the individual models that are corrected by ensembling,
while red arrows show consistent mistakes.

By being robust to suboptimal configurations of its components, EMMA may offer re-

usability on different tasks, which we aim to explore in the future. EMMA may also prove useful

for unbiased investigation of factors such as sensitivity of CNNs to different sources of domain

shift that affect large-scale studies (Kamnitsas et al. [2017b]). Finally, EMMA’s uncertainty

could serve as a more objective measure of what type of tumours are most challenging to

learn. In parallel to this work, it was demonstrated that ensembles of a single type of network

give better calibrated uncertainty estimates than alternative methods, such as those based on

dropout (Lakshminarayanan et al. [2017]). We intend to explore the quality of uncertainty

estimates from EMMA and the effect that model heterogeneity plays in obtaining appropriate

estimates of uncertainty in future work.

Computational requirements of ensembles increase with the number of models that are

included in the ensemble. Each model is trained independently. Hence for training, the only

consideration is that multiple training sessions are needed. Practically, the important property

from the user’s end is inference time. Conveniently, EMMA’s models can be straightforwardly

parallelised. If multiple GPUs are not available, parallelisation on CPUs is also practical for
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inference. As an indication, segmentation of a brain scan with DeepMedic on the CPU of a

standard desktop takes five minutes. Thus parallelising EMMA’s components on different CPUs

allows practical inference times for various applications on modern workstations and clusters.

Where computational and storage requirements need to be minimal, knowledge distillation

offers an attractive solution (Bucilua et al. [2006]).

Evaluation showed that all top competing methods suffered from performance degradation

when applied to the test set. Eventhough EMMA was found more robust than other methods,

its performance still degraded. Likely cause of this may be the fact that the test set contains

much data that comes from different acquisition centers than those that provide scans for the

training set. The different scanners and protocols lead to images of slightly different quality,

which creates generalization problems due to change of data distribution between training and

test (Sec. 2.1.5). Same behaviour was observed in experiments previously described in Sec. 4.4.

This motivated our investigation on domain adaptation for improving robustness of neural

networks to domain shift, presented in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation in

Brain Lesion Segmentation with

Adversarial Networks

This chapter is based on: K. Kamnitsas, C. Baumgartner, C. Ledig, V. Newcombe, J. Simp-

son, A. Kane, D. Menon, A. Nori, A. Criminisi, D. Rueckert, and B. Glocker. Unsupervised

domain adaptation in brain lesion segmentation with adversarial networks. In-

formation Processing in Medical Imaging, pages 597–609, Springer, 2017. [Kamnitsas et al.,

2017b]

Performance of neural networks trained with ERM degrades significantly when they are ap-

plied to unseen data that present different patterns than the data used for training (Sec. 2.1.5).

This has been shown empirically and discussed in Sec. 3.5 and 4.5. Chapter 4 presented an

approach for alleviating the problem of overfitting the model selection to particular data, in-

creasing robustness of the system on unseen data. This chapter focuses in the complementary

problem of learning a more robust representation during training. We here explore an ap-

proach for utilizing unlabelled data along with standard supervised training for segmentation.

The extra data allow capturing better the heterogeneity in the real data distribution and learn

features that are invariant to patterns specific to the limited labelled training data.

164
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Overview

Significant advances have been made towards building accurate automatic segmentation systems

for a variety of biomedical applications using machine learning. However, the performance of

these systems often degrades when they are applied on new data that differ from the training

data, for example, due to variations in imaging protocols. Manually annotating new data for

each test domain is not a feasible solution. In this work we investigate unsupervised domain

adaptation using adversarial neural networks to train a segmentation method which is more

robust to differences in the input data, and which does not require any annotations on the test

domain. Specifically, we derive domain-invariant features by learning to counter an adversarial

network, which attempts to classify the domain of the input data by observing the activations

of the segmentation network. Furthermore, motivated by findings from our empirical analysis,

we propose a multi-connected domain discriminator, an architecture for adversarial networks

specific for domain adaptation. Our system is evaluated using two MR databases of subjects

with traumatic brain injuries, acquired using different scanners and imaging protocols. Using

our unsupervised approach, we obtain segmentation performance that is close to the upper bound

of supervised domain adaptation.

5.1 Introduction

Great advancements have been achieved in machine learning, particularly with supervised learn-

ing algorithms, reaching human-level performance on applications that a few years ago would

be considered extremely challenging. However, as discussed in Sec. 2.1.5, a common assumption

in machine learning is that training and test data are drawn from the same probability distribu-

tion (Valiant [1984]). Methods are trained on data from a source domain DS = {XS, P (XS)},

where XS is a feature space, XS = {xS1, ..., xSn} , xSi ∈ XS the data and P (XS) the marginal

distribution that their features follow. In an image segmentation problem, for example, XS

could be samples (voxels or patches) from multi-spectral MR scans, XS is the feature space

defined by the available MR sequences and P (XS) is the distribution of intensities in the se-
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quences. In the developing stage of a supervised algorithm, given corresponding ground truth

labels YS = {yS1, ..., ySn} , ySi ∈ YS, such as segmentation masks, where YS the label space, a

predictive function fS(x) = PS(y|x) is learnt via training and configuration of hyper-parameters

on the data (XS, YS). fS(·) tries to approximate the optimal function f ′S(x), x ∈ XS that gen-

erated YS. At the time of deployment, however, these methods often under-perform or fail

if the testing data come from a different target domain DT = {XT , P (XT )}, with XT 6= XS

and/or P (XT ) 6= P (XS). This is because the optimal predictive function f ′T (x), x ∈ XT for DT

may differ from f ′S(·), and so the learnt fS(·) will not perform well on DT . The above scenario

is common in biomedical applications due to variations in image acquisition, in particular, in

multi-center studies. Training and testing data may differ in contrast, resolution, noise levels

(P (XT ) 6= P (XS)) or even type of sequences (XT 6= XS). Despite the rapid advancements in

representation learning, this issue has been shown to affect even the latest models (Ullman et al.

[2016]). Generating labelled databases is time consuming and often expensive, and assuming

annotations for training are available for each new domain is neither realistic nor scale-able.

Instead, it is desired to develop methods that can learn from existing databases and generalize

well or adapt to the target domain without the need for additional training data.

Transfer learning (TL) (Pan and Yang [2010]) investigates development of predictive mod-

els by leveraging knowledge from potentially different but related domains and tasks. Even

between tasks where label spaces YS and YT differ, TL can take advantage of similarities in

the underlying structure of the mappings fS : XS 7→ YS and fT : XT 7→ YT . A subclass of TL

is multi-task learning, where a model is trained on multiple related tasks simultaneously. Most

related to our work, domain adaptation (DA) is the subclass of TL that assumes YS = YT

and only the domains differ. It explores learning a function fa(·) that performs well on both

domains, under the basic assumption that such a function exists (Ben-David et al. [2010]).

In this work we investigate unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) (Jiang [2008]). In this

setting we assume the availability of a labeled database S = (XS, YS) from source domain DS,

along with an unlabeled database T = (XT ) from a different but related target domain DT . We

wish to model the unknown optimal function f ′T (·) for labelling XT . However since no labels are

available for DT , f ′T (·) cannot be learnt. This is in contrast to supervised DA, which requires
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at least some labelled data for DT . Instead, we try to learn a representation ha(x) that maps

XS and XT to a feature space that is invariant to differences between the two domains, as well

as a function fah(·) learnt using data {XS, YS, XT}, such that fa(x) = fah(ha(x)) approximates

f ′S(·) and is closer to f ′T (·) than any function fS(·) that can be learnt using only the source

data (XS, YS).

Contributions: In this work we develop a domain adaptation method for 3D CNN seg-

menters based on adversarial neural networks (Ganin et al. [2016], Goodfellow et al. [2014]).

We investigate the adversarial training of a segmenter and a domain-classifier, which aims

to make the representation learnt by the segmenter invariant to domain-specific factors. We

describe and analyse the development of domain-adversarial networks for the purpose of seg-

mentation, which to the best of our knowledge has not been performed prior to this work for

the segmentation task. We show the feasibility of performing UDA with fully 3D CNNs, which

has been questioned previously in the literature due to memory constraints (Bermúdez-Chacón

et al. [2016]). We investigate the adaptation of layers at various depths, which reveals that

activations of earlier layers are subject to domain shift even more than in the deeper layers,

in contrast to what is commonly hypothesized in previous literature. Motivated by this, we

propose multi-connected adversarial networks, an architecture specific for domain adaptation

which we show improves performance. We employ our system for the segmentation of traumatic

brain injuries (TBI), investigating adaptation between databases acquired using two different

scanners with difference in the available MR sequences. We show that without utilizing any

labels in the target domain, our method closes the performance gap with respect to supervised

learning with target labels to a large extent.

Related Work: TL and DA have attracted significant interest over the years. Compre-

hensive reviews of early works can be found in (Ben-David et al. [2010], Jiang [2008], Pan and

Yang [2010]). Popularity of TL increased with the wide adoption of neural networks when

their features were found to be effective when transferred across tasks. For example, features

learnt from natural images were used off-the-shelf for detecting peri-fissural nodules (Ciompi

et al. [2015]). More commonly, TL is performed via pre-training on a source task, followed

by fine-tuning for the target task via supervised training (Shin et al. [2016]). A representative
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example of TL via multi-task learning was presented in Moeskops et al. [2016]. A network was

trained simultaneously for segmentation of brain tissue, pectoral muscle and coronary arteries.

These experiments show that much of a network’s capacity can be shared between a variety of

tasks. Note, all of the above require labels in DT .

In contrast, DA explores the case where label spaces (YS, YT ) are the same and little or no

labelled data is available inDT . In van Opbroek et al. [2015] the authors explored supervised DA

with SVM-based adaptive classifiers in the scenario where source and target data are acquired

with different protocols. This method, however, requires labelled target data. Unsupervised

DA was tackled in Heimann et al. [2013] via instance weighting, but this relies on strong

assumptions about the data distributions. Bermúdez-Chacón et al. [2016] performed UDA

with boosted decision stumps with a search for visual correspondences between source and

target samples. This is not as flexible as our approach nor scales well to large databases. The

authors in Bermúdez-Chacón et al. [2016] question the feasibility of DA with neural networks

on 3D data due to memory requirements. Here, we show that using adversarial 3D networks is

indeed a viable approach.

5.2 Unsupervised Domain Adaptation via Adversarial

Networks

Measuring the divergence of two distributions in high dimensional space, such as that of images,

is not straightforward. Hence measuring the extent of domain shift directly is challenging. To

circumvent this, an fundamental idea for domain adaptation, introduced in the seminal work

of Ben-David et al. [2010], is that the accuracy of a binary classifier that distinguishes between

samples from two domains can serve as a measure of the divergence of distributions P (XS)

and P (XT ). The more the distributions differ, the easier it is to separate samples from them

(Fig. 5.1). The accuracy of the optimal hypothesis η (classifier) taken from the hypothesis

space H (all possible classifiers) defines the H-divergence (Ben-David et al. [2010]), measure of
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difference of the two data distributions:

dH(DS, DT ) = 2 sup
η∈H

∣∣∣∣ Pr
x∼DS

[η(x) = 1]− Pr
x∼DT

[η(x) = 1]

∣∣∣∣ (5.1)

≈ 2

(
1−

[
1

|XS|
∑
x∼XS

(1− fD(x)) +
1

|XT |
∑
x∼XT

fD(x)

])
(5.2)

Figure 5.1: Illustrative example of
the decision boundary of a domain
classifier fD, separating samples
from different distributions, P (XS)
and P (XT ), representing the source
and target domain.

The theoretically optimal hypothesis η can be practi-

cally approximated by training with ERM a domain clas-

sifier fD as accurately as practically possible. Inspired by

this, the authors of Ganin et al. [2016] presented a method

for simultaneously learning a domain-invariant represen-

tation and a task-related classifier by a single neural net-

work. This is done by minimizing the accuracy of an aux-

iliary network, a domain-discriminator, that processes a

hidden representation of the main network and tries to

classify the domain of the input sample. This approach

formed the basis of our work. We below describe its ex-

tension for segmentation, show its feasibility with 3D CNNs, analyse behaviour of the system

for segmentation and propose a novel architecture for domain adaptation with multi-connected

adversarial networks.

5.2.1 Segmentation System with Domain Discriminator

Segmenter: At the core of our system is a fully convolutional neural network (CNN) for image

segmentation (Long et al. [2015a]). Given an input x of arbitrary size, which can be a whole

image or a sub-segment, this type of network predicts labels for multiple voxels in x, one for

each stride of the network’s receptive field over the input. The parameters of the network θseg

are learnt by iteratively minimizing a segmentation loss Lseg (Eq. 3.4) using stochastic gradient

descent. We used the commonly employed cross-entropy of predicted labels from true labels,

using a training batch Bseg =
{

(x1, y1), ..., (xNseg , yNseg)
}

of Nseg samples (Eq. 3.4) per iteration.
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Figure 5.2: Proposed multi-connected adversarial networks. Segmenter: we use the 3D CNN
architecture presented in Kamnitsas et al. [2017c]. Dashed lines denote low resolution features.
Input samples are multi-modal, although not depicted. Discriminator: We use a second 3D
CNN for classifying the domain of input x, by processing activations at multiple layers of
the segmenter. Red lines show the path of the adversarial gradients, from Ladv back to the
segmenter. See text for details on architecture.

Here, yi is the true label of sample xi. In our settings, (xi, yi) are sampled from the source

database S = (XS, YS), for which labels YS are available. We borrowed the 3D multi-scale CNN

architecture from Kamnitsas et al. [2017c], the segmenter depicted in Fig. 5.2, and adopt the

same configuration for all meta-parameters.

Domain discriminator: When processing an input x, the activations of any feature map

(FM) in the segmenter encode a hidden representation h(x). If samples come from different

distributions P (XS) 6= P (XT ), e.g. due to different domains, and the filters of the segmenter

are not invariant to the domain-specific variations, the distributions of the corresponding ac-

tivations will differ as well, P (h(XS)) 6= P (h(XT )). This is expected when the segmenter is

trained only on samples from S where learnt features will be specific to the source domain.

Similar to Ganin et al. [2016], we choose a certain representation ha(x) from the segmenter

and use a second network as a domain-classifier that takes ha(x) as input and tries to classify

whether it comes from P (ha(XS)) or P (ha(XT )). This is equivalent to classifying the domain

of x. We represent the domain discriminator as the function fD(x; θadv), which is a classifier

(e.g. binary if only two domains) parameterized by θadv. Parameters θadv will be learned such

that the model predicts the probability of the domain yd being the true domain from which the

sample x comes from, fD(x; θadv) ≈ p(yd|x). Classification accuracy serves as an indication of

how source-specific the representation ha(·) is. The architecture we use for a domain classifier

is a 3D CNN with five layers, shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of the domain discriminator used in our experiments. It is a 3D CNN
with five layers (red). It takes as input feature maps (blue and green) of the segmentation
network. The domain discriminator has receptive field of size 93 with respect to its input ha(·),
as large as the feature maps in the last hidden layers of DeepMedic. First four layers have 100
kernels of size 33. The last classification layer uses 13 kernels.

We train this domain-discriminator simultaneously with the segmenter. For this, we form

a second training batch Badv =
{

(x1, y
d
1), ..., (xNadv , y

d
Nadv

)
}

. Equal number of samples xi are

extracted from XS and XT , so there is no bias towards either. ydi is a label that encodes the

domain of xi, used as the training target. Badv is processed by the segmenter, at the same time

with Bseg or interleaved to lower memory requirements, computing activations ha(x)∀x ∈ Badv.

These activations are then processed by the discriminator, which classifies the domain of each

sample in Badv. The domain discriminator’s classification loss Ladv is defined as:

Ladv(θseg, θadv) = − 1

Nadv

Nadv∑
i=1

log fD(ha(xi; θseg); θadv)ydi (5.3)

= − 1

Nadv

Nadv∑
i=1

log fD(xi; θseg, θadv)ydi (5.4)

In the above, fD(·)ydi is the posterior predicted by the model for domain-label ydi , the true

domain of the i-th sample. Parameters θadv of the domain discriminator are optimized by

minimizing Ladv:

θadv = arg min
θadv

Ladv(θseg, θadv) (5.5)
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A complication arises for the joint training of the segmenter and the domain discriminator.

The samples from S are shared in an SGD iteration for the two losses in the algorithm of

Ganin et al. [2016]. However, many segmentation methods use weighted sampling in order to

mitigate class-imbalance, for example by oversampling rare classes (Kamnitsas et al. [2017c],

Moeskops et al. [2016]). Such sampling requires segmentation masks that are not available for

T whose samples are extracted randomly. In this case, the discriminator should not compare

those against non-randomly extracted samples from S, as it could easily associate activations

for the over-weighted classes with domain S and fail to learn useful domain-discriminative

features. Hence, we resort to forming entirely separate batches. Badv is formed of 20 image

segments, randomly extracted from images in S and T . As done in Kamnitsas et al. [2017c],

weighted sampling is used for extracting 10 segments from S to form Bseg. This ensures

countering of class-imbalance for the segmenter, while being unbiased on the samples used for

the discriminator.

A characteristic of the domain discriminator is its relatively small receptive field with respect

to its input from the hidden layers of the segmenter. This design does not provide much spatial

context to the domain discriminator. The design forces the classification of the domain to

be performed based on how the correlations of activations across feature maps change when

processing samples of different domains, which has been empirically shown to relate to the style

of an image (Gatys et al. [2016]), rather than the contents of the image. This design avoids the

undesired case where the discriminator could learn the content of each sample in each domain,

and potentially overfit each one as databases for segmentation are commonly limited. In this

settings, gradients flowing from the discriminator to the segmenter (see rest of this section)

would force the latter to stop detecting structural details, which is undesired for segmentation.

The small size of the domain discriminator results to only small computational overhead during

training.

Domain adaptation via adversarial training: We aim at adapting the representation

ha(·) to become invariant to variations between S and T . To this end, we expose the accuracy

of the domain-discriminator to the segmenter and let it alter its parameters, θseg, such that its

FMs that comprise ha(·) do not contain cues about the input domain. More formally, this is
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done by incorporating the domain-discriminator’s loss Ladv into the training objective of the

segmenter, which is then given by:

LsegAdv(θseg) = Lseg(θseg)− αLadv(θseg, θadv) (5.6)

By minimizing the above objective, the parameters of the segmenter θseg are now learnt to

simultaneously maximize the domain classification loss Ladv while minimizing the segmentation

loss Lseg:

θseg = arg min
θseg

LsegAdv(θseg, θadv) (5.7)

= arg min
θseg

Lseg(θseg)− αLadv(θseg, θadv) (5.8)

Here α is a positive weight that defines the relative importance of the domain adaptation task

for the segmenter. This optimization is possible with regular SGD, as the adversarial networks

are interconnected and gradients of Ladv can propagate back through the discriminator and

into the segmenter. This process was implemented in Ganin et al. [2016] via a custom gradient-

reversal layer, which is not needed if the optimization is formulated as in Eq. (5.6), as also

noted by the authors. In this formulation, optimization of Eq. 5.5 and Eq. 5.7 together (in

a single or iterating SGD steps) has a form similar to the objective of generative adversarial

networks as formulated by Goodfellow et al. [2014]. Here, the part of the segmenter that serves

as the embedding function ha(x) maximizes the objective Ladv that the domain discriminator

tries to minimize, playing a role corresponding to that of the generator in GANs. The domain

discriminator has a role similar to the real/fake discriminator in GANs. The difference is that

distribution matching in our UDA framework is performed in latent space rather than image

space as in GANs. Moreover, since the feature space needs to be discriminative, the ha is learnt

not only by maximizing the domain discrimination loss, which is the case for the generator in

GANs, but also the supervised segmentation loss.
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5.2.2 Multi-Connected Adversarial Networks

A natural question to arise concerns which layer(s) of the segmenter should be adapted. In

Tzeng et al. [2014], the authors investigated which of the last three fully connected layers of

an AlexNet leads to better accuracy when adapted, concluding it is the last hidden layer that

is optimal in their settings. Earlier layers are commonly not adapted as their features are

considered rather generic and transferable across related tasks (Ganin et al. [2016], Long et al.

[2015b]).

We hypothesize that adapting only the last layers might not be ideal, especially for the case

of segmentation. The accuracy of classification networks depends mostly on high-level patterns.

We hypothesize that for precise segmentation, however, fine patterns such as detailed texture

and small contrast variations are likely to be important. These fine patterns are extracted in

early layers and are more susceptible to image-quality variations between domains. Findings of

our empirical analysis that will be presented in Sec. 5.3.3.1 support this hypothesis. Adapting

top layers makes those layers invariant to such variations, but it is still a loss of capacity if such

features have been already extracted by early layers, which may not be well adapted by the

weakened adversarial gradients that reach them (vanishing gradient problem). On the other

hand, if only early layers are adapted, assuming that the adaptation is not ideal and the features

not entirely free of factors of variation between the two domains, the network could recover

source-specific patterns at greater depth.

Motivated by the above, we propose multi-connected adversarial networks, an architecture

specific for the task of domain adaptation. We connect the domain discriminator at multiple

layers of the segmenter, receiving as input activations of feature maps at different depths. This

seemingly simple modification, motivated by findings of our empirical analysis, offers multiple

advantages in this task. First, this removes source-specific patterns early on but also disallows

their recovery at deeper layers. Furthermore, the discriminator is enabled to process a large

variety of features for discriminating between the domains, increasing its performance and thus

the quality of the gradients for the domain adaptation. Finally, by interpreting the whole

adversarial network as an auxiliary cost function for the segmenter, this type of connections
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can be interpreted as a form of deep-supervision (Lee et al. [2015]), which enables better flow of

the gradients incoming from Ladv throughout the segmenter and as such can improve learning

of high quality features. Our main results are based on feeding input ha(·) to the discriminator

from FMs of layers 4,6 and 8 of both high and low resolution pathways, as well as the 10-th

hidden layer of the segmenter (cf. Fig. 5.2). After the FMs of the low resolution pathway are

upsampled, all FMs are cropped to match the size of the deepest layer and concatenated. A

detailed analysis of the effect of adapting different layers is presented in Sec. 5.3.3.1.

5.3 Experiments

5.3.1 Experimental Settings

5.3.1.1 Data

We make use of two databases with multi-spectral MR brain scans of patients with moderate

to severe TBI, acquired within the first week of injury. The first database consists of 61

subjects, imaged on a 3-T Siemens Magnetom TIM Trio. The MR sequences are isotropic

MPRAGE (1mm3), axial FLAIR, T2 and Proton Density (PD) (0.7×0.7×5mm), and Gradient-

Echo (GE) (0.86×0.86×5mm). The second database consists of 41 subjects, imaged on a 3-T

Siemens Magnetom Verio. This database includes MPRAGE, FLAIR, T2 and PD sequences,

acquired at the same resolution as in the first database. The important difference is that

instead of GE, a Susceptibility Weighted Image (SWI) is available (0.7×0.7×5mm). On both

databases, all visible lesions were manually annotated on the FLAIR and GE/SWI by clinical

experts. We merge them into a single lesion mask, as we here focus on binary segmentation

of abnormalities within the brain tissue. Extra-cerebral pathologies are treated as background.

All images are skull-stripped, resampled to isotropic 1mm3 and affinely registered to MNI space.

Image intensities under the brain masks are normalized to zero-mean and unit-variance, after

windowing the lowest and top 2% of the intensity histograms.
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5.3.1.2 Source (S) and Target (T) Databases

GE and SWI are commonly used in TBI studies due to their great sensitivity to haemorrhages.

They enable detection of lesions invisible in other sequences, such as micro-bleeds. SWI is

actually a type of GE that offers greater sensitivity and image quality (Shenton et al. [2012]).

See Fig. 5.4 for visual examples. For the purpose of this study, the first database, with GE

available, is considered the source database S used to train the segmenter in a supervised

manner. The second database, with SWI available, is considered the target database T on

which we aim to successfully apply the trained segmenter. This corresponds to a typical scenario

where a training database is generated on data coming from one clinical site, and new test data

coming from another site with varying protocol. Motivated by their common property of being

sensitive to blood and thus providing similar information for TBI segmentation, we consider GE

and SWI as interchangeable for the same input channel to our system, unless stated otherwise.

However the difference in appearance of GE and SWI images (cf. Fig. 5.4) contributes the

largest variation between distributions P (XS) and P (XT ). Further variations may be present

due to the different scanners used for acquiring S and T . Using our method, we aim to learn

features invariant to these domain differences without the need for any annotations on the

target domain.

5.3.1.3 Configuration of the Training Schedule

A complication of adversarial training concerns the training schedule of the two connected

networks, which influences the way they interact. The strength with which the segmenter is

adapting its features in order to counter the domain-discriminator is controlled by the parameter

α (cf. Eq. (5.6)). We set α = 0 for the first e1 = 10 epochs and let both networks learn

independently. This allows the segmenter to initially learn features for the segmentation of

S without being influenced by noisy adversarial gradients from an initially poorly performing

domain-discriminator. After epochs e1, when the discriminator’s performance has increased,

we start countering it to learn domain invariant features with the segmenter. For this, we

increase α according to the linear schedule α = αmax
ecurr−e1
e2−e1 , where e2 = 35 and αmax is the
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maximum weighting, so α equals αmax after epoch e2. Finally, at epoch 43 we start refining

the segmenter’s features by gradually lowering its learning rate. The discriminator is optimized

with constant learning rate 0.001. In the following, αmax = 0.05 is used. In Sec. 5.3.3 we present

a sensitivity analysis showing robust behaviour across a range of values for αmax. e1, e2 and

the total duration of this piecewise linear schedule were determined empirically for satisfactory

convergence without prolonging training time. Sensitivity analysis to the latter has not been

performed. Optimal settings are not fully explored yet and may vary between applications and

the relative difficulty of each network’s specific task.

5.3.2 Evaluation

We performed multiple experiments to obtain upper and lower bounds of baseline accuracy on

the challenging task of TBI segmentation. We discuss experiments below, summarize results in

Tab. 5.1 and give examples of segmentations in Fig 5.4.

DSC Recall Precision

Train on S 15.7(13.5) 80.4(12.3) 09.5(09.0)
Train on S (No GE/SWI) 59.7(22.1) 55.7(22.6) 69.7(21.5)

Train on S → UDA to T (ours) 62.7(19.8) 58.9(21.2) 71.6(18.4)

Train on T 63.5(20.2) 60.6(21.1) 71.5(19.8)
Train on S+T 66.5(17.7) 66.6(19.1) 69.4(19.0)
Train on S+T (GE/SWI diff chan.) 64.7(19.2) 65.7(20.2) 67.0(20.8)

Table 5.1: Comparison of our method’s performance on T with several baselines. Our system
significantly closes the gap between the lower bound, when the segmenter is trained on S only,
and the upper bound, when the segmenter is also trained with labelled data from T . Values
are given in format mean (std).

Train on S, test on T : We perform standard supervised training of the segmenter on

S without adaptation. To segment T , motivated by the similarity between GE and SWI

sequences, at test time we use SWI in the channel used for GE during training. Even though

these sequences can serve similar purposes in the analysis of TBI by radiologists, this approach

totally fails, proving them not directly interchangeable as input to a CNN.

Train on S (No GE/SWI), test on T : We repeat the previous experiment but only

use the common sequences of S and T in both training and testing, neglecting GE and SWI.
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The experiment was repeated twice to reduce random variations between training sessions.

This corresponds to a practical scenario, where we need to segment T by only using annotated

training data from S, and serves as the lower bound of accuracy for our system.

Train on T , test on T : We perform a 2-fold validation using supervised training on half

of T and testing on the other half. We use all sequences of T . The obtained performance is

similar to what was reported in Kamnitsas et al. [2017c], although on a different database.

This experiment provides another indication for the expected accuracy on this challenging

segmentation task.

Train on S and T , test on T : To obtain an upper bound of accuracy, we train the

segmenter on all data of S and half the data of T , using their manual annotations. The same

input channel is used for GE of S and SWI of T . We then test on the other half of data from

T . The experiment is repeated for the other split of T . We balance the samples from the two

domains in each batch Badv to avoid biasing the segmenter towards S that has more subjects.

With supervised training on T , the system learns to interchange GE and SWI successfully. This

setting uses all available data from both domains, both images and manual annotations, and

serves as an estimate of optimal, supervised transfer learning.

Train on S and T , test on T (GE/SWI in different channels): We perform a sanity

check that using GE and SWI in the same input channel is reasonable. We repeat the previous

experiment but using a CNN with six channels, with separate ones for GE and SWI. The

channel is filled with −4 when the sequence is not available, which corresponds to a very low

value after our intensity normalization. From this the CNN learns when the sequence is missing

and we found this to behave better than common zero-filling. The segmenter performs better

than supervised training on T only. This indicates that information from both domains is

used. However, knowledge transfer is not as strong as when GE and SWI, which share much

information, are used in the same channel.

Proposed unsupervised domain adaptation: We train the segmenter on all data of

S and adapt the domains using half the subjects of T , but no labels. GE and SWI share the

same input channel. We test accuracy on the other half of T . The experiment is repeated for
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the other fold. Our method learns filters invariant to the two imaging protocols and transfers

knowledge from S to T , allowing the system to segment haemorrhages only visible on SWI

without ever seeing a manual annotation from T (Fig. 5.4). This improves by 3% DSC over the

non-adapted segmenter that uses only information from S and the common sequences, covering

44% of the difference between this practical lower bound and the upper bound achieved by

supervised training with labels from both domains.

Figure 5.4: (top) Example case from S. (middle/bottom) SWI and FLAIR of two subjects
from T (T2, MPRAGE, PD also used but not shown). Notice that only GE and SWI show
certain lesions, such as micro-bleeds. However, brain tissue appears differently in GE and SWI.
Consequently, a model trained on S fails on T when SWI is naively used in place of GE (3rd
col.). A model trained using only the four common sequences misses lesions visible only on SWI
(4th col.). Our method mitigates these problems by learning features invariant to the imaging
protocol (5th col.).
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Figure 5.5: Behaviour when the domain-discriminator is connected at different layers of the
segmenter. Adaptation is performed after epoch 10 by linearly increasing α. Connections at
earlier layers lead to higher performance of the discriminator but slower adaptation. As the
accuracy of a domain classifier serves as an approximation of the domain shift (Ben-David
et al. [2010]), this indicates that early layers are even more prone to domain shift than deeper
layer, opposite to what is commonly hypothesized in previous literature. Multiple connections
increase performance. Note, features learnt at early layers during the refinement in the last
stages of training seem more domain-discriminative.

L10 L8 L6 L4 L2 L(4,6,8,10) L(2,4,6,8,10)

DSC 61.3(21.0) 61.0(20.7) 61.2(19.2) 61.0(20.1) 60.4(20.2) 62.7(19.8) 62.7(19.5)
Recall 56.9(22.0) 57.3(21.6) 57.1(19.8) 59.1(20.0) 61.1(20.5) 58.9(21.2) 60.1(20.3)
Precision 71.9(20.8) 70.2(20.9) 69.9(20.8) 68.1(21.6) 64.3(21.9) 71.6(18.4) 69.8(20.0)

Table 5.2: Final accuracy on T when the discriminator is connected at different depths of the
segmenter. Shallow connections increase recall but significantly decrease precision. Multiple
connections remove better the source-specific nuisances throughout the segmenter, closing the
gap to the practical upper bound of 66.5% for UDA (Sec. 5.3.2) by approximately 1.5% DSC.
Best configuration in bold.

5.3.3 Analysis of the System

5.3.3.1 Effect of Adapting Layers at Different Depths

We here present an investigation of how depth of layers where adaptation is performed affects

our system. For this, we repeat the experiment with domain adaptation from S to T , changing

the layers at which the adversarial networks are connected. We ensured that the domain

classifier takes as input of the same dimensions in all settings, so that behaviour does not

change due to more or less context. We note that connections are added to both pathways of
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the segmenter at the same depth (for example, L4 means connections to the 4th layers of both

pathways). Results are shown on Fig. 5.5 and Tab. 5.2. We observe that when the domain

classifier is connected to earlier layers, accuracy of classifying a sample’s domain increases.

According to Ben-David et al. [2010], the accuracy of a domain classifier can be used as a

proxy of the divergence between the two domains. Neural networks of high capacity can learn

to separate any samples, even noise (Zhang et al. [2017]). Because of this, to approximate

distribution shift, ideally one would train a domain classifier on a subset of the data and then

use its accuracy on unseen held-out data to approximate the shift. Here, we gain intuition

about the extent of distribution shift by assuming that the ease of separating the domains of

training samples (higher accuracy with less training iterations) also correlates with extent of

domain shift. Based on this assumption, results of our empirical investigation (Fig. 5.5) reveal

that early layers of a neural network are subject to domain shift even more than deeper layers.

This is an unexpected find, opposite to the common assumption in transfer learning that the

low-lever features in early layers are straightforwardly transferable across tasks and datasets,

while mostly the deeper layers are data and task specific and need adaptation (Yosinski et al.

[2014]). This supports our hypothesis in Sec. 5.2.2 that motivates the design of multi-connected

adversarial networks.

Adapting shallow layers tends towards over-segmentation (increased recall but lower preci-

sion). It has been noticed that severe over-segmentation occurs without adaptation (Fig. 5.4).

These observations indicate that source-specific features are possibly recovered between the

adapted and the classification layer. Comparing L2 and L(2, 4, 6, 8, 10) shows that this is al-

leviated by multiple connections that enforce domain invariance throughout the segmenter.

Since, however, behaviour of multi-connected adversarials is strongly defined by the shallow-

est connection, we avoid adapting the earliest layers, which offer less benefit but slow down

convergence.
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Figure 5.6: The segmenter counters the domain-discriminator after epoch 10, when we linearly
increase α from zero to αmax until epoch 35. Final accuracy on T was found rather stable for
a wide range of values. Decrease greater than 1% DSC from the highest was found for values
0.02 and 2.0.

5.3.3.2 Effect of Adaptation’s Strength

Here we investigate how sensitive is our method to αmax, which defines how strongly the seg-

menter counters the discriminator. Fig. 5.6 shows that higher values lead to quicker adapta-

tion but the accuracy is rather stable for a significant range of values αmax ∈ [0.05, 1.0]. We

note this range might differ for other applications and that smooth convergence is generally

preferred for learning high quality features over steep schedules that alter the loss surface ag-

gressively. Finally, we observe that strongly countering the discriminator does not guarantee

better performance on T . A theoretical reason is that the optimization objective of learning

domain-invariant representation ha(x) can potentially encourage representations that encode

less information about x. If this leads to loss of information that is relevant to classification,

it will increase the Bayes error rate achievable in the learnt representation, hence the possible

quality of the learnt fa(x) = fah(ha(x)). After a certain level of invariance, this can outweigh the

benefits of domain-adaptation (Ben-David et al. [2010], Jiang [2008]). This is further discussed

in the next section.
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5.4 Conclusion

We presented an unsupervised domain adaptation method for image segmentation based on

adversarial training of two 3D neural networks. To the best of our knowledge this is the

first work showing the feasibility of such an approach with 3D CNNS, which was questioned

previously in the literature due to memory constraints (Bermúdez-Chacón et al. [2016]). This

is on one hand thanks to the efficient architecture of DeepMedic, which requires low memory

in comparison to other architectures and allows further extension with a domain discriminator.

Moreover, we found that a network with small size and receptive field in comparison to the main

network is sufficient as domain discriminator for segmentation tasks, motivated by the intuition

that the domain classification and adaptation should be performed based on statistics of feature

activations rather than image content (Sec. 5.2.1). Consequently the method adds relatively

small computational burden during training. This type of discriminator was independently

and concurrently shown sufficient for image synthesis (Isola et al. [2017]), which supports our

findings for segmentation. Training time is approximately doubled, mainly because of the

additional forward and backward pass over the additional unlabelled data. Inference, which is

of prime importance, is unaltered.

We investigate aspects of adversarial training such as the depth of the adapted layer and

the strength of adaptation, providing valuable insights for development of future approaches.

Our analysis revealed that the distribution of feature activations in early layers is subject

to distribution shift even greater than in deeper layers (Fig. 5.5). This is opposite to what is

commonly argued in the literature about how transferable are features across tasks and domains

(Sec. 5.2.2). Motivated by this finding, we proposed a new architecture of adversarial networks

specific for domain adaptation, which we termed multi-connected adversarial networks. We

showed that the architecture performs better by improving the quality of the domain classifier

and enables flow of higher quality adversarial gradients throughout the adapted network. This

architecture was later adopted by a variety of works (Degel et al. [2018], Dou et al. [2018],

Lafarge et al. [2017]), with ablation studies that reconfirm the contribution of our architecture

(Dou et al. [2018]).
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While unsupervised in the target domain, our method performs close to the accuracy of

supervised baselines. We believe our work makes an important contribution in the context of

multi-center studies where domain differences are a major limitation in current image analysis

methods. We are working towards making an implementation of the proposed system available

on https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/.

A related approach that gained attention recently, after this work was presented, performs

domain adaptation in image space, instead of latent space. This is done by learning to map

(translate) source images to the target domain or vice-versa. This was first performed in Bous-

malis et al. [2017] via conditional GANs, where simulated images (domain S) for which labels

are available were mapped to the target domain of real natural images. A classifier was then

trained on the synthetic, labelled, real-looking images and was afterwards applied on real im-

ages. Similar methods have been proposed via CycleGANs (Zhu et al. [2017]). Learning to

map samples between domains in image space instead of latent space offers interpretability

in comparison to mapping them in latent space. For example, visual inspection of the syn-

thesized images may reveal failure of the domain transfer and inform that predictions are not

trustworthy. On the other hand, learning to map samples between domains in image-space

requires translating all information present in the images, a broader problem than preserving

and translating only the information relevant for the primary task. For instance, reconstruction

by CycleGANs demands all patterns in the images to be preserved during the transfer from

one domain to the other and back. This not only requires more complex models, but it may

also be an ill-posed problem in some applications. This is the case when some information is

exclusively present in images from one domain. For instance, certain structures may only be

visible in MR but not in CT and vice versa. Enforcing a translation could make the mapping

function, such as the generator of a CycleGAN, to “hallucinate” patterns in order to make the

synthetic images look realistic, a behaviour particularly perilous in medical imaging. These

issues are mitigated by matching the two distributions in a task-specific latent space. This is

because the segmenter learns to encode in the latent space only information that is relevant

for the primary task, which is present in both domains if the domains are both appropriate for

performing the task.

https://biomedia.doc.ic.ac.uk/software/deepmedic/
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Another approach that received attention in the recent years, after our work was presented,

attempts to mitigate performance degradation from domain shift by encouraging consistency

of predictions under perturbation (Bishop [1995], French et al. [2018]). This approach has its

roots on semi-supervised learning and will be discussed in detail in Sec. 6.2.3. The approach

makes a network adapt its latent space such that the embeddings of the data samples are moved

away from the decision boundary, encouraging more confident predictions. This can lead to the

problem of confirmation bias, making wrong predictions even worse, by pushing samples on the

wrong side of the decision boundary even further towards the wrong direction. Large domain

shift can cause arbitrarily large mistakes of the model. For this reason we believe this approach

is better suited for complementing a distribution-matching approach, where the latter aligns

the distributions to mitigate large mistakes and the former improves predictions further.

The empirical analysis in Sec. 5.3.3.2 showed that stronger adaptation does not necessarily

lead to better performance. On one hand this may be due to suboptimal optimization of the two

networks, as adversarial training of two networks simultaneously is practically challenging. On

the other hand, this raises the question of defining the theoretical limitations of this approach.

A sub-optimal property that we have identified is that the objective of domain alignment may

be opposing the classification objective, causing loss of discriminative information (Fig. 5.7).

The reason for this is that the objective driving the domain alignment, the domain classification

task, is completely agnostic of the existence of classes and clusters in latent space. As a result,

the adversarial gradients from the domain discriminator can be altering the representation in

directions that opposes the gradients from the supervised segmentation objective. This can

cause loss of discriminative information, worsening the quality of class-separation in expense

for domain invariance. An ideal objective for distribution alignment should be able to take into

account how the samples of both domains are arranged into clusters in the latent space and

find solutions for the alignment of distributions that respect cluster separation. Motivated by

this, we propose in Ch. 6 an approach for capturing the shape of clusters in latent space and

regularize it accordingly.
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Figure 5.7: (Left) Finding the decision boundary between samples of different domains (red
dashed line), which is the task of the domain classifier, is irrelevant of class discrimination.
Hence the adversarial gradients from the domain classifier do not have to respect existing
clusters. The goal of making the samples of the two domains indistinguishable (middle) may
cause loss of discriminative information (right), contradicting the classification objective. It is
desirable to define domain alignment objectives that respect existing clusters.



Chapter 6

Semi-Supervised Learning via Compact

Latent Space Clustering

This chapter is based on:

K. Kamnitsas, D. Castro, L. Le Folgoc, I. Walker, R. Tanno, D. Rueckert, B. Glocker, A.

Criminisi, A. Nori. Semi-Supervised Learning via Compact Latent Space Clustering.

International Conference on Machine Learning, pages 2464–2473, PMLR, 2018. [Kamnitsas

et al., 2018]

Unlabelled data are available at larger numbers than labelled data. They can therefore

help capturing better the data heterogeneity. Semi-supervised learning explores how to extract

useful information from unlabelled data to learn better models than solely with labelled data.

This chapter introduces a novel semi-supervised learning method, which dynamically incor-

porates a graph within the latent space of neural networks. This enables capturing relations

between labelled and unlabelled samples. This information can facilitate learning better repre-

sentations, both in fully and semi-supervised settings. The method was originally motivated by

limitations we identified in our domain adaptation method (Sec. 5.4). Opposite to the latter,

semi-supervised methods do not explicitly account for distribution shift between labelled and

unlabelled data (they commonly assume there is none), which is also the case for the proposed

method. We reflect how this method can compliment domain adaptation in Sec. 6.7.

187
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Overview

We present a novel cost function for semi-supervised learning of neural networks that encourages

compact clustering of the latent space to facilitate separation. The key idea is to dynamically

create a graph over embeddings of labeled and unlabeled samples of a training batch to cap-

ture underlying structure in feature space, and use label propagation to estimate its high and

low density regions. We then devise a cost function based on Markov chains on the graph

that regularizes the latent space to form a single compact cluster per class, while avoiding

to disturb existing clusters during optimization. We evaluate our approach on three bench-

marks and compare to state-of-the art with promising results. Our approach combines the

benefits of graph-based regularization with efficient, inductive inference, does not require modi-

fications to a network architecture, and can thus be easily applied to existing networks to enable

an effective use of unlabeled data. The code for this work is publicly available at this url:

https: // github. com/ Kamnitsask/ ssl_ compact_ clustering

6.1 Introduction

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) addresses the problem of learning a model by effectively lever-

aging both labeled and unlabeled data (Chapelle et al. [2006]). SSL is effective when it results in

a model that generalizes better than a model learned from labeled data only. More formally, let

X be a sample space with data points and Y the set of labels (e.g., referring to different classes).

Let DL ⊆ X ×Y be a set of labeled data points, and let DU ⊆ X be a set of unlabeled data. In

this work we focus on classification tasks, where for each (x, y) ∈ DL, y is the ground truth label

for sample x. Our objective is to learn a predictive model f(x; θ) = p(y|x, θ), parametrized

by θ, which approximates the true conditional distribution q(y|x) generating the target labels.

SSL methods learn this by utilizing both DL and DU , often assuming that |DU | � |DL|. Thus

leveraging the ample unlabeled data allows capturing more faithfully the structure of data.

Various approaches to SSL have been proposed (see 6.2 for an overview). Underlying most

of them is the notion of consistency (Zhou et al. [2004]): samples that are close in feature space

https://github.com/Kamnitsask/ssl_compact_clustering
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Figure 6.1: Overview of our method. We dynamically construct a graph in the latent space of
a network at each training iteration, propagate labels to capture the manifold’s structure, and
regularize it to form a single, compact cluster per class to facilitate separation.

should be close in output space (local consistency) and samples connected by high-density areas

forming an underlying structure (cluster) should also map to similar labels (global consistency).

This is the essence of the smoothness and cluster assumptions in SSL (Chapelle et al. [2006])

that underpin our work. They respectively state that the label function should be smooth in

high density areas of feature space, and points that belong to the same cluster should be of the

same class. Hence decision boundaries should lie in low density areas.

We present a simple and effective SSL method for regularizing inductive neural networks

(6.1). The main idea is to dynamically create a graph in the network’s latent space over

samples in each training batch (containing both labeled and unlabeled data) to model the data

manifold as it evolves during training. We then regularize the manifold’s structure globally

towards a more favorable state for class separation. We argue that the optimal feature space for

classification should cluster all examples of a class to a single, compact component, proposing a

further constraint for SSL to those previously discussed: all samples that map to the same class

should belong to a single cluster. To learn such a latent space, we first use label propagation

(LP) (Zhu and Ghahramani [2002]) as a proxy mechanism to estimate the arrangement of

high/low density regions in latent space. This is in contrast to using LP as a transductive
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inference mechanism as done previously. We then propose a novel cost function, formulated via

Markov chains on the graph, which not only brings together parts of the manifold with similar

estimated LP posterior to form compact clusters, but also defines an optimization process that

avoids disturbing existing high density areas, which are manifestations of information important

for SSL.

We evaluate our approach on three visual recognition benchmarks: MNIST, SVHN and

CIFAR10. Despite its simplicity, our method compares favorably to current state-of-the-art

SSL approaches when labeled data is limited. Moreover, our regularization offers consistent

improvements over standard supervision even when the whole labeled set is used. Our technique

is computationally efficient and does not require additional network components. Thus it can

be easily applied to existing models to leverage unlabeled data or regularize fully supervised

systems.

6.2 Related Work

The great potential and practical implications of utilizing unlabeled data has resulted in a large

body of research on SSL. The techniques can be broadly categorized as follows.

6.2.1 Graph-Based Methods

These methods operate over an input graph with adjacency matrix A, where element Aij is

the similarity between samples xi,xj ∈ DL ∪ DU . Similarity can be based on Euclidean dis-

tance (Zhu and Ghahramani [2002]) or other, sometimes task-specific metrics (Weston et al.

[2012]). Transductive inference for the graph’s unlabeled nodes is done based on the smooth-

ness assumption, that nearby samples should have similar class posteriors. Label propagation

(LP) (Zhu and Ghahramani [2002]) iteratively propagates the class posterior of each node to

neighbors, faster through high density regions, until a global equilibrium is reached. Zhu et al.

[2003] showed that for binary classification one arrives at the same solution by minimizing the
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energy:

E(f) =
1

2

∑
i,j

Aij(f(xi)− f(xj))
2 = f>∆f . (6.1)

Here, i and j run over all samples, both labelled and unlabelled, f is the vector with responses

from predictor f(x) = p(y = 0|x) and ∆ is the graph Laplacian. The solution being a harmonic

function implies that the resulting posteriors for unlabeled nodes are the average of their neigh-

bors (Zhu [2005]), showing that LP agrees with the smoothness assumption. Zhou et al. [2004]

proposed a similar propagation rule and argued that predictions by propagation agree with the

notion of global consistency. Many variations followed, such as the diffusion and graph convo-

lutional networks (Atwood and Towsley [2016], Kipf and Welling [2017]). These approaches are

transductive and require a pre-constructed graph as a given, while their performance largely

relies on the suitability of this given graph for the task. In contrast, we use LP not for trans-

ductive inference but as a sub-routine to estimate the structure of the clusters in a network’s

latent space. We then regularize the network’s feature extractor, which learns an appropriate

graph consistent with the smoothness property of LP, while preserving the network’s efficient

inductive classifier.

The energy defined by Eq. 6.1 has also been used to derive the graph Laplacian regular-

izer, which has been used for SSL of inductive models (Belkin et al. [2006], Weston et al.

[2012]). However, these methods still require a pre-constructed graph. A recent method in-

spiring our work avoids this requirement and seeks associations between labeled and unlabeled

data (Haeusser et al. [2017]). This is modeled as a two-step random walk in feature space that

starts and ends at labeled samples of the same class, via one intermediate unlabeled point. The

method was not formulated via graphs but is related, as it models pairwise relations. But its

formulation does not capture the global structure of the data, unlike ours, and can collapse to

the trivial solution of associating an unlabeled point to its closest cluster in Euclidean space

(Haeusser et al. [2017]). Hence, a second regularizer is required to keep all samples relatively

close.
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6.2.2 Self-Supervision and Entropy Minimization

One of the earliest ideas for leveraging unlabeled data is self-supervision or self-learning. It is

a wrapper framework in which a classifier trained with supervision periodically classifies the

unlabeled data, and confidently classified samples are added to the training set. The idea dates

back to Scudder [1965] and saw multiple extensions. The method is heavily dependent on

classifier’s performance. It gained popularity recently for training neural networks (Lee [2013]),

enabled by their overall good performance. Relevant is co-training (Blum and Mitchell [1998]),

which uses confident predictions of two classifiers trained on distinct views of the data.

Closely related is regularization via conditional entropy minimization (Grandvalet and

Bengio [2005]). Model parameters θ are learned by minimizing entropy in the prediction

H(y|x, θ) = E [− log p(y|x, θ)] for each unlabeled sample x, additionally to the supervised loss.

It can be seen as an efficient information-theoretic form of self-supervision, encouraging the

model to make confident predictions. This pushes samples away from decision boundaries and

vice-versa, favoring low-density separation. It may however induce confirmation bias, hurting

optimization if clusters are not yet well formed. Such is the case of a neural network’s embed-

ding in early training stages, where gradient descent can push samples away from the decision

boundary towards the random side where they started (6.2). Because of this, the regular-

izer’s effect is commonly controlled with ad-hoc ramp-up schedules of a weight meta-parameter

(Chongxuan et al. [2017], Dai et al. [2017], Miyato et al. [2018], Springenberg [2015]). Similar

is the case of self-supervision. In contrast, our regularizer does not use the suboptimal classifier

being trained. It only reasons about the latent manifold’s geometry. As a result, gradients

it applies are indifferent to the decision boundary’s position and do not generally oppose gra-

dients of the classification loss. Finally, since our cost depends on the confidence of labels

propagated on the graph, its effect adapts throughout training, according to whether clusters

are well formed or not.
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6.2.3 Perturbation-Based Approaches

Regularizing the input-output mapping to be consistent when noise is applied to the input can

improve generalization (Bishop [1995]). This goal of “consistency under perturbation” has been

shown applicable for SSL (Bachman et al. [2014]). In its generic form, a function f minimizes

a regularizer of the form R(f) = Eξ [d(f(x; ξ), f(x))] for each sample x, assuming ξ is a noise

process such that Eξ [f(x; ξ)] = f(x). f can be the classification output or hidden activations

of a neural network, d is a distance metric such as the L2 norm. This cost encourages local

consistency of the classifier’s output around each unlabeled sample, pushing decision boundaries

away from high density areas. The approach has given promising results, with ξ taking various

forms such as different dropout masks (Bachman et al. [2014]), Gaussian noise applied to

network activations (Rasmus et al. [2015]), sampling input augmentations, predictions from

models at different stages of training (Laine and Aila [2017], Tarvainen and Valpola [2017])

or adversarial perturbation (Miyato et al. [2018]). Like self-supervision, these methods can

induce confirmation bias. Orthogonally to encouraging local smoothness around each individual

sample, our method regularizes geometry of the manifold globally by treating all samples and

their connections jointly.

6.2.4 Generative Models

Generative models have also been used within SSL frameworks. In particular, probabilistic

models such as Gaussian mixtures (McLachlan [2004]) are representative examples. These

approaches model how samples x are generated, estimating p(x|y) or the joint distribution

p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y). In this framework, SSL can be modeled as a missing data (y) problem.

This is however a substantially more general problem than estimating p(y|x) with a discrimi-

native model. One might argue that estimating the joint distribution is not the best objective

for SSL, as it requires models of unnecessarily large representational power and complexity.

Examples of popular neural models are auto-encoders (AE) (Ranzato and Szummer [2008],

Rasmus et al. [2015]) and variational auto-encoders (VAE) (Kingma et al. [2014], Maaløe et al.

[2016]). Unfortunately, spending the encoder’s capacity on preserving variation of the input
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that is potentially unrelated to label y, as well as the requirement for a similarly powerful

decoder, make these approaches difficult to scale to large and complex databases.

Generative adversarial networks (GAN) (Goodfellow et al. [2014]) have been recently ap-

plied to SSL with promising results. Conditional GANs were used to generate synthetic samples

(x, y), which can serve as additional training data (Chongxuan et al. [2017]). Salimans et al.

[2016] encouraged the discriminator to identify the class of real samples, aside from distin-

guishing real from fake inputs. Similarly, in CatGAN (Springenberg [2015]) the discriminator

minimizes the conditional entropy of p(y|x) for real but maximizes it for fake samples. The

reason why the classification objective gains from the real-versus-fake discrimination was an-

alyzed in Dai et al. [2017]. Interestingly, rather than directly benefiting from modeling the

generative process, it was shown that bad examples from the generator that lie in low-density

areas of the data manifold guide the classifier to better position its decision boundary, thus

connecting the improvements with the cluster assumption. Promising results were achieved,

yet the requirement for a generator and the challenges of adversarial optimization leave space

for future work. Note that these methods are orthogonal to ours, which regularizes the latent

manifold’s structure.

6.3 Method

Our work builds on the cluster assumption, whereby samples forming a cluster are likely of the

same class (Chapelle et al. [2006]), by enforcing a further constraint:

All samples of a class should belong to the same cluster.

In this work we take the labeling function f(x; θ) to be a multi-layer neural network. This

model can be decomposed into a feature extractor z(x; θz) ∈ Z parametrized by θz, and a

classifier g(z(x; θz); θg) with parameters θg. The former typically consists of all hidden layers

of the network, while the latter is the final linear classifier. We argue that classification is

improved whenever data from each class form compact, well separated clusters in feature space

Z. We use a graph embedding to capture the structure of data in this latent space and
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propagate labels to unlabeled samples through high density areas (6.3.1). We then introduce

a regularizer (6.3.2) that 1) encourages compact clustering according to propagated labels and

2) avoids disturbing existing clusters during optimization (6.1).

6.3.1 Estimating Structure of Data via Dynamic Graph Construc-

tion and Label Propagation

We train f with stochastic gradient descent (SGD), sampling at each SGD iteration a labeled

batch (XL,yL) ∼ DL of size NL and an unlabeled batch XU ∼ DU of size NU . Let YL ∈ RNL×C

be one-hot representation of yL with C classes. The feature extractor of the network produces

the embeddings ZL = z(XL; θz) for labeled and ZU = z(XU ; θz) for unlabeled data. We propose

to dynamically create a graph at every SGD iteration over the embedding Z =
[

ZL
ZU

]
of batch

X =
[

XL
XU

]
, and use label propagation (LP) (Zhu and Ghahramani [2002]) to estimate the

structures that the samples of each class form in feature space. Unlike Euclidean metrics,

graph-based metrics naturally respect the underlying data distribution, following paths along

high density areas. Additionally, by introducing a graph over the batch, the method models

inter-sample relationships, which standard feed-forward neural networks do not capture, as they

process each sample of a batch independently.

To accomplish the above, we first generate a fully connected graph in feature space from

both labeled and unlabeled samples. The graph is characterized by the adjacency matrix

A ∈ RN×N , where N = NL +NU . Each element Aij is the weight of an edge between samples

i and j representing their similarity, and is parameterized as

Aij = exp(ρ(zi, zj)) , ∀zi, zj ∈ ZL ∪ ZU , (6.2)

where ρ : Z2 → R is a similarity score such as the dot product or negative Euclidean distance.

In this paper we use the former. Purpose of the graph is to model the structures that the

samples in feature space form by capturing their pairwise similarity. For this, non trivial batch

sizes are required (Sec. 6.6 discusses this further).
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We make use of the Markovian random walk along the nodes of this graph, which is defined

by the graph’s transition matrix H, obtained by row-wise normalization1 of A. Each element

Hij is the probability of a transition from node i to node j:

Hij = Aij

/∑
k

Aik . (6.3)

Without loss of generality, elements of A and H that correspond to labeled samples L and

unlabeled samples U are arranged so that

H =

HLL HLU

HUL HUU

 . (6.4)

LP uses H to model the process of a node i propagating its class posterior φi = pLP(y|xi,A) ∈

RC to the other nodes. One such propagation step is formally given by Φ(t) = HΦ(t−1), where

Φ(t) ∈ RN×C . As a result, class confidence propagates from labeled to unlabeled samples. Mul-

tiple propagation steps are performed. While propagation to nearby points initially dominates

due to the exponential in 6.2, multiple iterations of the algorithm allow soft labels Φ(t) to prop-

agate and eventually traverse the whole graph in the stationary state. Unlike diffusion (Kondor

and Lafferty [2002]), LP interprets labeled samples as constant sources of labels, and clamps

their confidence to their true value YL, thus Φ(t) =
[

YL

Φ
(t)
U

]
,∀t. Hence class confidence gradually

accumulates in the graph, emitted by the labeled samples. By propagating more easily through

high density areas, the process converges at an equilibrium where the decision boundary settles

in a low-density area, satisfying the cluster assumption. Since the class posterior for labeled

data is clamped, only the posterior for the unlabeled data needs to be computed at every step,

which is given by:

Φ
(t)
U = HUUΦ

(t−1)
U + HULYL (6.5)

Computing multiple, potentially infinite propagation steps is impractical. Conveniently, it

has been shown that class posteriors ΦU for the unlabeled data at equilibrium, can be computed

1We note that other LP variants such as Zhou et al. [2004] that uses symmetrically normalized Laplacian
could also be used.
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in closed form without iterations (Zhu and Ghahramani [2002]). This is derived as follows:

ΦU = Φ
(∞)
U = lim

t→∞
Ht
UUΦ

(0)
U + lim

t→∞

t−1∑
i=0

Ht
UUHULYL (6.6)

where Φ
(0)
U is the initial estimates of class posteriors for the unlabeled data. HUU is sub-

matrix of H, which has only positive elements and is row-normalized. Because of this, it can

be shown that multiplying HUU with itself tends its elements to 0, limt→∞Ht
UU → 0 (Zhu and

Ghahramani [2002]). Consequently limt→∞Ht
UUΦ

(0)
U → 0, hence the estimated class posteriors

ΦU do not depend on the initial values Φ
(0)
U . Moreover, limt→∞

∑t−1
i=0 Ht

UU → (I−HUU)−1 (Zhou

et al. [2004]). Therefore we have arrived to the closed form solution of the class posteriors for

the unlabeled data at the equilibrium of label propagation:

ΦU = (I−HUU)−1HULYL . (6.7)

Hereafter, let Φ =
[

YL
ΦU

]
∈ RN×C denote the class posteriors estimated by LP at conver-

gence, i.e. the concatenation of the true, hard (clamped) posteriors for XL and the estimated

posteriors for XU . 6.7 has been previously used for transductive inference in applications where

the graph is given a priori (see 6.2.1), hence results directly rely on suitability of the graph

and LP for predictions. In contrast, we build the graph in feature space Z that will be learned

appropriately. We here point out that equation (6.7) is differentiable. This enables learning Z

that simultaneously complies with properties of LP while serving the optimization objectives.

We also emphasize that instead of relying on it for inference, in our framework LP merely

provides a mechanism for capturing the arrangement of clusters in latent space to regularize

them towards a desired stationary point. This improved embedding will benefit generalization

of the actual classifier g, which is trained with standard cross entropy on labeled samples XL,

retaining its efficient inductive nature.

6.3.2 Encouraging Compact Clusters in Feature Space
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Algorithm 5 Training for SSL with CCLP

Input: feature extractor z(·; θz), classifier g(·; θg),
data DL, DU , batch sizes NL, NU , N=NL+NU

Markov chain steps S, weighting w, learning rate λ
Output: Learnt network parameters θz and θg
repeat

(XL,yL)
NL∼ DL, XU

NU∼ DU , X=
[

XL
XU

]
# Samples

YL ← one hot(yL) # Labels
Z← z(X; θz) # Forward pass
Lsup ← − 1

NL

∑NL
i=1

∑C
c=1 yic log[g(zi; θg)]c

A← exp(ZZT) # Graph
H← row normalized A # Transition matrix
ΦU ← (I−HUU)−1HULYL # LP
Φ← [YL; ΦU ]
T← according to 6.8
M← ΦΦT # Labels agreement
LCCLP ← 0
for s = 1 to S do

H(s) ← (H ◦M)s−1H

LCCLP ← LCCLP − 1
SN2

∑N
i=1

∑N
j=1 Tij logH

(s)
ij

end for
Ltotal ← Lsup + wLCCLP

θz ← θz − λ∂Ltotal∂θz
, θg ← θg − λ∂Lsup∂θg

# Updates

until stopping criterion is true

Our desiderata for an optimal SSL regularizer are as follows: 1) it encourages formation of

a single and compact cluster per class in latent space, so that linear separation is straightfor-

ward; 2) it must be compatible with the supervised loss to allow easy optimization and high

performance.

We first observe that in the desired optimal state, where a single, compact cluster per class

has been formed, the transition probabilities between any two samples of the same class should

be the same, as all samples should be at equal (ideally zero) distance on the graph. For class

c with mc number of samples, the probability of each of these transitions ideally should be 1
mc

.

On the other hand, in this ideal state, clusters corresponding to different classes should be far

from each other, and hence probability of inter-class transitions should be zero. Guided by this
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observation, we define a soft version of this optimal transition matrix T as:

Tij =
C∑
c=1

φic · φjc
1

mc

, mc =
N∑
i=1

φic . (6.8)

Here φic is the posterior probability for node i to belong to class c, estimated by given LP for

unlabelled data and given by ground truth labels for labelled data. Quantity mc is the expected

mass assigned to class c, based on ground truth labels and class posteriors estimated by LP.

The dot product φic · φjc models the likelihood that samples i and j belong to the same class.

This makes the corresponding value of the optimal transition matrix to be closer to 1
mc

if the

classes match or to 0 if they do not match. We encourage z to alter its parameters so that the

embeddings form compact clusters so that the current transition matrix H reaches the form of

the ideal transition matrix T. This optimization is performed by minimizing the cross entropy

between the transition probabilities of the two matrices:

L1−step =
1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

−Tij logHij . (6.9)

This objective has properties that are desirable in SSL. It considers unlabeled samples,

models high and low density regions via the use of LP, and facilitates separation by attracting

together in one compact cluster samples of the same soft or hard labels while repulsing different

ones. It does not apply strong forces to unconfident samples, to avoid problematic optimization

when embedding is still suboptimal, e.g. in early training. By being unaware of g and its decision

boundary, gradients of 6.9 only depend on the manifold’s geometry, thus they do not oppose

those from the supervised loss, unlike methods suffering from confirmation bias (6.2). We argue

that one more property is important for good optimization, which is not yet covered.

During optimization, forces applied by a cost should not disturb existing clusters, as they

contain information that enables SSL via the cluster assumption. To model such behavior we

design a cost that attracts points of the same class along the structure of the graph. For this

we extend the regularizer of 6.9 to the case of Markov chains with multiple transitions between

samples, which should remain within a single class. The probability of a Markov process with
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transition matrix H starting at node i and landing at node j after s number of steps is given

by (Hs)ij.

We are interested in modeling transitions within the same class and increase their probabil-

ity, while minimizing the probability of transiting to other clusters. Our solution is to utilize

the class posteriors estimated by LP, to define a confidence metric that nodes belong to the

same class. For this, we use the dot product of the nodes’ LP class posteriors M = ΦΦT.

The convenient property of this choice is that the elements of M are bounded in the range

[0, 1], taking the maximum and minimum values if and only if the labels (hard/soft for XL/XU

respectively) fully agree or disagree respectively. This allows us to use it as an estimate of the

probability that two nodes belong to the same class.

Equipped with M, we estimate the joint probability of transitioning from node i to node

j and the two belonging to the same class as p(i→ j, yi = yj) = p(i→ j)p(yi = yj|i→ j) ≈

HijMij. Note that M is indeed a function of H, as suggested by the conditional it estimates.

Finally, we estimate the probability of a Markov process to start from node i, perform (s−1)

steps within the same class and then transit to any node j, as the element H
(s)
ij of the matrix

H(s) = (H ◦M)s−1H = (H ◦M)H(s−1), (6.10)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard (elementwise) product.

By regularizing H(s) towards target matrix T as in 6.9, we minimize the probability of a

chain transiting between clusters of different classes after s steps, thus repulsing them, and

encourage uniform probability for chains that only traverse samples of one class, which attracts

them and promotes compact clustering. Notably, regularizing H(s) of the latter type of chains

towards larger values discourages disturbing clusters along their path, as this would push H(s)

close to zero. This motivates the final form of our Compact Clustering via Label Propagation

(CCLP) regularizer:

LCCLP =
1

S

S∑
s=1

1

N2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

−Tij logH
(s)
ij . (6.11)

This cost consists of S terms, each modeling paths of different length between samples on the
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graph. Larger s allows Markov chains to traverse along more elongated clusters. Note that this

cost subsumes 6.9 for s = 1. 6.11 is minimized simultaneously with the supervised loss Lsup.

An overview of our method is shown in Algorithm 5.

6.4 Empirical Analysis on Synthetic Data

Figure 6.2: Two-circles toy experiment. Main figure shows the initial arrangement of two
labeled (red/blue) and multiple unlabeled points, label propagation, and iterations using CCLP
along with supervision until convergence. Also depicted are gradients by the supervised loss on
labeled samples (yellow arrows) and by CCLP (black arrows). The dashed box shows failure
case of conditional entropy regularizer.

We conduct a study on synthetic toy examples to analyze the behavior of the proposed

method. We are interested in the forces that CCLP applies to samples in the latent space Z

as it attempts to improve their clustering, isolated from the influence of model z(·; θz). Hence

we do not adopt common visualization methods that map space Z learned by a network to 2D

(Maaten and Hinton [2008]), or plot the decision boundary of the total model f in input space

X .

To isolate the effect of CCLP, we consider an artificial setup in which assumed embeddings

of samples Z are initially positioned in a structured arrangement in a 2D space, which represents

Z, and are allowed to move freely. We place the embeddings in commonly used toy layouts:

two-moons and two-circles. For the role of g(Z; θg), we use a linear classifier, for which we

compute the supervised loss Lsup. We then perform label propagation on this artificial latent
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space Z and compute LCCLP. Finally, we compute the gradients of the two costs with respect

to θg and the coordinates of the embeddings Z, and update them iteratively.

In this setting, both costs try to move the labeled samples in space Z, but only CCLP

affects unlabeled data. If Z were computed by a real neural net z(·; θz), which is a smooth

function, embeddings of unlabeled samples would also be affected by Lsup, via updates to θz.

Our settings instead isolate the effect of CCLP on the unlabeled data.

6.4.1 Two Circles

We study the dynamics of CCLP (S=10) on two-circles (6.2), when a single labeled example is

given per class. We first observe that the isolated effect of CCLP indeed encourages formation of

a single, compact cluster per class. In more challenging scenarios, results are naturally subject

to the effect of the model, optimizer and data.

We also observe that the direction of gradients applied by CCLP to each sample depends on

the manifold’s geometry, not on the decision boundary, about which CCLP is agnostic. Since

gradients from the supervised loss are perpendicular to the decision boundary of the linear

classifier, the effect of CCLP generally does not oppose supervision. By contrast, we show the

effect of confirmation bias by studying conditional entropy regularization (CER) (Grandvalet

and Bengio [2005]). CER gradients are perpendicular to the decision boundary and can thus

oppose the effect of supervision.2

6.4.2 Two Moons

We use two moons to investigate the effect of the maximum steps S of Markov chains used

in LCCLP (Fig. 6.3). When multiple steps are used, here S = 10, gradients of CCLP follow

existing high density areas in their attempt to cluster samples better. This leads the labeled

samples to also move along the existing clusters on their way to the correct side of the decision

2If combined with an appropriate model z or a different optimizer, CER could solve this example. Here we
focus on the effect under gradient descent and independently of the model z.
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boundary. Conversely, when a single step is used (S = 1), gradients by CCLP try to preserve

only local neighborhoods, which allows the clusters to disintegrate. This breakdown of the

global structure implies loss of information, which in turn may lead to misclassification.

Figure 6.3: Two-moons toy experiment. Comparison between CCLP applied with S = 1 (top
row) and with S=10 (bottom row). Exploring the direction of the gradients from CCLP (black
arrows) shows that optimizing over a longer chain of steps leads to a behavior that tries to
preserve existing clusters when attempting to create more compact clusters.

6.5 Evaluation on Common Benchmarks

Benchmarks: We consider three benchmarks widely used in studies on SSL: MNIST (LeCun

et al. [1998]), SVHN (Netzer et al. [2011]) and CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky and Hinton [2009]).

Following common practice we whiten the datasets. We use no data augmentation to isolate

the effect of the SSL method. Following previous work, to study the effectiveness of CCLP

when labeled data is scarce, as DL we use 100, 1000 and 4000 samples from the training set

of each benchmark respectively, while the whole training set without its labels constitutes DU .

We also study effectiveness of our method when abundant labels are available, using the whole

training set as both DL and DU . We also report performance of our baseline trained with

only standard supervision (no SSL), to facilitate comparison of improvements from CCLP with

previous and future works, where quality of the baselines may differ. For every benchmark,

we perform 10 training sessions with random seeds and randomly sampled DL and report the
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mean and standard deviation of the error. We evaluate on the test-dataset of each benchmark,

except for the ablation study where we separated a validation set.

Models: For MNIST we use a CNN similar to (Chongxuan et al. [2017], Haeusser et al.

[2017], Li et al. [2017a], Rasmus et al. [2015]). For SVHN and CIFAR we use the network used

as classifier in Salimans et al. [2016], commonly adopted in recent works. In all experiments we

used the same meta-parameters for CCLP: In each SGD iteration we sample a batch (XL,yL)∼

DL of size NL = 100, where we ensure that 10 samples from each class are contained, and a

batch without labels XU ∼DU of size NU = 100. We use the dot product as similarity metric

(6.2), S = 3 maximum steps of the Markov chains (6.11). LCCLP was weighted equally with

the supervised loss, with w = 1 throughout training. These parameters were found to work

reasonably in early experiments on a pre-selected validation subset from the MNIST training

set and were used without extensive effort to optimize them for this benchmarking. Exception

are the experiments with |DL|=4000 on CIFAR, where lower w=0.1 was used, because w=1

was found to over-regularize these settings.

We also employ the method of Haeusser et al. [2017] (LBA) on SVHN and CIFAR-10, as in

the original work a different network was used, while results on SVHN where reported only with

data augmentation. We note that for correctness, in preliminary experiments we ensured that

with data augmentation our implementation of LBA produced similar results to what reported

in Haeusser et al. [2017].

Results: Performance of our method in comparison to recent SSL approaches 3 that use

similar experimental settings are reported in Table 6.1. We do not report results obtained with

data augmentation. Note that iGAN (Salimans et al. [2016]), VAT (Miyato et al. [2018]) and

BadGAN (Dai et al. [2017]) used a deep MLP instead of a CNN on MNIST, so those results may

not be entirely comparable. Our method achieves very promising results in all benchmarks, that

improve or are comparable to the state-of-the-art. CCLP consistently improves performance

3Models in Table 6.1: conv-CatGAN (Springenberg [2015]), Ladder(CNN-Γ)(Rasmus et al. [2015]), SDGM
& ADGM (Maaløe et al. [2016]), iGAN (Salimans et al. [2016]), ALI (Dumoulin et al. [2017]), VAT & VAT-large
& VAT-large-Ent (Miyato et al. [2018]), triple GAN (Chongxuan et al. [2017]), mmCVAE (Li et al. [2017a]),
BadGan (Dai et al. [2017]), LBA (Haeusser et al. [2017]), Π model (Laine and Aila [2017]), MTeach. (Tarvainen
and Valpola [2017])
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over standard supervision even when all labels in the training set are used for supervision,

indicating that CCLP could be used as a latent space regularizer in fully supervised systems.

In the latter settings, CCLP offers greater improvement over the corresponding baselines than

the most recent perturbation-based method, mean teacher (Tarvainen and Valpola [2017]). We

finally emphasize that our method consists of the computation of a single cost function and

does not require additional network components, such as the generators required for VAEs

and GANs, or the density estimator PixelCNN++ used in Dai et al. [2017]. Furthermore, we

emphasize that many of these works make use of multiple complementary regularization costs.

The compact clustering that our method encourages is orthogonal to previous approaches and

could thus boost their performance further.

MNIST SVHN CIFAR10

Model |DL| = 100 All All, No SS 1000 All All, No SS 4000 All All, No SS

conv-CatGAN 1.39 ± 0.28 0.48 – – – – 19.58 ± 0.46 9.38 –
Ladder(CNN-Γ) 0.89 ± 0.50 – 0.36 – – – 20.40 ± 0.47 – 9.27
SDGM 1.32 ± 0.07 – – 16.61 ± 0.24 – – – – –
ADGM 0.96 ± 0.02 – – 22.86 – – – – –
iGAN 0.93 ± 0.07 – – 8.11 ± 1.30 – – 18.63 ± 2.32 – –
ALI – – – 7.42 ± 0.65 – – 17.99 ± 1.62 – –
VAT 1.36 0.64 1.11 6.83 – – 14.87 5.81 6.76
triple GAN 0.91 ± 0.58 – – 5.77 ± 0.17 – – 16.99 ± 0.36 – –
mmCVAE 1.24 ± 0.54 0.31 – 4.95 ± 0.18 3.09 – – – –
BadGan 0.80 ± 0.10 – – 4.25 ± 0.03 – – 14.41 ± 0.30 – –
LBA 0.89 ± 0.08 0.36 ± 0.03 – – – – – – –
LBA (our implement.) 0.90 ± 0.10 0.36 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.03 9.25 ± 0.65 3.61 ± 0.10 4.26 ± 0.10 19.33 ± 0.51 8.46 ± 0.18 9.33 ± 0.14
CCLP (ours) 0.75 ± 0.14 0.32 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.03 5.69 ± 0.28 3.04 ± 0.05 4.26 ± 0.10 18.57 ± 0.41 8.04 ± 0.18 9.33 ± 0.14

Larger Classifiers
Π model – – – 5.43 ± 0.25 – – 16.55 ± 0.29 – –
MTeach. – – – 5.21 ± 0.21 2.77 ± 0.09 3.04 ± 0.04 17.74 ± 0.29 7.21 ± 0.24 7.43 ± 0.06
VAT-large – – – 5.77 – – 14.82 – –
VAT-large-Ent – – – 4.28 – – 13.15 – –

Table 6.1: Performance of CCLP compared to contemporary SSL methods on common bench-
marks, when limited or all available labelled data is used as DL for training. Also shown is
performance of the corresponding baseline with standard supervision (no SS). Error rate is
shown as (mean ± st.dev.). Only results obtained without augmentation are shown. Methods
in the lower part used larger classifiers.

Ablation study: We further study the effect of CCLP’s two key aspects: Regularizing

the latent space towards compact clustering and, secondly, optimizing while respecting existing

clusters by using multi-step Markov chains. For this, we separate a validation set of 10000

images from the training set of each benchmark. DL and DU are formed out of the remaining

training data. We evaluate performance on the validation set when CCLP uses different number

of maximum steps S (6.11). Each setting is repeated 10 times and we report the average error

in Fig. 6.4. When S=1, CCLP encourages compact clustering without attempting to preserve

existing clusters. This already offers large benefits over standard supervision. Optimizing over

longer Markov chains offers further improvements, with values 3≤S ≤ 6 further reducing the
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error by 5-25% in most settings. Capturing too long paths between samples (S > 10) reduces

the benefits.

Figure 6.4: Validation error on MNIST, SVHN and CIFAR, when CCLP is applied with varying
number of steps S. Blue (left) vertical axis and blue curves in each plot correspond to the setting
of training using limited labeled samples. Number of labeled samples |DL| shown over axis.
Red (right) vertical axis and red curves in each plot correspond to the setting of training with
all labeled samples of the training fold. On each axis, arrows indicate the error obtained when
training with standard supervision (w/o SSL) in each setting for each comparison. Comparing
the two error curves for each database, we observe similar behaviour of the model for both
settings with respect to hyper-parameter S. Compact clustering with S = 1 improves over
standard supervision (w/o SSL). Optimizing with 3-6 steps offers a further 5-25% reduction of
the error.

6.6 Computational Considerations

Time complexity of CCLP is O(N3 +SN2), overwhelmed by O(N3) of matrix inversion since

N � S in our settings. In practice, CCLP is inexpensive compared to a net’s forward and

backward passes. In our CIFAR settings and TensorFlow GPU implementation (Abadi et al.

[2016]), CCLP increases less than 10% the time for an SGD iteration, even for large N =

1000. In comparison, GANs and VAEs require an expensive decoder, while perturbation-based

approaches perform multiple passes over each sample.

As batch size N defines how well the graph approximates the true data manifold, larger N

is desirable but requires more memory, while low N may decrease performance. Batch sizes
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in the order of 200 used in this and previous works (Laine and Aila [2017]) are practical in

various applications, with hardware advances promising further improvements. In preliminary

experiments on CIFAR10, we observed that CCLP retains most of its performance for batch

size of 100 samples and still offers modest improvements with batches of size 50. We did not

investigate smaller batch sizes due to time constrains. On the other hand, we expect the method

to benefit from batch sizes above those used in this work. Finally, in distributed systems that

divide thousands of samples between compute nodes, a setting increasingly used in large-scale

applications of neural networks, CCLP could scale by creating a different graph per node.

6.7 Conclusion

We have presented a novel regularization technique for SSL, based on the idea of forming

compact clusters in the latent space of a neural network while preserving existing clusters

during optimization. This is enabled by dynamically constructing a graph in latent space at

each SGD iteration and propagating labels to estimate the manifold’s structure, which we

then regularize. We showed that our approach is effective in leveraging unlabeled samples via

empirical evaluation on three widely used image classification benchmarks. We also showed

our regularizer offers consistent improvements over standard supervision even when labels are

abundant.

Our method is computationally efficient and easy to apply to existing architectures as it

does not require additional network components. It is also orthogonal to approaches that do

not capture the structure of data, such as perturbation based approaches and self-supervision,

with which it can be readily combined.

Analyzing further the theoretical properties of compactly clustered latent spaces is an in-

teresting direction for future investigations. For example, we expect compact clustered spaces

to have interesting behaviour with respect to their robustness to adversarial examples. If em-

beddings of all samples of each class are clustered tightly at one point in latent space and away

from other classes, with a linear decision boundary appropriately placed in-between, we expect
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the representation would be robust to adversarial examples as there should be no direction

along which one could easily transition to another cluster.

The current work was evaluated on standard, well curated benchmarks, commonly used

for such investigations. Further evaluation is desired, on larger databases and different tasks.

After its presentation, the proposed method has been applied and evaluated by a different

group on the task of entity typing in natural language processing (Chen et al. [2019]). The

evaluation and ablation study performed therein supports the contributions from the different

components of the method, such as the benefits from graph based regularization and optimizing

over multi-step paths. CCLP is a general method and we expect it can benefit a variety of

different tasks.

The work would benefit from a larger-scale evaluation, using challenging databases from a

real-world application. Future work could investigate extensions of the method for image seg-

mentation models and evaluate its potential on biomedical imaging data. Extending CCLP for

segmentation of 2D images should be relatively straightforward. For segmenting 3D biomed-

ical scans, however, a challenge that needs to be addressed is that 3D neural networks for

segmentation have high memory requirements, often resulting to the use of small batch sizes.

For example 3D encoder-decoder based models, such as the 3D U-net, are commonly trained

with batch of size one or two (Çiçek et al. [2016]). The same limitation have 3D networks

based on dilated-convolutions (Li et al. [2017b]). In order to take advantage of the inter-sample

relationships that a graph can model, memory-efficient network architectures that can be used

with larger batch sizes are required. This is one of the advantages of the architecture based

on parallel pathways that we introduced in Sec. 3. We have confirmed it is possible to train

DeepMedic using a batch size of up to 150 samples in a GPU with 12 GBs of memory and 300

samples in a GPU with 24 GBs memory. CCLP in our experiments was applied with a batch of

size 200. Hence current hardware should be sufficient for successfully training DeepMedic with

CCLP, which is work in progress. Complementary, one could interpret nearby pixels (voxels) as

different samples, although correlated, as commonly done in segmentation with fully convolu-

tional networks (Sec. 3.4). Such a work that evaluates in a real-world application, for example

a medical imaging task, the benefits from graph-based modeling of inter-sample relationships
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within a neural network’s latent space could draw further attention to development of memory

efficient architectures.

The proposed semi-supervised method is designed to capture the shape of clusters formed

within the latent space. This information is then used to guide optimization towards a desired

state. This method does not explicitly account for distribution shift between labelled and

unlabelled data. In fact, by definition SSL assumes that both labelled and unlabelled data

come from the same underlying distribution. This is assumed implicitly in our method, via

the cluster assumption. Intuitively, if samples are all much further away from clusters of the

labelled data due to distribution shift, label propagation will result to uncertain estimates

on unlabelled data and hence the method will not contract nor repulse them. The latter

behaviour is an improvement over SSL methods that suffer from self-bias, which would amplify

the errors on unlabelled data under distribution shift. On the other hand, the benefits of our

SSL method that tries to improve cluster separation can compliment unsupervised domain

adaptation approaches, the training objectives of which, as discussed in Sec. 5.4, attempt to

align the distributions of samples from the two domains but without taking into account cluster

separation. Introducing the properties of CCLP within the framework of unsupervised domain

adaptation should facilitate learning more discriminative domain invariant feature spaces.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

Primary objective of this work was to alleviate limitations of neural networks that hinder their

large scale adoption in image-based applications. Of particular interest was the application

of segmenting medical volumetric scans, not only because of the clinical importance of the

task but also because of the technical challenges it imposes. To this end, this work partly

focused on the development of methodologies for constructing efficient neural networks, that

are practical to train and deploy with contemporary hardware. Furthermore, we focused on

methodologies for improving robustness of their performance on heterogeneous unseen data,

which is a requirement for deploying ML models in real-world settings. The following section

discusses how these goals have been addressed throughout this work from a broader perspective,

while chapters 3,4,5,6 have previously discussed specific technical contributions and limitations

of the individual methods at the time they were presented. The last section of this chapter

discusses further open challenges towards enabling large-scale applications of neural networks.

7.1 Summary of Contributions

Convolutional neural networks for visual tasks are fundamentally expensive models with respect

to memory and computation they require. These aspects limit the size of networks that can be

constructed and the time needed for training and inference. These issues hindered development

210
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of the field for decades, until modern hardware made the application of neural networks practical

(Ciresan et al. [2012], Krizhevsky et al. [2012]). The same issues continue hindering their

application on images of high resolution or dimensionality. Specifically, prior to this work,

large body of literature reported failed attempts in developing high performing 3D CNNs for

segmentation of 3D medical scans due to hardware limitations or considered it impractical

(Bermúdez-Chacón et al. [2016], Havaei et al. [2017], Prasoon et al. [2013], Roth et al. [2014]).

Only very basic models with 1 to 4 hidden layers and hence limited capacity (see Sec. 2.2) had

been reported (Brosch et al. [2015], Li et al. [2014], Urban et al. [2014]). Our work introduced

strategies for constructing and training high performing neural networks efficiently to enable

their wider application.

• First, this thesis introduced an efficient 3D CNN architecture for segmentation. By using

parallel pathways to process the image at different scales, the architecture is capable of

capturing arbitrarily large context around each voxel being segmented, while having low

memory and computation requirements. This enables larger batches and quick inference.

Combined with an effective sampling strategy for dense training under class imbalance

and careful design choices, this model was the first fully 3D CNN for segmentation with

large receptive field and capacity. The model achieved state-of-the-art performance on

international competitions, for multiple tasks and types of data, contributing in popular-

ization of 3D CNNs in medical imaging.

• Moreover, our work on unsupervised domain adaptation showed that 3D adversarial net-

works for domain adaptation is a feasible solution with current hardware, although this

was questioned in previous literature. We showed that for the task of segmentation in

brain MRI it is sufficient to use a domain classifier that is relatively small in comparison

to the segmenter. This design classifies the domain based on statistics and correlations

of feature activations locally, to learn representations invariant to the style of images,

rather than based on large context. Hence the domain classifier does not add large com-

putational burden during training. A similar design was concurrently found effective in

synthesis of natural images, which supports our conclusions (Isola et al. [2017]). The
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method scales well to large databases and does not add any computational burden to the

inference stage, which is of prime importance.

• Finally, we introduced a method for regularizing training by taking advantage of inter-

sample relationships via graphs. Graph based methods have primarily been transduc-

tive, which makes them impractical for inference as all computations have to be per-

formed again every time a new test sample is given. Our work introduced dynamically-

constructed graphs during training. The graphs are only used to define a cost function

for regularization, without altering the network architecture. As a result, it offers the

advantage of graph-based regularization while allowing efficient inductive inference. The

method only adds minimal computation during training (less than 10% of standard train-

ing). It does require non-trivial batch sizes, but has been shown to work with sizes

commonly used in practice for classification, while we discussed feasible extension to

segmentation (Sec. 6.7).

The second main goal of this work was to advance the generalization capabilities of neural

networks, with special emphasis on improving robustness when unseen data may differ signifi-

cantly from the training data. This is required if neural networks are to be applied in real-world

settings, beyond the limited, research-quality databases on which they are developed, configured

and evaluated.

• Towards this goal, we proposed diverse ensembles as a paradigm for avoiding the pitfall of

model selection, which is biased towards what performs well on the data available during

development but can be sub-optimal in the vastly heterogeneous data from unconstrained

real world settings. Ensembling of diverse models and configurations offers robustness to

failures of individual components to generalize. The effectiveness of the approach was

evaluated in a challenging international competition on brain tumor segmentation, where

our system won the 1-st position. The framework is scaleable for a variety of practical

applications, as both training and inference are highly parallelizable.

• Furthermore, complementary to avoiding overfit during model-selection, this work fo-

cused on the aspect of learning representations that generalize better. To this end, we
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investigated methodologies to utilize information in unlabelled databases, which capture

better the heterogeneity of the real data distribution than the limited labelled databases.

This work introduced multi-connected adversarial networks, an architecture tailored for

domain adaptation with segmentation models, motivated by our unexpected empirical

finding that domain shift strongly affects early layers of neural networks. The architec-

ture was adopted in a variety of works, with independently performed studies confirming

the effectiveness of multi-connected adversarial networks (Dou et al. [2018]).

• This work also investigated semi-supervised learning to extract useful learning signal

from unlabelled data. We introduced a novel method for capturing inter-sample relations

in latent space via dynamically constructed graphs and differentiable label propagation.

This enables capturing the structure of unlabelled data in latent space. We hypothesized

that the optimal space for class separation is one that embeds all samples of same class

in a single compact cluster. We derived a regularizer that encourages such embedding

and showed that compact clustering in latent space leads to improved generalization of

neural networks, both when trained with semi-supervised as well as with standard, fully

supervised learning.

7.2 Open Challenges and Future Outlook

We here take the opportunity to discuss research directions that could build up on our findings,

as well as broader open challenges to further unlock and exploit the potential of neural networks.

For discussion on the technical limitations and potential extensions of the specific methodologies

introduced in our work please consult the corresponding chapters.

Developing efficient network architectures that require lower memory and amount of com-

putations is of great importance for a variety of applications. We here introduced an efficient

3D CNN architecture based on multi-scale parallel pathways, motivated by the goal of enabling

large 3D CNNs to process 3D medical scans. In classic computer vision, efficient networks en-

able fast image processing for robot vision, faster processing on hardware with low processing
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power such as mobiles, or building larger networks for the same computational budget. After

our work has been presented, a variety of works proposed related architectures based on multi-

scale processing with parallel pathways (Lin et al. [2017a], Poudel et al. [2019]). How to best

downsample, process and fuse the multi-scale is an open research question, with many devel-

opments such as incorporation of attention modules (Qin et al. [2018]). A different approach

for constructing efficient networks investigates how to decompose the convolutional filters into

basis filters with lower rank, which require less computations (Ioannou et al. [2016], Jaderberg

et al. [2014]). Decomposition methods limit the representational power of the filters, hence

the investigations focus on identifying which family of basis filters are best suited for vision.

Another promising direction is the development of more flexible reversible models (Gomez et al.

[2017b]). Here, networks constructed only using reversible modules do not require storing all

the activations of feature maps during the forward pass to perform the backward pass. Such

an approach has recently been also investigated for super resolution of MRIs (Blumberg et al.

[2018]). The primary open research question here is to find reversible functions that are expres-

sive, so that they do not limit the representational power of a network when used as building

blocks.

Our work on semi-supervised learning showed the benefits of modeling and exploiting infor-

mation about the inter-sample relationships via graphs and label propagation. These techniques

were previously commonly used for transductive inference, while our work showed that they

can be used to regularize inductive neural networks. Label propagation (Zhu and Ghahramani

[2002]), the original method for transductive inference on graphs, has been followed up by

numerous works that proposed different ways for propagating information on a graph. This

includes the modern field of graph convolutional networks (Bronstein et al. [2017]) that can

learn filters appropriate for propagation of information on a given graph. Our work, having

shown that such methods can be applied in inductive networks for regularization, opens up

as natural follow up investigation what other transductive techniques could benefit inductive

neural networks. Furthermore, an approach which we already explore is methodologies to

utilize today’s inductive networks for transductive inference on collections of samples, where

inter-sample relations are taken into account at inference time.
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This work has demonstrated the potential of ensembles made up of a diverse collection

of models. The models used were popular architectures that had previously shown high per-

formance in image segmentation, trained under different settings. Variance of the individual

estimators is fundamental for ensembling methods (Breiman [1996]). At the same time one

must ensure low bias of the estimators, in other words the individual models to be of high

quality. Natural continuation of our investigation would be research on automatic exploration

of the model space, in order to determine a collection of models that individually have high

quality predictions, yet each gives a different behaviour than the rest. We intend to follow

up with such an investigation, leveraging the current developments in automatic model search

(Baker et al. [2017], Jaderberg et al. [2017], Real et al. [2017], Zoph and Le [2017]) as a starting

point and develop appropriate optimization objectives for encouraging diverse solutions.

This work explored how to utilize unlabelled data via domain adaptation and semi-supervised

learning, as they are commonly available in larger quantities and hence can help to capture

better the heterogeneity of the real data distribution. Other types of unsupervised learning

have seen rapid advances recently, which could facilitate learning representations that gener-

alize better. A long standing challenge is generative modeling, which has gained popularity

recently due to impressive results achieved by modern models, especially when they are scaled

up to very large capacity. Such promising results were achieved by variational auto-encoders

(Kingma and Welling [2014]), auto-regressive models (Larochelle and Murray [2011], Oord et al.

[2016]), combinations of the two (Razavi et al. [2019]), generative adversarial networks (Brock

et al. [2019], Donahue and Simonyan [2019], Goodfellow et al. [2014] and flow-based models

(Dinh et al. [2015, 2017], Kingma and Dhariwal [2018]). Feature detectors learned by genera-

tive models had been shown useful for down-stream tasks. The generative task is very general

and requires a model to learn every variation within a database. This may be unnecessarily

difficult learning problem to tackle if the down-stream task of interest is specified in advance.

In this case, recent advances indicate that it is possible to learn very useful representations in

an unsupervised manner by requesting a model to predict different aspects of the input data.

An example is to predict certain parts of an image that have been occluded prior to giving the

image to the model (Doersch et al. [2015]). In order for the model to accomplish the task, it
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must learn to extract useful high level information about the contents of the image, such as

what objects are within it. These representations can afterwards be used for image classifica-

tion. This type of unsupervised learning is known as self-supervision (Doersch et al. [2015])

and has recently given very impressive results (Bachman et al. [2019]). For the representations

learned to be useful, the down-stream task of interest must be related to the self-supervised

task. A variety of tasks for self-supervision have been derived and many are bound to be dis-

covered, with active research interest in determining which tasks are related and how (Zamir

et al. [2018]).

Besides information in unlabelled data, there is yet another large amount of information

available that standard learning paradigms do not take advantage of: the information in labelled

databases from different tasks. The currently successful neural networks are trained for a

single task with supervised training. As a consequence, they can commonly learn only from

labelled databases specifically made for that specific task. Some tasks can be closely related,

however. For example, segmentation of animals in photos is closely related to detection of the

animals, such as with a bounding box around them. Similarly, segmentation of one type of

abnormality in the brain is likely closely related to segmenting another type of abnormality, as

they both differ from normal brain tissue. The paradigm of training a model simultaneously

to make predictions for different tasks is multi-task learning (Caruana [1997]). Under the

fundamental assumption that the different tasks share some underlying information, such as

common relations between objects in the image, then the information from one task serves as

additional information for performing another task. An additional benefit is that with multi-

task learning one can leverage multiple labelled databases, which may be from different modes

of the real distribution (domain shift). Hence learning can be improved thanks to the larger

variety of images the model processes during training.

The fundamental advantage of neural networks is that they automatically learn useful

features-detectors for a task in a data-driven manner. As we have discussed throughout this

work, these feature detectors are going to generalize to heterogeneous data from unconstrained,

real-world settings only if they are learned using training data that capture this heterogeneity.

The world is very complicated. Creating a massive database that captures the heterogeneity
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of all possible cases that may arise for a task of interest is a colossal undertaking. An under-

taking that no individual group, institutions or organization should tackle alone, but rather a

collaborative effort. Instead of each entity individually training a different model on their own

limited data, the developments in the field could be catalyzed by a collective effort towards

training a single model on all available data across collaborators. Collecting all the data in

one centralized spot for training is practically unfeasible due to risks regarding data privacy

and security among other reasons. An alternative is decentralised training among nodes that

each holds its own data (Dean et al. [2012]). Many technical challenges need to be tackled

before this vision of distributed training1 becomes feasible. It does offer, however, the potential

for true scalability to massive amounts of data. Learning a single, common and shared model

with all available data across collaborative institutions can lead to fair models, that generalize

across data from different populations and, if the model is publicly shared, to democratization

of machine learning.

An alternative avenue on how to develop high performing models for specific tasks and

settings can be taken if one starts from a different fundamental assumption. Heterogeneity in

imaging may be so large that it may not be practical to construct a database and a model

that capture every rare case, imaging technology, artifacts in acquired images etc. From this

standpoint, instead of targeting to create a general model that generalizes in every setting, an

alternative approach would be to enable pre-trained models to continuously learn and adapt

within the setting that they are deployed to operate, so that their performance can improve

for the specific settings. Standard neural networks lack this capability of continuous learning,

also known as lifelong learning (Thrun [1998]). It is an active field of research in the context

of reinforcement learning (Kirkpatrick et al. [2017]), which only recently attracted attention

in computer vision (Li and Hoiem [2017], Rebuffi et al. [2017]) and medical imaging (Baweja

et al. [2018], Karani et al. [2018]). A particular promising research avenue could be one that

seeks to combine continual learning capabilities with self-supervision or learning from limited

supervision. Alternatively, particularly practical could be continual learning under limited

(few-shot) supervision. This would not only enable the model to quickly improve its behaviour

1Recently re-branded as federated learning.
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in the settings of deployment using corrections given by the user, but also learn to adapt its

predictive behaviour to better imitate the behaviour that the user prefers. Such examples could

be an automatic segmentation tool that adapts to be more sensitive or more precise depending

on the clinician’s preference or an autonomous vehicle that learns to keep more distance from

other cars if the driver prefers to. Enabling such human-machine adaptive learning to tailor the

model to its user’s preferred behaviour would re-position machine learning models away from

the role of neutral predictive black boxes and closer to intelligent adaptive tools that extend

the user’s capabilities.

Machine learning, thanks to the generality of the function it can perform (make a prediction

about a question, given some data) has the potential to impact various aspects of our society

and facilitate countless tasks in the industry. A variety of ML technologies, including neural

networks, have already been deployed for certain applications. This is the case primarily for

well specified tasks and in settings that guarantee specific requirements for the input. For less

constrained tasks, further technical developments may be necessary. Examples of applications

where ML models already offer solutions are the identification of a specific face from within an

existing database of faces, recognition of a specific object in an image under specific lighting

conditions and pose, or translating a text from a specific language to another. For such well

specified tasks and constrained inputs, a sufficiently large labelled database that captures the

potential heterogeneity in the input data can be created and the current ML technology can be

sufficient. However in tasks where the models are required to operate under more heterogeneous

conditions, current technology still faces challenges. For example, even in a recent large-scale

study that investigated clinical applicability of CNNs for detection of retinal disease, it was

shown that although a model performed very well on data acquired using the same device as

the training data, it completely failed on data from different device and required re-training

on labelled data from this device (De Fauw et al. [2018]). This scenario is common in many

medical imaging tasks and makes current models inapplicable to clinical practice, except if

constrains are placed on the type of the input or one model is developed for each setting of

deployment. Furthermore, if the models are required to operate fully automatically, instead of

acting as supporting tools for a human, then the problem of robustness is even more important
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for high-risk applications. Such is the case of automated screening of medical scans where if

a case with cancer is missed due to image artefacts, it can have dire consequences. Another

example is that of automatic driving vehicles. Current technology enables automatic driving

only under specific lighting and weather conditions, for road and traffic conditions of specific

countries, while still requiring the supervision of a human to take control if needed. In such

failure-critical applications, enabling fully independent automation would require generaliza-

tion or adaptability to all possible inputs, as well as identifying rare, out-of-distribution or even

adversarial inputs while still continuing operation safely. Therefore a variety of further devel-

opments are required for robust and safe ML technologies, which have barely started showing

their true potential.



‘Wear sunscreen.

If I could offer you only one tip for the future, sunscreen would be it.

The long term benefits of sunscreen have been proved by scientists.

Whereas the rest of my advice has no basis more reliable than my own meandering experience.

I will dispense this advice now.

...

Don’t worry about the future. Or worry. But know that worrying is as effective as trying to solve an

algebra equation by chewing bubblegum.

The real troubles in your life are apt to be things that never crossed your worried mind.

...

Don’t waste your time on jealousy. Sometimes you’re ahead, sometimes you’re behind.

The race is long, and in the end, it’s only with yourself.

...

Don’t feel guilty if you don’t know what you want to do with your life...

Whatever you do, don’t congratulate yourself too much or berate yourself either.

Your choices are half chance, so are everybody else’s.

...

Get to know your parents.

You never know when they’ll be gone for good.

Be nice to your siblings.

They are the best link to your past and the people most likely to stick with you in the future.

...

Understand that friends come and go.

But for the precious few you should hold on, work hard to bridge the gaps in geography and lifestyle.

Because the older you get, the more you need the people you knew when you were young.

...

Be careful whose advice you buy, but be patient with those who supply it.

Advice is a form of nostalgia.

Dispensing it is a way of fishing the past from the disposal, wiping it off,

painting over the ugly parts and recycling it for more than it’s worth.

But trust me on the sunscreen.’

Mary Schmich, “Advice, like youth, probably just wasted on the young”, Chicago Tribune, 1997
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